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Abstract

We review recent progress in the determination of the parton distribution functions (PDF) of the proton,
with emphasis on application for precision phenomenology at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). We start
by discussing the general theoretical framework underlying the global QCD analysis of the internal proton
structure in terms of quarks and gluons. We then present a detailed overview of the hard-scattering mea-
surements, and the corresponding theory predictions, that are used in state-of-the-art PDF fits, emphasizing
the crucial role that NNLO calculations play. We introduce the methodology used to extract PDFs from
the data in the global analysis, and then review and compare the most recent releases from the various
PDF fitting collaborations. We discuss the role that QED corrections and the photon PDF play in modern
PDF analysis. We provide representative examples of the implications of PDF fits for high-precision LHC
phenomenological applications. We conclude this report by discussing some selected topics relevant for
the future of PDF determinations, including the treatment of theoretical uncertainties, the connection with
lattice QCD calculations, and the role of PDFs at future high-energy colliders beyond the LHC.
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1. Introduction1

The determination of the quark and gluon structure of the proton is a central component of the precision2

phenomenology program at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). This internal structure of nucleons is quan-3

tified in the collinear QCD factorization framework by the Parton Distribution Functions (PDFs), which4

encode the probability of finding quarks and gluons inside the proton carrying a given amount of its mo-5

mentum. Being driven by low-scale non-perturbative dynamics, PDFs cannot currently be computed from6

first principles, at least with current technology, and therefore they need to be determined from experimen-7

tal data from a variety of hard-scattering cross-sections in lepton-proton and proton-proton collisions. This8

program, known as the global QCD analysis, involves combining the most PDF-sensitive data and the high-9

est precision QCD and electroweak calculations available within a statistically robust fitting methodology.10

See Refs. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] for recent reviews on PDF determinations.11

A strong motivation to improve our understanding of the internal structure of the proton is provided by12

the fact that parton distributions and their associated uncertainties play a decisive role in several LHC appli-13

cations. To begin with, they represent one of the dominant theoretical uncertainties for the determination of14

the Higgs boson couplings [10], where any deviation from the tightly fixed SM predictions would indicate a15

smoking gun for new physics. PDF uncertainties also affect the production of new high-mass resonances, as16

those predicted by many Beyond the Standard Model scenarios [11], since they probe PDFs at large values17

of the momentum fraction x which are poorly constrained by available data. A third example is provided18

by the measurement of precision SM parameters at hadron colliders, such as the W mass [12] or the strong19

coupling constant αs(Q). These can be sensitive to BSM effects (for instance via virtual effects of new par-20

ticles too heavy to be produced directly) and in many cases PDF uncertainties are also one of the limiting21

factors of the measurements. Beyond the LHC, there are also several other instances where PDFs play an22

important role, for instance in astroparticle physics, such as for the accurate predictions for signal [13] and23

background [14] events at neutrino telescopes. And needless to say, parton distributions will keep playing24
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an important role for any future higher-energy collider involving hadrons in the initial state [15, 16], and25

therefore improving PDFs helps in shaping fit the physics potential of such future colliders.26

A number of collaborations provide regular updated of their PDF sets, see [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23]27

and references there in. Differences between these various analysis arise at the level of the choice of the28

input fitted dataset, the theoretical calculations for the calculation of cross-sections, and methodological29

choices for the parametrization of PDFs, the estimate and propagation of PDF uncertainties, and the treat-30

ment of external parameters. For instance, while some PDF fits are based on a global dataset, including the31

widest possible variety of experimental constraints, some others are based on reduced datasets (for example,32

without jet data) or even on a single dataset, as the HERAPDF2.0 set which is based only on the HERA33

inclusive structure functions. Despite these differences, it has been shown that, under some well-specified34

conditions, PDF sets can be statistically combined among them into a unified set. The most popular realiza-35

tion of this combination paradigm are the PDF4LHC15 sets [2], which combine the CT14, MMHT14, and36

NNPDF3.0 sets using the Monte Carlo method, and are subsequently reduced to small number of Hessian37

eigenvectors or MC replicas to facilitate phenomenological applications.38

This Report is motivated by the fact that the recent years have seen a number of rather important break-39

throughs in our understanding of the quark and gluon structure of the proton. To begin with, the impressive40

recent progress in NNLO QCD calculations has now made possible to include essentially all relevant col-41

lider cross-sections consistently into a NNLO global analysis, from top-quark differential distributions to42

inclusive jets and dijets, isolated photons, and the pT distribution of Z bosons, among others. These theo-43

retical developments have been matched by the availability of high-precision measurements from ATLAS,44

CMS, and LHCb at
√

s = 7, 8 and 13 TeV, in several cases with statistical uncertainties at the per-mile45

level and systematic errors at the few-percent level. The combination of these state-of-the art calculations46

and high-precision data provides a great opportunity to constrain PDFs, but it also represents a challenge to47

verify if the global QCD framework can satisfactorily accommodate them.48

Another important topic that has attracted a lot of attention recently is the role that QED and electroweak49

effects, and specifically the photon PDFs, play in global fits of parton distributions. Recent progress has50

demonstrated that the photon PDF can be computed with few-percent accuracy [24], improving on previous51

model and data-driven determinations, with direct implications for LHC cross-sections. Another important52

development is the realization that the charm PDF can be treated on an equal footing as the light quarks53

in the global fit [25], allowing to stabilize the mc dependence, improve the agreement with high-precision54

data, and making possible direct comparison with non-perturbative models of the charm content of the55

proton [26]. From the methodological point of view, there have been several improvements in the way that56

PDFs are parametrized and the various associated sources of uncertainty estimated among the PDF fitting57

groups. In addition, there has also been a recent explosion in the number the tools available for PDF studies58

from the open-source fitting framework xFitter [27], to new fast (N)NLO interfaces and public codes for59

the PDF evolution and the efficient calculation of hadronic cross-sections. It is therefore the goal of this60

Report to present a detailed overview of these various recent developments, and how they have modified61

our present understanding of the quark and gluon structure of the proton, with emphasis on the resulting62

phenomenological applications.63

This Report focuses only on one of the main aspects of the internal structure of nucleons, namely64

collinear unpolarized PDFs, which are its most relevant feature for the exploration of the high-energy fron-65

tier at the LHC. There are however many other fascinating aspects of the inner life of protons that due to66

space limitations cannot be covered here, since each of these important topics would deserve a separated67

Report. These include, among others, the determination of its spin structure by means of the polarized68

PDFs [28, 29]; the nuclear modifications of the free-proton PDFs [30, 31], relevant for the understanding69
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of cold nuclear matter effects and the RHIC and LHC heavy-ion program; or the to the three-dimensional70

imaging of nucleons in terms of transverse-momentum-dependent PDFs (TMD-PDFs) [32]. We note only71

here that progress in some of these other aspects of the proton structure also affect unpolarized PDF fits, for72

example nuclear corrections are frequently used to include neutrino DIS structure functions taken on heavy73

nuclear targets.74

The structure of this Report is as follows. First of all in Sect. 2 we review the theoretical foundations75

of the global PDF analysis framework, specifically the QCD factorization theorems of lepton-hadron and76

hadron-hadron collisions and the scale dependence of the PDFs. Then in Sect. 3 we discuss the hard-77

scattering experimental data, as well as the corresponding state-of-the-art theoretical calculations, that are78

used to constrain the PDFs in modern global analyses. We continue in Sect. ?? presenting the methodolog-79

ical framework of PDF fits, including the various approaches to parametrized the PDFs and to estimate and80

propagate the uncertainties from theory and data to physical cross-sections. In Sect. 5 we summarize the81

main features of the different PDF collaborations that provide regular updates of their PDF fits, and then82

in Sect. 6 we compare then, assessing their differences and similarities for different aspects of the proton83

structure such as the gluon PDF, quark-flavour separation, and the strange and charm content of the proton.84

We then move in Sect. 7 to discuss a topic that has received a lot of attention recently, namely the role that85

QED and electroweak corrections play in PDF fits, with emphasis on the photon content of the proton. In86

Sect. 8 we highlight a number of representative examples of the role of PDFs and their uncertainties for87

the LHC precision physics program. In the last part of this Report, Sect 9 we discuss some of the topics88

that are likely to play an important role for the future of PDF determinations, such as the quantification of89

theoretical uncertainties, the interplay with lattice QCD calculations, and the application of PDFs for future90

higher energy lepton-proton and proton-proton colliders. Finally we conclude and summarize this Report91

in Sect. 10.92

2. The global QCD analysis framework93

In the first section of this Report, we first present a brief historical account of PDF determinations and94

then introduce the foundations of global PDF analysis, namely the QCD factorization of lepton-hadron95

and hadron-hadron collisions. We also discuss the scale dependence of parton distributions as encoded in96

the DGLAP evolution equations and briefly address the important topic of mass effects in deep-inelastic97

structure functions.98

2.1. A brief history of PDF fits99

The first direct measurement of proton structure was performed in the the pioneering experiments of100

Hofstadter on elastic electron–nucleon scattering [33, 34]. By examining the deviations from the simple101

Mott scattering formulae for point–like particles, the finite extent of the proton could be resolved, and the102

charge radius of the proton was determined to be ∼ 0.7 fm to within a few percent precision.103

Although this result hints at an underlying substructure, the serious possibility that the proton is com-104

posite originated with the idea proposed independently by Zweig [35] and Gell–Mann [36] in 1964. By105

postulating the existence of three ‘aces’ (Zweig’s term) or ‘quarks’ (Gell–Mann’s) with fractional electric106

charge and baryon number, and spin–1/2, the complex structure of the hadrons and meson multiplets could107

be simply explained. However, Zweig and Gell–Mann were understandably cautious about interpreting108

these objects as physical particles of finite mass, rather than simply convenient mathematical devices, as109

the mechanism for binding such quarks together was not understood and stable quarks had not been seen110

experimentally.111
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This situation changed in 1967 with the new experimental data on deep inelastic scattering (DIS) pro-112

vided by the SLAC 20 GeV linear accelerator. The SLAC–MIT collaboration were surprised to find that,113

in contrast to the case of elastic lepton–proton scattering, the two form factors associated with the DIS114

cross section, the so–called structure functions, were roughly independent of Q2 [37, 38]. Moreover, these115

appeared to exhibit the scaling behaviour predicted by Bjorken in 1969 [39], namely that the structure116

functions should depend only on the ratio of Q2 to the lepton energy loss ν in the proton rest frame1.117

These observations led Feynman to introduce the parton model [41], in which the incident lepton scatters118

incoherently and instantaneously from the point–like ‘parton’ constituents of the proton. This concept,119

developed further in [42], naturally explains the observed Bjorken scaling behaviour, with the point–like120

partons in this simple picture providing no additional scale through which Bjorken scaling could be broken.121

At the same time Callan and Gross [43] showed that the DIS structure functions obey a simple relation for122

the case of spin– 1
2 quark constituents, a finding that was also supported by the data [44]. These partons were123

therefore naturally associated with the quarks of Gell–Mann and Zweig. The demonstration of asymptotic124

freedom in 1973 in strongly interacting non–abelian gauge theories [45, 46] provided a simple explanation125

for the observed absence of free quarks, through the process of confinement, and the QCD parton model126

became the established approach.127

A natural ingredient of this parton model is the probability distributions of the partons themselves, that is128

the PDFs. The first studies concentrated on developing simple models for these objects based on the limited129

experimental input available, for example: in [42] phase space considerations were used to conclude that the130

PDFs must also include a contribution from the now well known sea of quark–antiquark pairs in addition131

to the valence quarks; in [47] a gluon PDF was introduced to account for the observed quark momentum132

fractions in a physically reasonable way, and simple x dependencies of the PDFs were predicted according133

to general Regge theory and phase space expectations.134

The idea of fitting a freely parameterised set of PDF followed soon after these first studies. In [48]135

the approach of [47] was extended to a more general phenomenological form, and a 4–parameter fit to the136

quark PDFs was performed to the available data on proton and neutron structure functions. As the amount137

and type of data increased the forms of the PDFs became increasingly general, see for example [49, 50].138

Although the momentum fraction carried by the gluon could be determined by the missing contribution to139

DIS appearing in the momentum sum rule, it was only possible to fit its shape following the observation of140

scaling violations in the structure functions, first seen at FNAL [51] in 1974. Such Q2 dependent deviations141

from simple Bjorken scaling occur due to higher–order QCD corrections to DIS and were directly connected142

through the DGLAP equation [52, 53, 54, 55] in 1977 to the Q2 evolution of the PDFs. This allowed the143

first determinations of the shape of the gluon to be made in [56] (see also [57]).144

The subsequent LO fits of [58] (based on [59]) to fixed target structure function and neutrino DIS data,145

and [60], which also included J/ψ meson and muon pair hadroproduction, were widely used for a range of146

phenomenological applications. By the late 1980s PDF fits at NLO in the strong coupling where standard,147

with the earlier analyses of [61, 62] fitting to fixed target DIS and the subsequent fits of [63, 64, 65] including148

prompt photon and Drell–Yan hadroproduction. The ‘dynamical’ PDF set of [66] were produced with the149

assumption that at low scale the quark sea vanished and the gluon becomes proportional to the valence150

quark distributions, themselves determined from DIS data.151

Up to this point all DIS data was taken with fixed target experiments and hence limited to the higher152

x & 0.01 region. This changed in 1992 when HERA high energy collider at DESY started taking data. This153

collided 920 GeV protons with ≈ 27.5 GeV electrons for most of the run period, allowing the previously154

1Indications of this scaling were also observed at the DESY electron synchrotron in the same year [40].
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unexplored region down to x ∼ 10−4 region to be probed at high Q2. By 1994 data from HERA were155

included for the first in the MRS(A) [67] and CTEQ3 [68] global fits. These were also the first fits to include156

data from the Tevatron pp collider, with in particular the W asymmetry data providing new information on157

the quark flavour decomposition. In the years that followed further public releases within these approaches158

were produced, with in particular the increasingly precise HERA measurements, and Tevatron data on jet159

production placing new and important constraints.160

These PDF sets corresponded to the best fit only, that is, no precise estimate of the uncertainty on the161

PDFs due to the errors on the data in the fit were included, beyond simple studies where a range of fits162

under different input assumptions might be performed to give some estimate of the spread. This was an163

acceptable situation when the uncertainties on the hadron collider data were sufficiently large, however as164

the data precision increased this rapidly became an issue. In the 1996 CDF measurement [69] of inclusive165

jet production, for example, there was an apparent excess of events at high jet E⊥ that was interpreted at166

the time as a possible sign for new physics. In the subsequent study of [70] it was shown that the gluon167

PDF could be modified in a way that still fit all available data, including the CDF jets. Clearly a precise168

evaluation of the PDF uncertainties was needed to avoid such a situation.169

The first attempts to produce such uncertainties, based on linear propagation of the experimental system-170

atic and statistical errors through to the PDFs, considered a restricted set of DIS data [71, 72, 73, 74]. The171

extension of these methods to the wider data set included in a global PDF fit was a complicated problem,172

both from a purely technical point of view, but also more conceptually. In particular, more conventional sta-173

tistical approaches to evaluating the uncertainty on the fitted PDF parameters, such as a standard ‘∆χ2 + 1’174

variation, are only appropriate when fitting perfectly consistent data sets with purely Gaussian errors against175

a well–defined theory. For PDF fits none of these criteria are fulfilled: different data sets are often found176

to be highly improbable, with a χ2 per degree of freedom well above one, the experimental systematic177

uncertainties will not generally be Gaussian in nature, and the fixed order perturbative theory calculation178

will carry its own (usually omitted) uncertainties. These issues were addressed in the CTEQ [75, 76] and179

MRST [77] PDF releases in 2002, with the basic idea being to allow the χ2 to vary from the minimum by a180

larger degree, or ‘tolerance’, to account for the departure from the textbook statistical situation.181

The calculation of the NNLO splitting functions in 2004 [78, 79] provided the necessary tools to go to182

NNLO in PDF fits, and with the release of the MSTW08 [80] and CT10 [81] sets (the successors to the183

MRST and CTEQ sets, respectively) NNLO became the standard for global PDFs. At the same time the184

ABKM09 [82] NNLO PDFs were released. These were based on the earlier studies of [71, 83, 84], and fit185

to a reduced data set of DIS and fixed target Drell–Yan and dimuon production, with a classical ‘∆χ2 + 1’186

error treatment applied. A further set to consider a reduced data sample to appear at this time was the187

HERAPDF1.0 [85] PDFs. These included only the combined H1 and ZEUS measurements from the HERA188

Run I phase, with the aim of determining the PDFs from a completely consistent DIS data sample. This189

allowed the PDF uncertainty to again be described without the introduction of a larger tolerance factor, while190

the uncertainties due to model assumptions and choice of parameterisation were included in addition. This191

NLO set was extended to NNLO in the HERAPDF2.0 [21] PDFs, which used the final combined HERA I192

+ II data sample. The NNLO JR09 [86] set included a range of DIS and fixed target data, applying both a193

‘standard’ fitting approach and the ‘dynamical’ approach of [66]. The subsequent JR14 [22] set included a194

range of data updates, including jet production from the Tevatron.195

The approaches described above differ greatly in many respects, both in the choice of input data sets,196

and the treatment of the corresponding theory predictions. However, while there are significant differences197

in the precise choice of parameterisation, in all cases these rely on parameterising the PDFs in terms of198

reasonably contained, O(20 − 40), number of free variables. Moreover, while the precise prescription may199
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vary, these are again all based on the ‘Hessian’ linear error propagation procedure. A different approach,200

first discussed in [87], was taken by the NNPDF collaboration. Here the PDF functional forms are based on201

neural networks, allowing many more (O(200 − 300)) free parameters. In addition, rather than constructing202

the PDF error from the χ2 variation about the best fit values, a ‘Monte Carlo’ (MC) approach is taken, with a203

large enough sample of PDF ‘replica’ sets each fit to randomly distributed pseudo–data generated according204

to the measured data values and their uncertainties. The first NNPDF1.0 fit was reported in [88], at NLO205

and to a range of DIS and fixed target data. Subsequently, NNPDF2.1 [89] provided the first NNLO PDF206

set within this approach, and included Tevatron data for the first time.207

In recent times, data from the LHC has played an increasingly important role in PDF determination. The208

CT14 [18], MMHT14 [19] and NNPDF2.3 [90] sets included LHC data on jets, W and Z boson production,209

and top pair production for the first time. In addition, ABMP16 [20] was the first set from this group to210

include input from hadroproduction processes, with data on W and Z boson and single top production from211

the Tevatron and LHC and top pair production data at the LHC fit. As we will see in this review, these data,212

which are being produced with increasingly high precision, are now providing some of the most stringent213

constraints on the PDFs.214

In parallel to these developments, there has been increasing focus on the use of PDFs as precise tools215

for LHC physics, emphasising the need for clear benchmarking exercises between sets and PDF combina-216

tions, to provide an overall PDF uncertainty. The PDF4LHC Working Group, formed in 2006, has played a217

significant role in this, with the benchmarking described in [5] leading to first so–called PDF4LHC recom-218

mendation [91] for the use of PDFs and their uncertainties at the LHC. This has subsequently been updated219

in [2] (see [1] for an alternative approach).220

2.2. QCD factorization in deep-inelastic scattering221

The importance of the deep-inelastic scattering (DIS) process for PDF fits cannot be under-emphasized.222

Instrumental for the discovery of quarks, DIS represents since then the backbone of global PDF fits, and223

indeed historically the first PDF fits were based on DIS data alone. For three decades, DIS experiments224

were based on fixed-target kinematics, where an energetic lepton (electron or a muon) was accelerated and225

them focused into an stationary target. A major breakthrough in our understanding of the proton structure226

started in 1992 with the commissioning of the HERA collider at DESY in Hamburg (Germany). The first227

(and so-far only one) lepton-proton collider, HERA operated between 1992 and 2007, collecting data on228

neutral and charged current events in electron and positron scattering of protons for a center-of-mass energy229

of
√

s = 318 GeV (after the Run II update).230

The deep-inelastic scattering process is schematically represented in Fig. 1. In this process, an energetic231

lepton, which can be either charged (electron or muon) or neutral (a neutrino) scatters of a proton (or some232

other hadron) by means of the interchange of an electroweak gauge boson, a virtual photon γ∗ or a W± or233

Z boson. The large virtuality Q of the gauge boson, Q � ΛQCD, ensures that the process can be described234

within QCD factorization in terms of coefficient functions and parton distributions, as we show below.235

Denoting by k and k′ the four-momenta of the incoming and outgoing leptons, by q the four-momentum236

of the exchanged gauge boson and P the incoming proton’s momentum, the DIS process is defined in terms237

of a few invariant quantities, namely238

x ≡
Q2

2P · q
, Q2 ≡ q2 , y ≡

q · P
k · P

, (1)

Here x is known as the Bjorken variable, and although here is is defined purely in terms of the kinematics of239

the initial and final-state particles, it can be shown that in the parton model it corresponds to the momentum240
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the deep-inelastic scattering process. An energetic lepton (electron, muon or
neutrino) scatters off one of the quarks in the proton by means of the interchange of a gauge boson (γ,W± or Z). The
large virtuality of the gauge boson, Q � ΛQCD, ensures that the process can be described within QCD factorization in
terms of coefficient functions and parton distributions.

fraction carried by the struck parton. Recall that by momentum conservation q = k′ − k, and thus all the241

variables in Eq. (1) can be determined by the knowledge of the incoming momenta of the lepton k and of242

the proton P as well as the outgoing momentum of the lepton k′ without any reference to the final hadronic243

state X. The center of mass energy W of the quark-photon collision is given by244

W2 = (P + q)2 = Q2 1 − x
x

, (2)

where we have neglected proton mass effects. The value x = 1 corresponds to the elastic limit, where the245

proton and the lepton scatter off each other elastically so that the former remains intact after the collision.246

DIS structure functions. Differential cross-sections in the DIS process are thus measurement in terms247

of two of the three kinematic variables in Eq. (1), for instance as a function of (x,Q2) or (x, y). Using248

Lorentz invariance and kinematical arguments, it can be shown that the DIS cross-sections can be expressed249

in terms of a series of independent structure functions that describe the dynamics of the interaction between250

the gauge boson and the hadron. In the neutral current case, that is, where either a virtual photon γ∗ or a251

Z photon is exchanged, the DIS differential cross section for a charged lepton `± scattering off a proton can252

be decomposed in terms of structure functions as follows:253

d2σNC,`±

dxdQ2 (x, y,Q2) =
2πα2

xQ4

[
Y+FNC

2 (x,Q2) ∓ Y−xFNC
3 (x,Q2) − y2FNC

L (x,Q2)
]
, (3)

where we have defined254

Y± = 1 ± (1 − y)2. (4)

In most cases, experimental measurements are given in terms of a reduced cross-section, defined as255

σ̃NC,e±(x, y,Q2) =

[
2πα2

xQ4 Y+

]−1 d2σNC,e±

dxdQ2 (x, y,Q2) , (5)
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which the main motivation that this reduced cross-section has a closer relation with the dominant structure256

function F2(x,Q2). In the case of charged current DIS, either when neutrinos are used as projectiles or257

when the incoming charged leptons interact with the proton by means of the exchange of a charged weak258

gauge boson W±, the differential cross-sections are given by:259

d2σCC,e±

dxdQ2 (x, y,Q2) =
G2

F

4πx

 M2
W

M2
W + Q2

2

(6)

×
1
2

[
Y+FCC,e±

2 (x,Q2) ∓ Y−xFCC,e±
3 (x,Q2) − y2FCC,e±

L (x,Q2)
]
.

which similarly as in the NC case, is customarily rescaled to define a a reduced cross section260

σ̃CC,e±(x, y,Q2) =

 G2
F

4πx

 M2
W

M2
W + Q2

2
−1

d2σCC,e±

dxdQ2 (x, y,Q2) , (7)

in a way that the experimental measurements have a closer relation to the DIS structure functions and thus261

with the underlying parton distributions.262

By exploiting the QCD factorization theorem, it can be shown that the general expression of the DIS263

structure functions that appear in Eqns. (3) and (6) can be written schematically in the following way,264

F(x,Q2) = x
∫ 1

x

dy
y

∑
i

Ci

(
x
y
, αs(Q2)

)
qi(y,Q2), (8)

where Ci
(
x/y, αs(Q2)

)
are known as the coefficient functions and qi(y,Q2) are the parton distribution func-265

tions. The coefficient functions represent the cross-section for the partonic process qi + γ∗ → X, and can266

be computed in perturbation theory as a series expansion in the strong coupling αs. They encode the short267

distance dynamics of the parton-boson collision. The PDFs qi(y,Q2) on the other hand cannot be computed268

from first principles since they are determined by long distance non-perturbative QCD dynamics. Therefore,269

they need to the parametrized and extracted from a global analysis of hard scattering measurements. The270

crucial importance of the factorized expression Eq. (8) is that while the coefficient functions (or in general271

the partonic cross-sections) are process dependent, the PDFs instead are universal, and therefore we can272

measure them in some processes and use them to provide pure predictions for other processes.273

2.3. QCD factorization in hadronic collisions274

Following the discussion of QCD factorization in the deep-inelastic scattering process, here we discuss275

QCD factorization in proton-proton collisions. Similar as the DIS structure functions, the production cross276

sections can be factorized as convolutions of two universal parton distribution functions and the process-277

dependent partonic cross sections. For example the Drell-Yan production cross section can be expressed278

as [? ? ]279

d2σDY,l±

dydQ2 (y,Q2) =
∑

a,b={q,g}

∫ 1

τ1

dx1qa/p(x1, µ
2)

∫ 1

τ2

dx2qb/p(x2, µ
2) (9)

×
d2σ̂DY,l±

ab

dydQ2 (x1, x2, y,Q2, µ2), (10)

where y and Q2 are rapidity and invariant mass square of the dilepton, the lower limits τ1,2 =
√

Q2/s e±y
280

with s be the center of mass energy of the two incoming protons. The sum runs over all partonic channels.281
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The partonic cross section describing hard scattering of QCD partons can be computed in perturbation282

theory as a series expansion of the strong coupling constant,283

d2σ̂DY,l±
ab

dydQ2 (x1, x2, y,Q2, µ2) =

∞∑
n=0

(
αs(µ2)

2π

)n d2σ̂(n) DY,l±

ab

dydQ2 . (11)

The factorization scale µ can be chosen so as to maintain a better convergence of the series. The phys-284

ical cross sections as products of PDFs and partonic cross sections are independent of the choice of the285

factorization scale. In Drell-Yan production the conventional scale choice is µ2 = Q2.286

In case of total inclusive cross section for a narrow resonance production with mass M, the cross section287

can be factorized as288

σ =
∑

a,b={q,g}

∫ s

M2

dŝ
ŝ
Lab(ŝ, µ2)ŝσ̂ab(ŝ,M2, µ2), (12)

where ŝ is the center of mass energy of the two incoming partons, the parton-parton luminosity can be289

defined as [92]290

Lab(τ, µ2) =
1
s

∫ 1

τ/s

dx
x

qa/p(τ/sx, µ2)qb/p(x, µ2). (13)

The partonic cross section depends only on the kinematic variable z ≡ M2/ŝ and the factorization scale291

ŝσ̂ab(ŝ,M2, µ2) =

∞∑
n=0

(
αs(µ2)

2π

)n

C(n)
ab (z, µ2). (14)

The coefficient functions C(n)(z, µ2) are known to NNLO for Drell-Yan production [93] and to N3LO for292

Higgs boson production via gluon fusion in the limit of infinite top quark mass [94].293

2.4. The DGLAP evolution equations294

As indicated in Eq. (8), parton distributions qi(x,Q2) depend on two variables: the Bjorken variable x,295

which at leading order can be identified with the momentum fraction carried by this specific parton; and296

Q2, the virtuality of the gauge boson. While the dependence of the PDFs with x is indeed determined by297

non-perturbative dynamics, and therefore cannot be computed from first principles, the dependence with298

Q2 can instead be computed in perturbation theory. The reason is that the dependence of the PDFs in Q2
299

arises when the initial-state collider singularities of the partonic cross-section are regularised, and these300

singularities have a universal expression. For this reason, the dependence of the PDFs in Q2 can in principle301

be computed in perturbation theory up to any given order.302

The dependence of the PDFs in Q2 can be determined by solving a series of integro-differential equa-303

tions known as the Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi evolution equations, or the DGLAP equa-304

tions for short. These equations have the generic form305

Q2 ∂

∂Q2 fi(x,Q2) =
∑

j

Pi j(x, αs(Q2)) ⊗ f j(x,Q2), (15)

where Pi j(x, αs(Q2)) are the Altarelli-Parisi splitting functions, which can be computed in perturbation306

theory307

Pi j(x, αs(Q2)) =
∑
n=0

(
αs(Q2)

2π

)n+1

P(n)
i j (x) , (16)
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and where ⊗ denotes the convolution308

f (x) ⊗ g(x) ≡
∫ 1

x

dy
y

f (y)g
(

x
y

)
, (17)

which appears ubiquitously in QCD calculation. The splitting functions Eq. (16) depend on the type of309

initial and final state parton that is involved in the splitting. At leading order, the DGLAP splitting functions310

are given by311

Pqq =
4
3

[
1 + x2

(1 − x)+

]
, (18)

312

Pqg =
1
2

[
x2 + (1 − x2)

]
, (19)

313

Pqg =
4
3

[
1 + (1 − x)2

x

]
, (20)

314

Pgg = 6
[
1 − x

x
+ x(x − 1) +

x
(1 − x)+

]
. (21)

Note that both Pgg and Pqg have a singularity at x = 0: this fact is responsible for the rapid growth with x315

of the gluons and consequently of the sea quarks as well at small-x.316

The structure of the DGLAP evolution equations is significantly simplified if we use specific linear317

combinations of PDFs. For instance, below the charm threshold, where there are only n f = 3 active quarks,318

the following combination319

σ(x,Q2) ≡
n f∑
i=1

(qi + q̄i) (x,Q2) ,

T3(x,Q2) ≡
(
u + ū − d − d̄

)
(x,Q2) ,

T8(x,Q2) ≡
(
u + ū + d + d̄ − 2(s + s̄)

)
(x,Q2) , (22)

V(x,Q2) ≡
n f∑
i=1

(qi − q̄i) (x,Q2) ,

V3(x,Q2) ≡
(
u − ū − d + d̄

)
(x,Q2) ,

V8(x,Q2) ≡
(
u − ū + d − d̄ − 2(s − s̄)

)
(x,Q2) , (23)

(24)

has the important property that all the PDF combinations except for Σ, known as the total quark singlet,320

evolve independently using their own specific splitting functions. These combinations, known as non-singlet321

flavour combinations, have thus a simple evolution structure. The singlet PDF instead evolves coupled to322

the gluon.323

The splitting functions Eq. (16) are known up to O
(
α3

s

)
(NNLO), and thus PDF evolution can be per-324

formed up to this order. Several public codes implement the numerical solution of the DGLAP equations,325

either using x-space methods such as HOPPET, APFEL or QCDNUM, or Mellin (N-space) methods such as326

PEGASUS. These various codes have been benchmarked in various occasions, finding agreement at the level327

of O
(
10−5

)
or better.328

In order to illustrate the impact of the DGLAP evolution on the PDFs, in Fig. 2 we show the NNPDF3.0329

NNLO set comparing the PDFs at a low scale of Q2 = 10 GeV2 (left) with the same PDFs evolved up330
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14 19. Structure functions
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Figure 19.5: The bands are x times the unpolarized (a,b) parton distributions
f(x) (where f = uv, dv, u, d, s ≃ s̄, c = c̄, b = b̄, g) obtained in NNLO NNPDF3.0
global analysis [56] at scales µ2 = 10 GeV2 (left) and µ2 = 104 GeV2 (right), with
αs(M2

Z) = 0.118. The analogous results obtained in the NNLO MMHT analysis can
be found in Fig. 1 of Ref [55]. The corresponding polarized parton distributions
are shown (c,d), obtained in NLO with NNPDFpol1.1 [15].
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Figure 2: The effect of the DGLAP evolution in NNPDF3.0 NNLO, comparing the PDFs at a low scale of Q2 = 10
GeV2 (left) with the same PDFs evolved up to a typical LHC scale of Q2 = 104 GeV2 (right plot). In this plot the
PDFs are shown together with the corresponding one-sigma PDF uncertainty band.

to a typical LHC scale of Q2 = 104 GeV2 (right plot). In this plot the PDFs are shown together with331

the corresponding one-sigma PDF uncertainty band. From this comparison we see that the effects of the332

evolution are relatively mild in the non-singlet combinations uV = u − ū and dV = d − d̄, but they are333

dramatic on the gluon and the sea quarks, where they induce a very steep growth at small-x. This steep334

growth is driven by the small-x structure of the splitting functions Eq. (21) Another interesting aspect that335

can be observed from Fig. 2 is that the valence PDFs xuV and xdV are integrable, and the fact that they have336

a similar shape but uV ' 2dV is a consequence of the valence sum rules which fix the value of their integrals.337

2.5. Heavy quark structure functions338

The production of heavy quarks in lepton-proton scattering deserves a separate discussion. For the339

HERA kinematics, the contribution of the charm structure function Fc
2 to the total inclusive structure func-340

tion F p
2 can be as high as 25%, so it is crucial to compute it with high accuracy. The main difference with341

respect of lepto-production of light quarks is that here the effects of a finite mass of the heavy quark need to342

be taken into account. There are various theoretical schemes that have been proposed for the computation343

of heavy quark production in DIS:344

• The Zero-Mass Variable Flavour Number scheme (ZM-VFN), where all heavy quark mass effects345

are ignored but potentially large logarithms of ln Q/m are resummed into the heavy quark parton346

distribution. This is also known as the massless scheme.347
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• The fixed-flavor number scheme (FFN), where the heavy quark is always treated as a massive particle348

and never as a massless parton irrespective of the value of the scale Q. In this scheme the heavy349

quark PDF does not exist and the number of active flavours is always kept fixes. This scheme takes350

into account heavy quark mass effects in the coefficient functions, but does not resum logarithmically351

enhanced terms of the form ln Q/m that become numerically relevant at high scales.352

• The General-Mass Variable Flavor Number scheme (GM-VFN) combines the advantage of the mas-353

sive and massless calculations in an interpolated scheme which is valid for any value of the scale354

Q.355

Here we review the basic steps that enter into the construction of the GM-VFN calculation of heavy356

quark DIS structure functions. Although for illustration purposes we will focus on the FONLL derivation357

from Ref. [95], the construction of related GM-VFN schemes such as ACOT, S-ACOT and TR has most358

of these steps in common. We start by the expression of a generic DIS structure function F(x,Q2), in a359

kinematical regime where one has nl light flavours and a single heavy flavour of mass = m. In the massless360

scheme, accurate when W � 4m2, the expression of F in terms of PDFs and coefficient functions is the361

following362

F(nl+1)(x,Q2) = x
∫ 1

x

dy
y

∑
i=q,q̄,h,h̄,g

C(nl+1)
i

(
x
y
, α(nl+1)

s (Q2)
)

f (nl+1)
i (y,Q2), (25)

where q are the light quarks and h is the heavy quark. As indicated from the sum, in this scheme the heavy363

quark is treated as a massless parton, with all mass effects therefore neglected.364

Now, in the massive (or decoupling) scheme, which is most suitable when W ≈ 4m2 and thus heavy365

quark mass effects must be accounted for, this structure function reads366

F(nl)(x,Q2) = x
∫ 1

x

dy
y

∑
i=q,q̄,g

C(nl)
i

(
x
y
,

Q2

m2 , α
(nl)
s (Q2)

)
f (nl)
i (y,Q2). (26)

where now the massive coefficient functions C(nl)
i include the full mass dependence and the heavy quark is367

not treated as a massless parton anymore. In this scheme, the PDFs and αs satisfy evolution equations with368

nl active quarks. The construction of the GM-VFN structure functions is based on two steps2. First of all369

first of all to express PDFs and αs in the massless scheme by means of the matching conditions370

α(nl+1)
s (Q2) = α(nl)

s (Q2) +

∞∑
i=2

ci(L) ×
(
α(nl)

s (m2)
)i
, (27)

f (nl+1)
i (x,Q2) =

∫ 1

x

dy
y

∑
j=q,q̄,g

Ki j

(
x
y
, L, α(nl)

s (Q2)
)

f (nl)
j (y,Q2) , (28)

where L ≡ log Q2/m2, and then using these transformed expressions to write down F(nl) in terms of PDFs371

and αs in the massless scheme,372

F(nl)(x,Q2) = x
∫ 1

x

dy
y

∑
i=q,q̄,g

Bi

(
x
y
,

Q2

m2 , α
(nl+1)
s (Q2)

)
f (nl+1)
i (y,Q2), (29)

2As mentioned, we follow the FONLL notation, but conceptually a very similar approach is followed in the construction of
other GM-VFN schemes
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Once we have expressed both F(nl) and F(nl+1) in terms of PDFs and αs in the massless scheme, the second373

step is to match the two expressions while removing any double counting. This way we will maintain the374

main advantages of the two schemes (heavy quark mass effects in F(nl), resummation of large ln Q2/m2
375

logarithms in F(nl+1)) within a single scheme that is valid for any scale Q. To achieve this, one defines the376

massless limit of the massive scheme structure function as follows377

F(nl, 0)(x,Q2) = x
∫ 1

x

dy
y

∑
i=q,q̄,g

B(0)
i

(
x
y
,

Q2

m2 , α
(nl+1)
s (Q2)

)
f (nl+1)
i (y,Q2), (30)

where in the coefficient functions B(0)
i all the terms which are power suppressed of the form m/Q are378

neglected, and the only dependence on the heavy quark mass m is on logarithms of the form ln Q/m,379

The FONLL approximation for F is then given by380

FFONLL(x,Q2) = F(d)(x,Q2) + F(nl)(x,Q2), (31)

F(d)(x,Q2) ≡
[
F(nl+1)(x,Q2) − F(nl, 0)(x,Q2)

]
(32)

where Eq. (32) is constructed out of the massless-scheme expression F(nl+1), and the massless limit F(nl, 0)
381

Eq. (30) of the massive-scheme expression. It is thus clear to see that in the limit where Q � m, the FONLL382

structure function reduces to the massless calculation, while for Q ∼ m the FONLL result coincides with383

the massive calculation up to subleading (higher order) terms.384

To illustrate the numerical impact the heavy quark mass effects have in deep-inelastic structure func-385

tions, in Fig. 3 we show the inclusive proton structure function F2
2(x,Q2) at NNLO [96] as a function of386

Q2 for two different values of x in the RT’ GM-VFNS as compared to the FFNS calculation. We see that387

differences can be as large as few percent, comparable or larger with the precision of available DIS data.388

In the same figure we show the NNLO charm structure function Fc
2(x,Q) as a function of Q for x = 0.01389

comparing the S-ACOT-χ GM scheme with the corresponding ZM and FFN scheme calculations, where we390

can observe how the S-ACOT-χ calculation smoothly interpolates between the FFN scheme at low values391

of Q and the massless result at high Q.392
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Figure 3: Left plot: the inclusive proton structure function F2
2(x,Q2) at NNLO as a function of Q2 for two different

values of x in the RT’ GM-VFNS as compared to the FFNS calculation. Right plot: the NNLO charm structure
function Fc

2(x,Q) as a function of Q for x = 0.01 comparing the S-ACOT-χ GM scheme with the corresponding ZM
and FFN scheme calculations.
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Figure 4: Typical kinematical coverage in the (x,Q2) plane for the dataset included in a global analysis, in this case
NNPDF3.1. For hadronic observables, leading order kinematics are assumed to map each data bin to a pair of (x,Q2)
values. The various datasets are clustered into families of related processes.

3. Experimental data and theoretical calculations393

In this section we discuss the experimental data that is used in the global PDF analysis, as well as the394

status of the corresponding theoretical calculations and fast interfaces for their inclusion in the PDF fits.395

For each process we discuss first the PDF sensitivity, then the available data and state-of-the-art theory396

calculations, and finally illustrate its impact on PDFs, We start with a general overview of the datasets that397

are available for PDF studies and then we move to discuss each process separately, starting from DIS and398

then moving to inclusive jet and weak boson production, the pT of Z bosons, direct photon and top-quark399

pair production, and charm production. In the last part of this section we discuss the important topic of fast400

(N)NLO interfaces.401

3.1. Overview402

To begin this section, first of all we provide a general overview of the datasets that are available for PDF403

studies and then we move to discuss each process separately. In Fig. 4 we show a representative kinematical404

coverage in the (x,Q2) plane for the dataset included in a global analysis, in this case the recent NNPDF3.1405

fit [97]. For hadronic observables, leading order kinematics are assumed to map each data bin to a pair of406

(x,Q2) values. In order to facilitate visualization, different measurements corresponding to the same family407

of processes have been clustered together. Only the data points that survive the kinematical cuts on Ref. [97]408

are plotted, which in the case of DIS corresponds to Q2 ≥ 3.5 GeV2 and W2 ≥ 12.5 GeV2.409

From Fig. 4 we see the a global dataset provides a rather complete coverage of a wide region in the410

(x,Q2) plane. The small-x and Q2 region is dominated by the inclusive HERA structure function measure-411
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ments, which provide information down to x ' 3 · 10−5. The large-x region is covered by various families412

of processes, from the fixed-target DIS structure functions at low Q to the collider jet, Drell-Yan and top-413

quark pair production at large Q. The very high Q region, up to a few TeV, is covered only by the inclusive414

jet production data from ATLAS and CMS. Recalling that until relatively recent times most PDF fits were415

based only on DIS and DY fixed-target data with some Tevatron measurements, it is remarkable the breath416

of the experimental information that is now available for PDF fits, including processes like the Z pT and the417

tt̄ differential distribution which have only recently been considered in this respect.418

Another way to provide a general overview of the experimental data entering a modern global analysis is419

presented in Table 1, where we summarize the various hard-scattering processes which are used to constrain420

PDFs in a global analysis. In each case we indicate the hadronic-level process, the corresponding dominant421

partonic level process, as well as the partons which are constrained by each specific process in a given range422

of x. Note that the latter are necessarily approximate, and only indicate in a qualitative way the x region423

that dominates the PDF sensitivity of each measurement. This table emphasizes the vital necessity that the424

global PDF fit has of including a set of input measurements as broad as possible, in order to constrain all the425

various quark flavour combinations and the gluon in the phenomenologically relevant region of x. We also426

note that the medium-to-low-x region, x ∼< 0.01, is only covered by the HERA collider structure functions427

and also by some of the LHC measurements. The deep low x region, below the coverage of the HERA428

data which stops as x ' 5 · 10−5, can only be accessed via D meson production and perhaps also by J/ψ429

production as well.430

In the rest of this section, we discuss the various processes that can be used to constrain the parton431

distributions in a global analysis one by one. We follow the same structure for each process: first of all432

we review the PDF sensitivity, then we discuss the available measurements, followed by a description433

of the state of the art of the corresponding theoretical calculations, to conclude with some representative434

illustrations of the impact of each family of processes in the PDF fit.435

In the following, we restrict the discussion to theoretical calculations based on fixed-order perturbative436

QCD; see Refs. [98] and [99] for studies of the impact of the PDF fit of theory calculations based on437

all-order resummations of logarithmically enhanced terms at small-x and large-x respectively.438

3.2. Deep-inelastic scattering439

As for the rest of the processes in this section, first of all we review the PDF sensitivity, then the available440

data, the status of theory calculations and finally illustrate its impact on PDFs.441

PDF sensitivity442

Before the establishment of QCD as the renormalizable quantum field theory that describes the strong443

interactions, the results of the DIS experiments were interpreted in the context of the so-called quark parton444

model. In this model, the proton was composed by non-interacting, co-moving quarks each of them carrying445

a given fraction x of its total momentum, and the DIS structure functions have particularly simple expres-446

sions in terms of the PDFs. Moreover, in this model the PDFs accept a probabilistic interpretation, with447

qi(x)∆x giving the probability of finding a quark of flavour i inside the proton carrying out a momentum448

fraction in the range [x, x + ∆x]. The expressions of the DIS structure functions in the quark parton model449

thus provide a useful way to illustrate the PDF sensitivity of this process.450

For the neutral current DIS structure functions F2 and F3, the quark parton model expressions are given451

by452 [
Fγ

2 , F
γZ
2 , FZ

2

]
= x

n f∑
i=1

[
e2

i , 2eigi
V , g

i2
V + gi2

A

]
(qi + q̄i) , (33)
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453 [
Fγ

3 , F
γZ
3 , FZ

3

]
= x

n f∑
i=1

[
0, 2eigi

A, 2gi
Vgi

A

]
(qi − q̄i) , (34)

while the longitudinal structure function vanishes in this model, FL = 0, and the superscripts in the LHS454

indicate the gauge boson which is being interchanged, as well as the contribution from the γZ interference455

term. In Eqns. (33) and (34), ei is the electric charge of the quark of flavour i and the weak couplings are456

given by gi
V = ± 1

2 − 2ei sin2 θ2
W and gi

A = ± 1
2 , where the ± depends on whether the quark i is of the u type of457

of the d type. The sum runs over all the n f quarks that are active for the specific scale at which the scattering458

takes place. From Eqns. (33) and (34) we see that the main limitation of neutral current structure functions459

is that they provide limited access to quark flavour separation and in particular they cannot separate quarks460

from antiquarks, unless one goes to very high Q2 values where the suppression induced by the Z boson461

propagator can be ignored.462

In the case of charged-current DIS, the corresponding expressions for the structure functions in the463

parton model, assuming that we are above the charm threshold but below the top quark threshold, and the464

CKM suppressed transitions can be neglected, are given by465

FW−
2 = 2x

(
u + d̄ + s̄ + c

)
,

FW−
3 = 2x

(
u − d̄ − s̄ + c

)
, (35)

FW+

2 = 2x (d + ū + c̄ + s) ,

FW+

3 = 2x (d − ū − c̄ + s) ,

and where again the longitudinal structure function FW±
L = 0 vanishes in this model. By comparing the NC466

and CC expressions, we find that the main difference them is that in the latter the FW
3 structure function,467

which provides information on the difference between quark flavours, is not suppressed with respect to468

FW
2 . For this reason, including DIS charged current structure functions in global fits is often motivated469

to improve the discrimination between quarks and antiquarks, which is not possible from neutral current470

structure functions.471

These quark parton model expressions are also valid at leading order in perturbative QCD, once the472

effects of the DGLAP evolution are accounted for as described in Sect. 2.4. Starting at NLO, the contribution473

from the gluon PDFs must also be included. It is thus clear that inclusive DIS structure functions will be474

weakly sensitive to g(x,Q2), since only information via scaling violations or via the small O(αs) effects in475

the coefficient functions is available. The exception is the longitudinal structure function FL, that while476

vanishing at LO, starting from NLO it is non-zero and has direct sensitivity to the gluon PDF. Indeed, it can477

be shown that this structure function can be written478

FL(x,Q2) =
αs(Q2)
π

4
3

∫ 1

0

dy
y

(
x
y

)2

F2(y,Q2) + 2
∑

i

e2
i

∫ 1

x

dy
y

(
x
y

)2

(1 − x/y)g(x,Q2)

 , (36)

which is known as the Altarelli-Martinelli relation. For this reason, FL measurements can, in principle,479

provide direct constraints on the gluon in particular at low-x.480

Experimental data481

Since the pioneering DIS experiments at SLAC in the late 60s and early 70s that demonstrated the exis-482

tence of quarks, there have been many measurements of deep-inelastic scattering structure functions. These483

measurements have been performed using either electrons, positrons or muons as projectiles scattering off484
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Figure 5: Left plot: D meson production in charged-current neutrino-induced DIS. This is known as the dimuon
process since events are tagged where the D meson decays semi-leptonically, with the pair of oppositely charged
muons providing a clean signature. Right plot: Charm production in neutral current DIS at leading order, highlighting
the sensitivity of this process to the gluon PDF.

protons, deuterons and neutrons, either for fixed-target or for collider kinematics. We now discuss this485

various measurements in turn.486

To begin with, the fixed-target DIS measurements available for PDF fits can be divided into neutral487

current and charged current datasets. The former include the measurements of the proton and deuteron488

structure functions by the BCDMS collaboration [100, 101] using muons as projectiles; the measurements489

of the proton and deuteron structure functions by the NMC collaboration [102, 103], as well as of the490

ratio between deuteron to proton structure functions, Fd
2/F

p
2 ; and the SLAC measurements of the proton491

and deuteron NC structure functions [104], among others. In this category we should also mention the492

measurements of the proton, neutron and deuteron structure functions at large-x and small-Q performed493

by JLAB experiments such as CLAS [105]. These JLAB measurements are excluded from most PDF494

fits since only a handful of points survive the typical DIS kinematical cuts in x and Q, but are included495

in the CJ fits. Moreover, there exist also rather old measurements of structure functions from the EMC496

collaboration [106]. Despite their age, the EMC measurements of Fc
2 have never been repeated and thus497

provide unique information on the charm content of the proton at large-x.498

Concerning the fixed-target charged current DIS measurements, these can be divided into inclusive499

structure function measurements and into charm production in neutrino-induced DIS, the so-called dimuon500

process (since the charm quark hadronizes into a D meson which then decays semi-leptonically), schemati-501

cally represented in Fig. 5. Both types of measurements provide useful information on quark flavour sepa-502

ration, with the dimuon process specifically allows accessing the strange content of the nucleon. In the cat-503

egory of charged-current neutrino-induced inclusive DIS cross-sections we have the CDHSW, CCFR [107,504

108] and CHORUS [109] and NuTeV [110] measurements on nuclear targets. On the other hand, charm pro-505

duction in neutrino scattering, the dimuon process, has been measured by the CCFR and NuTeV [111, 112]506

and and CHORUS [113] collaborations on the same nuclear targets as the corresponding inclusive measure-507

ments.508

Concerning DIS measurements from the HERA lepton-proton collider, the most updated inclusive mea-509

surements are the NC and CC differential cross-sections using electron and positron projectiles from the510

combination of the Run I and Run II data-taking periods [21]. This HERA legacy combination of DIS511
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inclusive structure functions supersedes all previous inclusive measurements from H1 and ZEUS, including512

the Run I combined dataset [85] as well as the separate measurements by the two experiments from Run513

II [114, 115, 116, 117]. The impact of replacing these individual datasets by the final HERA combination514

of inclusive structure functions has been studied by different groups [118, 119, 120], finding that the impact515

of this replacement is quite moderate in general.516

In addition, we also have HERA measurements of charm and bottom structure functions. As indicated517

in Fig. 5, heavy quark structure functions offer direct information on the gluon PDF, as well as on the treat-518

ment of heavy quark mass effects in the theoretical calculation. Charm structure functions in addition are519

an important ingredient for the determination of the charm mass mc together with the PDFs. In particular,520

the latest heavy flavour measurements from HERA include the combined NC cross-sections of charm pro-521

duction in DIS, σ̃c [121] and the H1 and ZEUS data on the bottom structure function Fb
2(x,Q2) [122, 123].522

While Fb
2 is known to have a small impact in the global fit, it is relevant for specific applications, for instance523

the determination of the bottom quark mass mb from the PDF fit.524

We also note that previous measurements of the longitudinal structure function FL by the H1 and ZEUS525

collaborations [115] are now superseded by the final inclusive HERA combination.526

Theoretical calculations and tools527

From the theoretical point of view, the coefficient functions of DIS structure functions in the neutral528

current case they are available up to O
(
α3

s

)
in the massless limit and up to O

(
α2

s

)
taking into account529

heavy quark mass effects, though there has been considerable recent progress towards the completion of530

the O
(
α3

s

)
calculation of massive DIS structure functions. For charged current structure functions, massless531

coefficients are available up to O
(
α3

s

)
and massive coefficient functions up to O

(
α2

s

)
[124].532

3.3. Inclusive jets533

Jun534

Inclusive jet production at hadron colliders have been providing the dominant constraints on gluon535

PDF at large-x since the run of Fermilab Tevatron. The definition of jet cross sections starts from a well536

defined jet algorithm. It is usually chosen to be infrared and collinear safe thus can be calculated in per-537

turbative QCD for hard scattering at high energies. The most used jet algorithm at the LHC is anti-kT jet538

algorithm [125] provided with the 4-vector recombination scheme. Other common choices include kT al-539

gorithm [126, 127], Cambridge-Achen algorithm [128], and also the Midpoint algorithm [129] once used540

at Tevatron. There exist non-perturbative corrections when matching parton-level cross sections to those541

directly measured at hadron-level, e.g., due to underlying events and QCD hadronizations. Ususally the542

non-perturbative corrections are provided as multiplicative factors derived from leading-order event gener-543

ators. The non-perturbative corrections can be significant at low-pT , reaching as large as 20%, and small544

at high-pT , at a level of one percent [130]. Variations of these non-perturbative corrections can be treated545

as a correlated systematic error. The experimental data can thus be compared with various parton-level546

predictions multiplied by the correction factors. There are also predictions on matching the next-to-leading547

order calculations with the parton showering and hadronization [131] which can be directly compared with548

the data at hadron-level.549

PDF sensitivity550

At LO the jet production at hadron colliders includes the following subprocesses

gg→ gg, gg→ qq̄, gq→ gq, qq̄→ gg,

qq̄→ qq̄, qq̄→ q′q̄′, qq̄′ → qq̄′, qq→ qq, qq′ → qq′, (37)
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and the charge conjugate processes. Kinematics of the two leading jets in the final state can be characterized551

by their rapidities y1, y2 and transverse momentums pT,1, pT,2, which are balanced at LO and equal pT . The552

momentum fractions carried by the two incoming partons can be reconstructed as553

x1 =
pT
√

s
(ey1 + ey2), x2 =

pT
√

s
(e−y1 + e−y2), (38)

where
√

s is the center of mass energy of the two incoming hadrons. If instead using rapidity of the jet in554

center of mass frame of dijet y∗ ≡ (y1 − y2)/2 and boost of the dijet system yb ≡ (y1 + y2)/2, one have555

x1x2 =
4p2

T cosh2 y∗

s
, x1/x2 = e2yb . (39)

Beyond LO there can be multiple jets in the final state from additional QCD radiations. Thus jet production556

can probe the gluon PDF directly at LO in QCD and quark and anti-quark PDFs universally.557
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To study the effects of jet data in a realistic global fit, we perform similar global QCD

analyses as CT10 [2]. The QCD coupling constant is fixed to the world average value,

αs(m
2
Z) = 0.118 [24]. And the gluon PDF parametrization is given by

g(x, µ0) = a0x
a1(1 − x)a2 exp(a3x + a4x

2 − a6x
−a7), (14)

where µ0 = 1.3 GeV is the initial scale, and ai are the gluon PDF parameters. The 90%

confidence level error PDFs are determined using the Hessian matrix method by allowing

14

Figure 6: Left: Fractional contributions from different partonic channels to the single inclusive jet production at the
LHC 7 TeV at LO in the central rapidity region [132]. Right: Correlations between binning cross sections from
ATLAS on the single inclusive jet production at the LHC 7 TeV and the gluon PDF; dashed curves correspond to
experiment bins at low pT .

Jet production can be measured in various ways experimentally. The most commonly used jet cross sec-558

tions for constraning PDFs are the double differential distribution in jet pT and rapidity for single inclusive559

jet production where one count all jets in a single event and fill them into the same distribution. The double560

differential cross section can be sensitive to different flavor combinations. Left plot in Figure 6 shows the561

fractional contributions from different subprocesses to the single inclusive jet production in central rapidity562

region at the LHC. Subchannels involving gluons are dominant at low-pT and still significant at high-pT .563

The major PDF variations of the jet cross sections arise from the gluon PDF since the quark PDFs are better564

constrained with the DIS data. That is illustrated in Figure 6 on the PDF correlations between the single565

inclusive jet corss sections (using the ATLAS binning [133], each curve corresponds to one experimental566

bin) and the gluon PDF at various x values. Figure 6 shows that the single inclusive jet production can567
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further constrain the gluon PDF in a wide range of x, 10−3 ∼ 1. There are also measurements on double568

differential cross sections of inclusive dijet production, e.g., with respet to y∗ and invariant mass of the two569

leading jets, or even triple differential cross sections, e.g., with respect to yb, y∗, and average pT of the two570

leading jets. Through such refined binnings one can probe different initial states more efficiently. Those571

bins with large yb usually receive more contributions from gluon initial states. On another hand bins with572

large y∗ and large pT,ave are dominated by initial states with two valence quarks and can potentially further573

constrain the d-valence PDF at high-x.574

Experimental data575

In this section we summarize available measurements on jet production at hadron colliders that are576

relevant for constraining PDFs from Tevatron Run II to LHC Run II.577

• The measurements on double differential cross sections in single inclusive jet production from CDF578

collaboration [134, 135] and D0 collaboration [136, 137] at Tevatron Run II (1.96 TeV).579

• The measurements on double differential cross sections in single inclusive jet production from AT-580

LAS collaboration [138, 133, 139, 140] and CMS collaboration [141, 142, 130] at LHC Run I (7 and581

8 TeV).582

• The measurements on double differential cross sections in inclusive dijet production from ATLAS583

collaboration [138, 133, 143] and CMS collaboration [144, 141] at LHC Run I (7 and 8 TeV).584

• The measurement on triple differential cross sections in inclusive dijet production from CMS collab-585

oration [? ] at LHC Run I (8 TeV).586

• The measurements on ratio of double differential cross sections in single inclusive jet production587

at different center of mass energies, 2.76, 7 and 8 TeV, from ATLAS collaboration [139] and CMS588

collaboration [130] at LHC Run I.589

• The measurement on double differential cross sections in single inclusive jet production from CMS590

collaboration [145] at LHC Run I (13 TeV).591

Due to the complexity of jet reconstruction and calibration there exist a large amount of experimental592

systematic uncertainties for the cross sections measurement, e.g., about 50 ∼ 100 correlated systematic593

errors for a total number of data points of 100 ∼ 200, for both ATLAS and CMS. In the most recent ATLAS594

and CMS 7 TeV measurements [140, 142] the total correlated experimental uncertainties are at a level of595

about 5 ∼ 20% in most region. For the same measurements the uncorrelated systematic errors and statistical596

errors are at one percent level or less in general. Figure 7 shows the typical experimental systematics from597

both ATLAS and CMS which are dominated by the jet energy scale [140, 142]. The precision of the LHC598

data, especially with the small uncorrelated errors, makes it rather challenging to fit the jet data well, e.g.,599

for the ATLAS 7 TeV measurement. It requires better understanding on the experimental systematics and600

also possible theoretical errors. Besides, there are measurements on ratios of the double differential cross601

sections between single inclusive jet production at different center of mass energies, e.g., CMS 2.76, 7 and 8602

TeV [130], ATLAS 2.76 and 7 TeV [139], for which the experimental systematic errors are largely cancelled603

though the statistical errors are slightly larger. There are also measurements on kinematic distributions604

in inclusive dijet production, including double differential cross sections or even triple differential cross605

sections in one of recent CMS analysis [146]. In the last case the cross sections are measured in three606

dimensional bins of the total boost, the rapidity difference and average pT of the two leading jets, which can607

provide more refined seperations on sensitivities to different flavors and different Bjorken-x.608
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Theoretical calculations and tools609

The NLO QCD corrections to single inclusive jet and inclusive dijet production was first calculated in610

Refs. [147, 148] in early 90’s. The NLO calculation has been implemented in two numerical programs611

NLOjet++ [149, 150] and MEKS [151]. Recently the NNLO QCD corrections to the same process have612

been completed for all partonic channels [152, 153, 154] except missing for some sub-leading contributions613

in QCD colors. The calculation is based on the Antenna subtraction method [155, 156] for isolating the614

infrared singularities in QCD real radiations. Left plot in Figure 8 summarizes the NNLO QCD corrections615

to the single inclusive jet production at LHC 7 TeV with anti-kT algorithm and a central scale choice of the616

leading jet pT . The NNLO QCD corrections are significant at low-pT leading to a 10% increase of the cross617

sections while the NLO corrections there are negative. At high-pT region the NNLO corrections are small618

and stabilize the theoretical predictions. The NLO scale variations bands are asymmetric at low-pT and619

largely underestimate the perturbative uncertainties. The EW corrections can be significant at high-pT for620

central rapidities due to the large EW Sudakov logarithms, and are well below 1% for rapidity greater than621

1 [157]. There are ambiguities on choosing the correct QCD scales even for single inclusive jet production,622

i.e., either using pT of the individual jet or the leading jet. They are the same at LO but can be very different623

when there exist more jets and they have large differences in pT . Ref. [132] further compares the NNLO624

predictions using these two choices for the central scales. Right plot in Figure 8 shows the two NNLO625

predictions converge at high-pT as expected. However, at low and intermediate pT , there are significant626

differences of the central values comparing to the size of scale variations. The two error bands even do not627

overlap. It is observed that the NNLO predictions using individual pT as the central scale tend to follow the628

trends of ATLAS data better. Further investigations are needed to resolve the ambiguity of scale choice in629

the NNLO predictions.630

Besides, there are theoretical calculations including analytic QCD resummaton [158, 159, 160, 161,631

162]. It has been shown in Ref. [161] that approximate NNLO predictions from expansion of threshold632

resummation agree well with the exact NNLO predictions for all-gluon channel at large pT of single inclu-633

sive jet production at the LHC. For full rapidity range the threshold expansions reproduce well fixed-order634

results down to pT of about 400 GeV with the same value shifted to lower pT for large rapidity region.635

The approximate NNLO predictions have been used in previous global analysis involving jet data [19, 17].636

The jet cross sections are also sensitive to the jet algorithm used especially on the value of cone size or the637
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Figure 8: Left: Predictions on single inclusive jet production at the LHC 7 TeV using ATLAS binning and anti-kT

algorithm with R = 0.4, with a central scale choice of leading jet pT and scale variations by varying renormalization
and factorization scales simultaneously by a factor of 2 [132]. Right: For the same setup comparing the NNLO
predictions using a central scale choice of the leading jet pT (green) and the individual jet pT (red) [132].

distance parameter. A larger cone size usualy leads to more inclusive cross sections and better convergence638

in perturbative expansion. That also reduces the non-perturbative corrections from QCD hadronization but639

increases corrections from underlying events. At the LHC in the nominal jet measurement, ATLAS uses640

distance parameters of 0.4 and 0.6, and CMS uses 0.5 and 0.7 instead.641

Impact on PDFs642

The jet data from Tevatron and LHC Run I have already set important role in global analyses [163,643

17, 18, 19] though the NNLO analyses only apply NLO or approximate NNLO theoretical predictions644

currently. It was found that removing all jet data from the global analyses can lead to an increase of the645

gluon PDF uncertainties at large-x by at least a factor of two [17]. There are also independent studies from646

CMS [164, 130? ] on effects of the jet data on constraining PDFs based on NLO fits using the xFitter647

program [27]. Figure 9 from Ref. [? ] shows impact of the CMS 8 TeV jet data on the gluon PDF by648

adding the data into a base fit with HERA DIS data only [21]. Inclusion of both the single inclusive jet data649

and the inclusive dijet data lead to a great reduction of the gluon PDF uncertainties at large x. Meanwhile650

in the same fit one also observe reduction of the PDF uncertainties of the valence quark at x close to one651

which can be complementry to the constraint from Drell-Yan and fixed-target DIS data. With the full NNLO652

predictions on jet production available we are now more confident on pinning down the gluon PDF at large653

x in the global analyses with the more precise inclusive jet data from LHC Run I and Run II.654

3.4. Inclusive gauge boson production655

Now we turn to discuss the inclusive production of electroweak gauge boson. This process has been656

of enormous historical importance since it provided a first window on the quark flavour separation in the657

proton beyond the information contained on DIS structure functions. Nowadays, Drell-Yan cross-sections658

provide the backbone of global PDF fits together with the fixed-target and HERA structure function data.659
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Figure 9: Effects of the CMS 8 TeV jet data on the gluon PDF when adding up to a PDF fit with HERA DIS data only.
The left plot compares the fit with only DIS data and the fit with CMS dijet data in addition. The right plot compares
the fit to HERA DIS plus CMS dijet data and fit to HERA DIS plus CMS single jet data [? ].

PDF sensitivity660

The lowest order contributions to W and Z/γ∗ production proceed via

ud, cs (us, cd)→ W+ , (40)

du, sc (su, dc)→ W− , (41)

qq→ Z/γ∗ , (42)

where we show the Cabibbo suppressed contributions in brackets and q corresponds to all active flavours.661

These processes can therefore tell us about the flavour decomposition of the proton. To examine the dom-662

inant PDF sensitivity we can approximate the CKM matrix as diagonal, and thus ignore the bracketed663

contributions. In this case it is informative to consider the ratio of W+ to W− production664

R± =
dσ(W+)/dyW

dσ(W−)/dyW
=

u(x1)d(x2) + c(x1)s(x2) + 1↔ 2
d(x1)u(x2) + s(x1)c(x2) + 1↔ 2

. (43)

and the W asymmetry665

AW =
dσ(W+)/dyW − dσ(W−)/dyW

dσ(W+)/dyW + dσ(W−)/dyW
=

u(x1)d(x2) + c(x1)s(x2) − d(x1)u(x2) − s(x1)c(x2) + 1↔ 2

u(x1)d(x2) + c(x1)s(x2) + d(x1)u(x2) + s(x1)c(x2) + 1↔ 2
. (44)

We will for simplicity consider the W rapidity, rather than the experimentally observable rapidity of the666

charged lepton from the W decay, in what follows. These variables are clearly correlated; we will comment667

further on this at the end.668

Thus these ratios are in general sensitive to a fairly non–trivial combination of quark and anti–quark
PDFs at x1,2 =

MW√
s e±yW . While these expression completely define the PDF sensitivity of these observ-

ables at LO, it is informative to consider various kinematic limits, where these expressions simplify and
more straightforward approximate dependences become apparent. Including only the (dominant) u and d
contributions, we can in particular consider the cases of central and forward W production

Central : yW ,∼ 0 x1 ∼ x2 = x0, u(x1,2) ∼ d(x1,2) , (45)

Forward : yW & 2, x1 � x2, q(x1) ∼ qV (x1), u(x2) ∼ d(x2) , (46)
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where x0 = MW/
√

s and q = u, d. At the LHC we have x0 = 0.005 − 0.01, while in the forward region669

x2 � 1, and therefore the d ∼ u approximation is a very good one. For the case of negative W rapidity we670

can of course simply interchange x1 ↔ x2.671

In the central region, applying the simplification of (45) and dropping the c, s contributions we find

R± ∼
u(x0)
d(x0)

, (47)

AW ∼
uV (x0) − dV (x0)

u(x0) + d(x0)
. (48)

Thus AW is sensitive to the valence difference, while R± is sensitive to the ratio of u to d at x1 ∼ x2 ∼ x0.672

For these reasonably low x values, the valence u and d quarks are fairly small, and so we roughly expect673

R± ∼ 1 and AW ∼ 0, with the departures from these values being due to the precise flavour content of the674

proton, in particular the fact that the valence distributions are not completely negligible in this region.675

In the forward region, applying the simplification of (46) and again dropping the c, s contributions we
find

R± ∼
uV (x1)
dV (x1)

, (49)

AW ∼
uV (x1) − dV (x1)
uV (x1) + dV (x1)

. (50)

Thus these provide (equivalent) sensitive constraints on the u/d ratio at high x676

Considering now the case of Z production, then for forward production we find677

dσ(W+)/dyW + dσ(W+)/dyW

dσZ/dyZ
≈

uV (x1) + dV (x1)
0.29uV (x1) + 0.37dV (x1)

, (51)

where the factors in the denominator come from the electroweak Z–quark couplings. For the central region678

a similar result evaluated at x0, is found, up to an overall factor of 2. Thus, the W± and Z cross sections679

provide very similar information about the u and d quarks.680

Up to this point we have omitted the contribution from the strange quarks to W and Z production.681

Generally speaking this is washed out when considering ratio observables, justifying their omission above,682

although the W asymmetry displays some sensitivity to the strange difference s − s. On the other hand the683

contribution to the absolute cross sections is not negligible, in particular at lower x. Thus for example the Z684

cross section at central rapidity becomes, for five active flavours685

dσZ

dyll
∼ 0.29

(
u(x0)u(x0) + c(x0)c(x0)

)
+ 0.37

(
d(x0)d(x0) + s(x0)s(x0) + b(x0)b(x0)

)
. (52)

and so, provided the absolute cross section data are sufficiently accurate and the other quark flavours are686

sufficiently well determined, this may for example be sensitive to the currently less well determined strange687

quark distribution. Moreover, this is not a case of a simple overall normalization; as the Z rapidity increases688

the valence u, d contributions will become increasingly dominant, and the contribution from the strange689

(and the heavy flavours) will decrease. Thus the shape of the Z rapidity distribution is sensitive to the690

proton strangeness, as well as the heavy flavour PDFs. Similar considerations also apply for the absolute691

W± cross sections.692

Moving away from the Z peak region, the Drell–Yan process is dominated by an off–shell intermediate693

photon, with694

dσDY

dyll
∼

∑
i

e2
i

(
q(x1)q(x2) + q(x2)q(x1)

)
. (53)
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Thus in comparison to (52) a different combination of the quark and anti–quark PDFs is probed, due to the695

differing electromagnetic couplings. In particular, the relative uu to dd contribution is now a factor of ∼ 5696

higher in comparison to the Z cross section. At the LHC, low mass Drell–Yan production therefore provides697

complementary flavour information in the low to intermediate x region. In addition, as the cuts on the final–698

state lepton transverse momenta tend to increase the relative important of the higher order contributions,699

for which the Z p⊥ can be non–zero, this can be sensitive to the gluon PDF at lower x, which contributes700

through the NLO g → qq splitting. High mass Drell-Yan production is sensitive to the q, q PDFs at high x,701

in particular the anti–quarks, which are less well determined in this region.702

A further constraint is provided by considering the Drell–Yan process on fixed proton and neutron (in703

practice, deuteron) targets. By using isospin symmetry the PDFs between the proton and the neutron can be704

related705

up = dn dp = un , (54)

allowing an extra handle on the proton flavour decomposition. In particular, such fixed target experiments706

generally have larger acceptance in the x1 � x2 region (where x1 is defined with respect to the proton beam)707

for which the first term in (53) is dominant, with q(x1) ∼ qV (x1). It is then straightforward to show that708

σpn

σpp ∼
d(x2)
u(x2)

. (55)

That is, they are sensitive to quark sea decomposition in the intermediate to high x2 ∼ 0.01 − 0.3 region709

probed by these fixed target experiments [165]. This however comes with the added complication that the710

nuclear corrections accounting for the fact that the neutron is bound in a deuteron nucleus, and therefore the711

‘free’ neutron PDF is not directly probed. Fixed target pp scattering alone does not suffer from this issue,712

and is sensitive to the quark sea (dominantly, the u) in the same x region, but is much less directly sensitive713

to the d/u decomposition.714

Turning now to the case of W,Z production at the Tevatron, the fact that we have pp collisions affects715

the flavours probed. In particular, we can use charge–conjugation symmetry to write716

qp = qp . (56)

In fact, it is straightforward to show that in the region of valence quark dominance, the cross section ratio717

R± and the asymmetry AW are again sensitive to the u/d ration and the valence difference uV −dV , while the718

Z cross section again provides similar information to W± cross section sum. Nonetheless, these conclusions719

are only approximately true, and the presence of a p beam provides complementary flavour information.720

Finally, we have considered above the distributions with respect to the (unobservable) rapidity of the721

W boson to simplify the discussion. In general we should correctly account for the kinematics, as well722

as weight the corresponding qq contributions by the appropriate W decay distributions. This is in fact723

provides a further handle on the flavour sensitivity of this observable, as by changing the p⊥ cut on the724

charged lepton, different weights of the different quark contributions are achieved, see e.g. [80, 166] for725

further details. Nonetheless, the forward and central W rapidity regions are certainly correlated with the726

equivalent lepton rapidity regions that are measured experimentally, and so the above discussion provides727

a qualitative guide for the PDF sensitivity of W boson production. However, as we will discuss below, the728

current simulation codes for W and Z production include the full kinematics of the leptonic decays, and729

therefore there is no need to explicitly correct back to the W rapidity.730

Experimental data731

A non–exhaustive list of the available data is as follows:732
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• The most precise fixed target Drell–Yan data come from the E866/NuSea [167] experiment at Fermi-733

lab, while the E906/SeaQuest experiment [168] will extend out to higher x, and is currently taking734

data.735

• The Tevatron collider has produced a range of data on W and Z production, including measurements736

of the Z rapidity distribution [169, 170] and in W production both the lepton [171, 172] and the737

W [173, 174] asymmetries.738

• Early LHC measurements of the the Z rapidity distribution presented by CMS [175] and ATLAS [176].739

• CMS Drell–Yan data at 7 TeV [177], for 15 < Mll < 1500 GeV and at 8 TeV [178], which in-740

creased the upper mass limit to 2000 GeV. These are presented double differentially in the rapidity741

and invariant mass of the lepton pair.742

• ATLAS 7 TeV Drell–Yan invariant mass distribution (integrated over rapidity) at high [179] (116 <743

Mll < 1500 GeV) and low [180] (26 < Mll < 66) invariant masses.744

• CMS [181, 182] 7 TeV W asymmetry, and ATLAS [176] W+ and W− cross section data.745

• ATLAS high precision W and Z, γ∗ data [183], using the full 4.6 fb−1 data set at 7 TeV. The Drell–746

Yan rapidity distribution is presented double differentially in three intervals of lepton pair mass, over747

the 45 < Mll < 150 GeV range. In the Z peak and higher mass regions the measurement was also748

extended out to |yll| = 3.6.749

• LHCb Z rapidity distributions at 7 [184, 185], 8 [186] and 13 [187] TeV.750

• LHCb Lepton rapidity distributions for W+ and W− production at 7 [188], and 8 [189, 190] TeV.751

• In [189] cross section ratios between the 7 and 8 TeV W and Z measurements are presented, with the752

cancellation in various systematic uncertainties providing a more precise PDF sensitivity.753

Thus at the LHC multiple measurements have been presented. The Z/γ∗ data are available over a754

wide range of invariant masses, providing extensive coverage in x. The W data are increasingly presented755

as individual cross sections, including the correlated error information, to provide the maximum possible756

constraints. While in the majority of cases, the ATLAS and CMS measurements are limited to the central757

rapidity region, that is a lepton pseudorapidity of |ηl| < 2.4, this reach is extended by exploiting the forward758

acceptance of the LHCb detector, for which 2 < ηl < 4.5 is accessed. This allows the high and low x759

region to be probed. The most recent ATLAS W and Z, γ∗ data [183], which uses the full 4.6 fb−1 data760

set at 7 TeV demonstrates the level of precision that is now being achieved. The Z rapidity distribution761

and W asymmetry are shown in Fig. 10 (in the latter case the individual W measurements are available).762

The high experimental precision is clear, in particular in the Z distribution where excluding the luminosity763

uncertainty it is as low as ∼ 0.3% at central rapidity, while the error on the PDF predictions, as well as the764

spread between sets, is significantly larger. The impact of such data can therefore be sizeable.765

Theoretical calculations and tools766

W and Z boson production is arguably the simplest process one can consider at a hadron collider,767

and indeed it was the first hadroproduction process for which the NNLO calculation became available,768

with the total cross sections being calculated in the early 90s [93]3. A decade later, in [192, 193] the769

3An error in the one–loop real emission contribution was reported in [191].
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Figure 10: ATLAS 7 TeV measurement of Z rapidity distribution (left) and W asymmetry (right), taken from [183].

NNLO corrections to the differential W and Z rapidity distributions was presented for the first time. A770

more direct comparison with experimental observables was provided in [194, 195] which presented the771

NNLO calculation fully differential in the final–state leptons, including in addition spin correlations, finite772

width effects and γ − Z interference. This was accompanied by the public release of the FEWZ simulation773

code, with subsequent improvements reported in [196, 197] and [198], where NLO EW corrections (first774

calculated in [199, 200, 201, 202, 203, 204]) were included. The DYNNLO [205] parton level MC provides775

an alternative tool for generating W and Z production, again including spin correlations, finite width effects,776

and γ − Z interference, but currently without EW corrections. This code allows for arbitrary user-defined777

cuts on the final–state partons and leptons to be imposed and histograms to be made, in contrast to FEWZ,778

where a selection of pre-determined cuts and histograms may be applied.779

These two codes differ in their theoretical treatment of the processes, in particular in the method that780

is applied to achieve the (non–trivial) cancellation of IR singularities at intermediates steps in the calcu-781

lation. While FEWZ uses the local ‘sector decomposition’ method [194, 195] that provides an automated782

method for extracting and cancelling the IR poles, DYNNLO applies an alternative non–local ‘qT -subtraction’783

approach [206] which uses the transverse momentum qT of the produced W or Z as a cut variable, treating784

the calculation in a different way above and below some qcut
T . It is unfortunately now quite well established785

that these codes can give non–negligible differences in their predictions for identical input parameters. For786

example, in the recent ATLAS high precision W and Z/γ∗ analysis [189] the difference in the fiducial cross787

section predictions can be as high as ∼ 1%, that is larger than the experimental uncertainties. This is due788

to the differing subtraction procedures, which affects the predicted boson p⊥ distributions. The differences789

between the predicted cross sections are generally more significant when more restrictive cuts on the final–790

state leptons are imposed; for the total W, Z cross sections the codes agree to within 0.2% [189]. A closer791

investigation of this issue and its impact on PDF determination will clearly be essential.792

More recently the MCFM event generator [207] has extended the NLO simulation of W and Z production793

to NNLO [208]. This takes a similar non–local approach to DYNNLO, but using the N–jettiness variable794

rather than the qT . Here, it is shown that a careful and process–dependent choice of the cut on the 0–795

jettiness variable, τcut
0 (the equivalent of qcut

T above) is required in order to balance the requirements of796

sufficient statistical precision and control over systematic power corrections that increase in importance as797

this cut is increased.798
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Finally, event generators including transverse momentum resummation are also available. The DYRes [209]799

code combines NNLO fixed–order with NNLL resummation, while ResBos [210] combines NLO fixed–800

order with NNLL resummation. However, typical observables that are used in PDF fits are chosen to be801

largely insensitive to such resummation effects, which are most important as the W, Z transverse momentum802

becomes small, and so these codes are not currently used in PDF analyses. possibly link to resummation803

section804

Impact on PDFs805

As described in Section 3.4 inclusive gauge boson production has played a crucial role in determining806

the quark flavour decomposition of the proton. Indeed, these have been included in all major PDF analyses807

for some time, from earlier fixed target data through to measurements at the Tevatron and increasingly at808

the LHC. Two recent LHC results are show in Fig. 11. In the left panel we show the CMS fit [211] to the809

down valence quark distribution. The baseline fit is to the HERA I+II data only, which is compared to the810

result including the CMS 8 TeV W boson production data. The change in shape and sizeable reduction in811

the PDF uncertainty over a wide range of x is clear.812

In the right panel we show the impact on the strange quark fraction relative to the light quark sea813

Rs =
s + s

u + d
, (57)

of the ATLAS high precision W and Z/γ∗ data [183]. As described in Section 3.4, provided the light quark814

flavours are sufficiently well determined, and the data are sufficiently precise, the size and shape of the815

W,Z rapidity distributions can provide constraints on the strange quark PDFs. This is clear from the figure,816

where the fit to the ATLAS data predict a significantly higher value of Rs in comparison to previous PDF817

fits, which do not include the ATLAS data. A hint of this effect is seen in the earlier ‘ATLAS-epWZ12’818

result [212], but it is only with the more recent high precision data that a clear effect becomes apparent.819
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3.5. The pT of Z bosons820

Jun821

The running of LHC allows precision measurements of inclusive transverse momentum spectra of the822

Z boson produced in hadronic collisions. There are three distinct regions for the full pT spectra. At small823

pT � mZ (mass of the Z boson), the fixed-order predictions diverge due to the soft gluon radiations. QCD824

resummations are needed to maintain reliable predictions which have received a lot of attensions [213, 214,825

215, 216, 217, 218, 219, 220]. The distributions at small pT thus are sensitive to additional non-perturbative826

input [221, 217] and are inadequate for extraction of the collinear PDFs. At large pT � mZ , the fixed-order827

predictions can also receive large logarithm contributions due to soft gluon radiations at partonic threshold828

of the Z boson and the recoiling jet [222, 223]. It was found that those contributions can bring an additional829

5% increase to the accumulated cross sections with pT > 200 GeV comparing to the NLO predictions at the830

LHC [222]. For intermediate pT ∼ mZ , the fixed-order predictions should be reliable and the distribution831

can provide additional constraint notably for the gluon PDF.832

PDF sensitivity833

At LO the Z boson production with finite transverse momentum at hadron colliders includes the follow-834

ing subprocesses835

qq̄→ Zg, gq→ Zq, gq̄→ Zq̄. (58)

Kinematics of the Z boson, namely the transverse momentum pT and rapidity yZ , can be reconstructed from836

momentums of the decayed charged leptons. In the case of inclusive with respect to the hadronic recoils the837

momentum fractions of the intitial state partons are not uniquely determined838

x1 =
mT
√

s
eyZ +

pT
√

s
ey j , x2 =

mT
√

s
e−yZ +

pT
√

s
e−y j , (59)

where
√

s is the center of mass energy of the two incoming hadrons, mT is the transverse mass of the Z839

boson and y j is the rapidity of the recoiling parton to be integrated over. At LO lower limits on x1 and840

x2 probed can be derived from above equation. Usually experiments measure the double differential cross841

sections in pT and yZ around the Z boson mass. The invariant mass window of the charged leptons can be842

also shifted to off-shell region where the contributions from virtual photon can be important.843

Figure 12: Correlations between the cross sections in various pT bins and the gluon, down- and up-quark PDFs as a
function of x [? ]. The binning is chosen as in the ATLAS measurement [224] with rapidity interval 0 < |yZ | < 0.4.
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The cross sections at moderate and large transverse momentum are dominated by contributions from844

the gluon and quark scattering and are strongly correlated with the gluon PDF in the region relevant for845

Higgs boson production at the LHC. That is further illustrated in Figure 15 which shows the PDF induced846

correlations between the binning cross sections in pT with rapidity interval 0 < |yZ | < 0.4 and the gluon,847

down- and up-quark PDFs at various x values [? ]. The correlations to gluon PDFs at x ∼ 10−2 almost reach848

0.9 as expected. Moderate correlations with quark PDFs at x ∼ 10−3 are also observed.849

Experimental data850
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The experimental measurements on pT spectra of the Z boson have reached a precision of percent or851

subpercent as from both ATLAS [224] and CMS [225] at LHC Run I due to the cleanest of the dilepton852

final state as well as the high statistics of the signal. In addition the ATLAS measurement extracts the cross853

sections at 3 different particle levels concerning the final-state photon radiations. The Born and bare levels854

are defined from the lepton kinematics before and after final-state radiations. The dressed level is defined by855

further combining the momentum of the lepton with photons radiated within a certain cone. We summarize856

the available measurements on pT spectra of the Z boson from recent that are relevant for constraining857

PDFs.858

• The measurements on normalized differential distribution of Z boson in pT with different rapidity859

intervals from ATLAS collaboration [226, 227] at LHC Run I (7 TeV).860

• The measurement on both normalized and unnormalized differential distribution of Drell-Yan lepton861

pair in pT or φ∗η with different rapidity intervals from ATLAS collaboration [224] at LHC Run I (8862

TeV).863

• The measurement on normalized differential distribution of Z boson in pT integrated over rapidity864

from CMS collaboration [175] at LHC Run I (7 TeV).865

• The measurement on both normalized and unnormalized double differential distribution of Z boson866

in pT and rapidity from CMS collaboration [225] at LHC Run I (8 TeV).867
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• The measurement on normalized differential distribution of Z boson in pT and the ratio to distribution868

of W boson from CMS collaboration [? ] at LHC Run I (8 TeV).869

• The measurements on unnormalized differential distribution of Z boson in φ∗η in forward region from870

LHCb collaboration [184, 186] at LHC Run I (7 and 8 TeV).871

• The measurement on normalized differential distribution of Z boson in pT or φ∗η in forward region872

from LHCb collaboration [185] at LHC Run I (7 TeV).873

• The measurement on unnormalized differential distribution of Drell-Yan lepton pair in φ∗η with differ-874

ent rapidity intervals from D0 collaboration [? ] at Tevatron Run II (1.96 TeV).875

Figure 13 shows a summary of various experimental unceratainties for the ATLAS and CMS 8 TeV876

measurements [224, 225] on the normalized pT distribution around the Z pole. The luminosity error and877

some of the systematics cancels largely in the normalized distributions. Both ATLAS and CMS measured878

pT upto about 1 TeV with ATLAS has more fined binning at small pT . The statistical errors are well within879

1% for pT smaller than 200 GeV and reach tens percents at the high pT tail for ATLAS. The total systematic880

errors start at about two permil for pT ∼ 10 GeV, and are within 1% in most of the region for both ATLAS881

and CMS. The PDF uncertainties as from individual PDF groups are about 2% which is already larger882

than the experimental errors in general not counting the spread of different PDFs. The distributions can be883

measured by integrating over rapidity of the Z boson or seperating into different rapidity intervals, or for off884

Z-peak invariant mass region. Besides, there are also measurements on distributions of the angular variable885

φ∗η [224] which is propotional to pT,Z at small transverse momentum. The experimental systematics can be886

further reduced for φ∗η since it only depends on directions of the lepton momentum which is better measured887

than the momentum itself.888

Theoretical calculations and tools889

The NLO QCD corrections were calculated decades ago [228, 229, 230], and found to be sizable for the890

energy of the LHC. The EW corrections were studied extensively in recent years [231, 232, 233, 234]. The891

NLO predictions for the inclusive pT spectra are inadequate for precision determination of PDFs due to its892

large theoretical uncertainties as can be either estimated from the size of the NLO corrections or the QCD893

scale variations. Fortunately the NNLO QCD corrections have just been calculated by two groups inde-894

pendently ultilizing different methods, the antenna subtraction method [155, 235, 236] and the N-jettiness895

subtraction method [237, 238]4. The theoretical uncertainties are now greatly reduced which allows the896

inclusion of the Z boson pT spectra data in the precision determination of PDFs. The results from two897

groupd are in good agreements in general which further validates the NNLO calculations. Besides, the898

calculations can include leptonic decays of the Z boson and thus selection cuts at parton level. That allows a899

direct comparison with the measured fiducial cross sections without replying on experimental extrapolation900

on the phase space. Figure 14 shows the NLO and NNLO predictions on the unnormalized and normalized901

pT spectra of the Z boson at LHC 8 TeV as from Ref. [236]. The selection cuts on the reconstructed Z902

boson are demonstrated in the plot while the fiducial cuts on charged leptons are explained in the figure903

caption. Central values of renormalization and factorization scale are set to transverse mass of the Z boson904

with scale variations calculated by varying them simultaneously by a factor of 2. The NNLO corrections905

are moderate for the unnormalized distribution, about 5% at low pT and 9% at high pT . The remaining906

4The original calculations are for Z+jet production which can be easily translated to inclusive production of Z boson at finite
pT .
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scale variations range from 1% to 6% depending on value of pT . The EW corrections are small at moderate907

transverse momentum and can be sizeble in the tail region, e.g., reach ∼ −10% for pT greater than 600 GeV.908

However, the current large statistical errors in the tail region prevent a direct probe of effects from the EW909

corrections. The size of QCD corrections are similar for the normalized distribution. The denominator used910

is the inclusive Z production cross section at NNLO in same fiducial region and with independent scale911

variations.912
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Figure 14: Left(right) plot shows the unnormalized(normalized) transverse momentum distribution of the inclusive Z
boson production at LHC 8 TeV [236]. The green and blue bands denote the NLO and NNLO predictions with scale
variations. The fiducial cuts on charged leptons are pT,l > 20 GeV and |ηl| < 2.4.

Refs. [235, 236] have presented a detailed phenomenlogical study of the NNLO calculations comparing913

to the ATLAS and CMS 8 TeV measurements. There are very good agreements between the NNLO predic-914

tions and data on the normalized distribution for pT ranges from 20 GeV to 900 GeV in all rapidity intervals.915

The conclusions are similar for comparison with the CMS 8 TeV data. Note that certain discrepancies are916

found for comparison to the ATLAS unnormalized distributions as shown in Figure 14. Moreover, it has917

been found that with the NNLO predictions now follow the same trend of the central values of data down918

to a pT value of 4 GeV, largely improved as comparing to the NLO predictions.919

Impact on PDFs920

The impact of data on transverse momentum distribution of Z boson at LHC Run I have been studied921

very recently within the framework of global analyses in Refs. [? 239]. In above two analyses an additional922

uncorrelated errors of about 1% have been added for all pT bins to account for additional theoretical errors,923

e.g., due to statistical uncertainties in MC integration of the NNLO calculations. It has been found that924

without the theoretical uncertainties the NNLO predictions can not describe the data well especially for925

the case of normalized distributions. Meanwhile certain tensions have been found as between the ATLAS 7926

TeV normalized pT distribution [227] and the 8 TeV pT distribution from both ATLAS and CMS [224, 225].927

The ATLAS 7 TeV data also pulls the PDFs to very different direction with respect to the HERA inclusive928

DIS data [? ]. Ref. [239] concludes that the inclusion of the ATLAS 7 TeV normalized data in the global929

analyses does not appear to be justified. Figure 15 shows impact of the ATLAS and CMS 8 TeV data in the930
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NNPDF3.1 global analyses [239] by comparing the changes of PDFs in the analysis with and without the Z931

pT data sets. The uncertainty of the gluon PDF have been slightly reduced in the x region of 10−2 ∼ 10−1.932

In the same region the gluon PDF receives constraints from the precision measurements on top-quark pair933

production and HERA inclusive DIS that are also present in the same analyses. It is also found that the 8934

TeV data lead to a moderate reduction of the PDF uncertainty of the total strangeness.935
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Figure 15: Impact of the Z boson transverse momentum measurements from ATLAS and CMS 8 TeV on the gluon
PDF and the total strangeness in the NNPDF3.1 global analyses [239].

3.6. Direct photon production936

In this section we discuss the PDF constraints that can be derived from the isolated photon production937

process.938

PDF sensitivity939

The LO parton–level processes for ‘direct’ photon production, where the photon is produced by point–
like emission from a quark, are given by

Compton : qg→ qγ , (60)

Annihilation : qq→ gγ . (61)

The Compton process gives the dominant contribution, in particular at the LHC. For LO kinematics the940

momentum fraction carried by the incoming gluon is directly proportional to the transverse energy Eγ
⊥ of941

the produced photon, and thus for higher Eγ
⊥ this process provides a direct probe of the gluon PDF at high942

x. Moreover, this represents the highest rate electroweak process at the LHC, while the produced photon943

directly reflects the production kinematics, without for example requiring any additional hadronization cor-944

rections, as in the case of jet production. This can therefore provide a valuable tool with which to constrain945

the gluon.946

However, this process is not without its complications. In particular, the ‘direct’ process described above947

is not the only way in which high E⊥ photons can be produced in hadronic collisions. We must also include948

the ‘fragmentation’ contribution whereby a standard 2 → 2 QCD scatter involving a final–state quark (or949

anti–quark) produces a photon through a collinear q→ qγ emission. While the parton–level process carries950

an extra power of αs compared to direct production, the collinearly enhanced photon emission is effectively951

of order α/αs, and thus this enters at the same order. Technically speaking, this fragmentation emerges from952
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Figure 16: Relative contributions from Compton (qg), annihilation (qq) and fragmentation to prompt photon production at central
rapidities at the 14 TeV LHC, before (left) and after (right) the application of isolation cuts. Figures taken from [240].

the higher order corrections to the direct process. These correspond to multiple collinear splittings of a high953

p⊥ parton which end up with a photon, and that can be absorbed into universal ‘fragmentation functions’.954

These cannot be calculated perturbatively, but rather must be fit to data, for example in e+e− annihilation to955

hadrons. This introduces a potentially significant additional source of uncertainty.956

In fact, the situation is greatly improved by noting that physically this fragmentation process corre-957

sponds to same multiple emission process that generates final–state jets, and indeed such fragmentation958

photons are typically accompanied by significant additional hadronic activity in the vicinity. This is to be959

contrasted with direct emission, where at LO the produced photon and outgoing quark are produced com-960

pletely back–to–back. The direct mechanism may therefore be greatly enhanced by introducing ’isolation’961

criteria whereby the total sum of the transverse energy of the hadrons present in some cone R centred on962

the photon is less than a given value. These also reduce the additional ‘non–prompt’ background due to963

the electromagnetic decay of hadrons. The impact of such a cut is shown in Fig. 16, where it seen that964

the contribution from the less well known fragmentation contribution is small. This also demonstrates the965

dominance of the direct Compton production process.966

In fact, isolated photon production represented one of the first PDF constraints considered, and was used967

in such early fits as [63, 64, 65]. However, the difficulties in describing the fixed target E706 [241, 242]968

data raised questions about the reliability of this process for PDF fits and potential sensitivities to non–969

perturbative effects. Combined with the increasing availability of high precision jet data from the Tevatron,970

which also constrain the high x gluon, this lead to the process falling out of favour in the PDF fitting971

community. The last PDF set to include any such data is the MRST99 [243] fit.972

However, the subsequent studies of [244, 240] have shown that by increasing the
√

s from fixed target to973

collider energies and, as discussed above, imposing a suitable isolation condition on the produced photon,974

the process may be brought under reasonable theoretical control. Moreover, a comparison of the NLO975

pQCD predictions to the ATLAS measurement [245, 246] discussed below shows an adequate description976

of the data, albeit with fairly large ∼ 10− 15% scale variation uncertainties. We may expect this situation to977

improve further with the recent NNLO calculation discussed in Section 3.6. Thus isolated photon production978

may well provide a useful tool for LHC PDF constraints in the future.979

Experimental data980

The available collider data on isolated photon production is summarised below:981
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• The most recent data at 1.96 TeV from CDF [247] and D0 [248] extends out to Eγ
⊥ < 0.5 TeV and 0.3982

TeV, respectively, while the photon pseudorapidity is restricted to have |ηγ| . 1. In the CDF case this983

corresponds to the full Run II 9.5 fb−1 data set, and so represents the final legacy measurement.984

• The ATLAS 7 TeV measurement [249], out to Eγ
⊥ < 1 TeV and at 8 [245] and 13 [246] TeV, extend-985

ing to Eγ
⊥ < 1.5 TeV. These correspond to the full available integrated luminosities of 4.6 fb−1 and986

20.2 fb−1 at 7 and 8 TeV, respectively, while the 13 TeV measurement uses a 3.2 fb−1 data set.987

• The most precise CMS data at 7 TeV [250], corresponding to 36 pb−1 of integrated luminosity and988

extending to Eγ
⊥ < 0.4 TeV.989

• Data from a smaller sample at 2.76 TeV have also been taken by ATLAS [251] and CMS [252]. In990

all cases the photon pseudorapidity is restricted to have |ηγ| . 2.4.991

Theoretical calculations and tools992

For the past 15 years, the theoretical state–of–the–art was provided by the JETPHOX [253] MC generator,993

which implements both the direct and the fragmentation contributions consistently at NLO. The NLO EW994

corrections have also been calculated in [254]. However, recently the first NNLO calculation of direct995

photon production has been reported [255]. The NNLO prediction for the ATLAS 8 TeV data [245] is996

compared to the NLO and found to lie consistently within the NLO scale uncertainty band, with the central997

value being ∼ 5% higher. Moreover, the NNLO scale uncertainty is found to be greatly reduced, giving a998

∼ ±2 − 3% uncertainty.999

While the default description of the data is found to be quite poor, including the LL EW Sudakov cor-1000

rections of [234], and evaluating the coupling α at the scale MZ , as recommended in [234], the description1001

is improved. In particular, the EW corrections are found to reduce the cross section by as much as 10%, that1002

is significantly outside the QCD scale variation band, at the highest E⊥, improving the shape description.1003

The results of the PeTeR [256], which combines the NLO calculation with N3LL threshold resummation1004

in addition to these EW corrections, is found to lie close to the NNLO + EW prediction, but with a larger1005

uncertainty band, indicating that the data may not be too sensitive to such additional resummation effects.1006

Therefore, while the NNLO calculation is a very encouraging step towards including isolated photon data1007

in high precision PDF fits, there are clearly some further theoretical issues to be investigated, relating to the1008

impact of EW corrections and, as discussed in [255] the choice of photon isolation, which can also affect1009

the NNLO comparison.1010

Impact on PDFs1011

Currently no up to date studies of the impact of isolated photon data on the PDFs have been performed,1012

in particular taking into account the new NNLO calculation and the high precision LHC data. However,1013

in [240] (see also [244]) the impact of a range of data, including the earlier 36 pb−1 ATLAS and CMS1014

measurements at 7 TeV, on the PDFs has been studied in detail through a reweighting of the NNPDF2.1 set.1015

In Fig. 17 the impact of the this LHC data on the gluon PDF is shown. A significant reduction in the uncer-1016

tainty, of up to 20%, is found in the intermediate x region. Interestingly, this overlaps with the kinematically1017

relevant region for Higgs boson production via gluon fusion at the LHC, and indeed a ∼ 20% reduction in1018

the Higgs production cross section is found. Given these results correspond to a reasonably limited LHC1019

data set, it will be interesting to see the impact of the latest data, as well as the NNLO corrections.1020
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Figure 17: Relative reduction in the NNPDF2.1 NLO gluon PDF uncertainty when including a 36 pb−1 LHC 7 TeV isolated photon
data set via reweighting. Taken from [240].

3.7. Top quark production1021

In this section we discuss the PDF information that can be obtained from top quark pair production1022

measurements, and at the end we also review the constraints can could potentially be obtained from single1023

top production.1024

PDF sensitivity1025

The production of top quark pairs at hadron colliders is driven by the gluon-gluon luminosity. Therefore,1026

provided that other sources of theoretical uncertainties such as missing higher orders and the values of the1027

top mass mt can be kept under control, including top quark production data into the global PDF fit has the1028

potential to constrain the gluon in the large-x region, which is affected by large uncertainties.1029

To illustrate the kinematical sensitivity on the gluon of top quark pair production, in Fig. 18 we show1030

the correlation coefficient ρ
[
g(x,Q), dσ

]
between the gluon PDF at Q = 100 GeV and the theory predictions1031

for the differential distributions in ytt̄ and mtt̄ at
√

s = 8 TeV, as a function of x. Each curve corresponds1032

to specific measurement bin. The higher the absolute value of the correlation coefficient, the bigger the1033

sensitivity to the gluon in those specific values of x. We observe that this sensitivity is high for values1034

of x up to x ' 0.6 − 0.7, beyond the reach of other processes sensitive to the gluon such as inclusive1035

jet production. Moreover, the availability of differential distributions significantly extends the kinematical1036

coverage of total inclusive cross-sections.1037

Experimental data1038

The first measurements of top quark pair production were presented at the level of total cross-sections,1039

first at the Tevatron [257] and then by ATLAS and CMS [258, 259, 260, 261, 262, 263]. Subsequently,1040

single-inclusive differential distributions of top quark pair production have also been presented by AT-1041

LAS [264, 265] and CMS, which include measurements both at the level of top-level observables extrap-1042

olated to the full phase space (pt
T , ytt̄, mtt̄), as well as at the level of observables contributed in terms of1043

directly observable quantities (charged lepton pT and rapidity, b-tagged jet kinematics etc). These mea-1044

surements are often presented normalized to the total cross-section, in order to benefit from a number of1045

cancellations between experimental systematic uncertainties, but absolute measurements are also available.1046

It is also possible to measure double differential distributions in top quark pair production, as illustrated by1047

the recent CMS measurement [266] of normalized double differential distributions, i.e., as a function of ptt̄1048

and mtt̄.1049
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Figure 18: The correlation coefficient between the gluon PDF at Q = 100 GeV and the theory predictions for the
differential distributions in ytt̄ (left) and mtt̄ (right plot) at

√
s = 8 TeV, as a function of x. Each curve corresponds to

specific measurement bin. The higher the absolute value of the correlation coefficient, the bigger the sensitivity to the
gluon in those specific values of x.

Theoretical calculations and tools1050

The total tt̄ production cross-section is known up to NNLO-QCD since 2013 [267, 268, 269], includ-1051

ing the resummation of logarithmically enhanced threshold corrections up to NNLL. More recently, the1052

full NNLO corrections to single inclusive distributions in top quark pair production have also been com-1053

puted [270, 271]. Differential NNLO results are available for the rapidity of the top quark and the top-pair1054

system, yt and ytt̄, the transverse momentum of the top quark, pt
T , and the invariant mass of the top-pair pair1055

mtt̄, though not for other variables such as ptt̄
T since these vanish at leading order. When differential distri-1056

butions probe the TeV regions, electroweak corrections (including photon-initiated processes) also become1057

relevant and need to be included in the theoretical calculations. In Ref. [272] (see also [273]), the NNLO1058

QCD calculation where combined with the state-of-the-art NLO EW corrections in the latter case including1059

not only contributions of O
(
α2

sα
)

but also those of order O
(
αsα

2
)

and O
(
α3

)
. This study showed that an1060

accurate description of the tails of the kinematical distributions, such as the high-pt
T and high-mtt̄ regions,1061

necessarily must include NLO EW corrections.1062

An important limitation of the calculations discussed above is that they are restricted to stable top1063

quarks. On the other hand, when experimental measurements are presented at the top quark level, they are1064

extrapolated from the fiducial cross-sections using some theoretical model, thus possibly biasing the result1065

by an amount which is difficult to quantify. Ideally, one would like a fully differential calculation with1066

NNLO corrections included both for production and decay, in order to directly compare with experimen-1067

tally observable quantities. An important milestone in this respect was the recent calculation of top-quark1068

pair-production and decay [274] which allows providing predictions for observables constructed from top-1069

quark leptonic and b-tagged jet final states, based on an approximation to the exact NNLO corrections to1070

production and exact NNLO corrections to the decay.1071

Concerning the tools for the inclusion of top quark differential data into PDF fits, there exist two basic1072

approaches. The first one is based on computing APPLgrids for the NLO calculation using either MCFM1073

or Sherpa (see also Sect. 3.10), and then supplementing these with the NNLO/NLO bin-by-bin K-factors1074

from [270, 271]. An improved strategy has been made feasible by the recent availability of FastNLO1075

tables [275] that allow the efficient calculation of NNLO top quark pair distributions for arbitrary PDF sets1076

and input αs(mZ) values. The latter option bypasses the need of recomputing the K-factors in each iteration1077

of the fit, although on the other hand as shown explicitly in [276] the PDF dependence of these K-factors is1078

very small.1079
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Figure 19: Left plot: the impact of the LHC 7 and 8 TeV inclusive top-quark pair cross-section data on the large-x gluon
of NNPDF2.3 [277]. Right plot: the impact of the LHC 8 TeV differential distributions in top-quark pair production
on the gg luminosity [276], compared with a baseline fit based on the NNPDF3.0 global analysis without the jet data.

Impact on PDFs1080

The availability of the NNLO calculation of the total cross-sections for top quark pair production made1081

possible to include for the first time top quark data from the Tevatron and the LHC consistently into a1082

NNLO PDF fit. By applying Bayesian reweighting to NNPDF2.3, it was shown in Ref. [277] that indeed1083

top quark data could reduce the PDF uncertainties on the large-x gluon by up to 20% around x ' 0.21084

(see also previous related work in [278]). Several other global fits, such as ABMP16 and MMHT14, also1085

include now total tt̄ cross-sections in their default fits. While these results provided a tantalizing hint of the1086

PDF constraining potential of tt̄ production, the full exploitation of this potential clearly required the use of1087

differential distributions.1088

The impact of the
√

s = 8 TeV top quark pair differential data from ATLAS and CMS on the NNPDF3.01089

fit was quantified in [276]. There it was shown that the constraints on the large-x gluon were at this point1090

competitive with those provided by inclusive jet production, despite the much reduced number of experi-1091

mental data points. See also [279] for related work based on approximate NNLO calculations. An important1092

result of the investigations of [276] was that the constraints from the normalized distributions were in gen-1093

eral superior to those from their absolute counterparts, most likely because of the cancellation of systematic1094

uncertainties that arises when the distributions are normalized. In addition, top quark differential distribu-1095

tions at 8 TeV from the LHC have also been included in the recent NNPDF3.1 global analysis, and other1096

groups have also studied the impact of this data into their PDF fits in a preliminary form. A challenge in1097

the study of [276] was the observed tension between some of the ATLAS and CMS distributions, such as1098

the mtt̄, which prevented their simultaneous inclusion in the global fit. While the underlying issue of these1099

discrepancies are still being investigated, this limitation was bypassed by identifying pairs of distributions1100

which could be fitted with good quality at the same time and that exhibited comparable constraining power.1101

In order to illustrate the impact of the top quark data on the large-x gluon, in Fig. 19 we show how1102

the PDF uncertainties of the NNPDF2.3 gluon are reduced once the Tevatron and the LHC 7 and 8 TeV1103

inclusive top-quark pair cross-section data are included by means of Bayesian reweighting [277]. As can be1104

seen, at the level of total cross-section data the impact is still moderate, with PDF error reduction being at1105

most ' 20%. On the other hand, in Fig. 19 we also show the impact on the gg luminosity of the normalized1106

8 TeV ATLAS and CMS tt̄ differential distributions, compared to a baseline fit based on the NNPDF3.01107
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settings but without the jet data (since the NNLO corrections to jet production were not available at the1108

time). One clearly sees here how the constraints are much more significant, highlighting the increase in1109

constraining power of the differential distributions are compared to the total cross-sections data, specially1110

in the large-x region, where PDF uncertainties can be reduced by more than a factor of 2.1111

Single top production1112

In addition to top quark pair production, also single top production provides in principle interesting1113

PDF-sensitive information. Specifically, single top could provide constraints on the b-quark PDF, given1114

that as shown in Fig. 20, some of the leading order contributions arise from the scattering of a b with a1115

light quark. In addition, single top production is a unique testing group for different heavy quark flavour1116

schemes used in the calculation, i.e., one can use a n f = 4 scheme, a n f = 5 scheme, or a matched scheme1117

interpolating between the two, see the discussion in Refs. [280, 281]. State or the art calculations are1118

based on NNLO QCD theory both for total cross-sections and for differential distributions [282], and LHC1119

measurements at 8 TeV and 13 TeV of total cross-sections (including ratios of top over anti-top production)1120

as well as single inclusive distributions with the corresponding covariance matrix are already available [283,1121

284].1122

Figure 20: Left plot: one of the Feynman diagrams for single-top production at leading order, illustrating its sensitivity
to the b-quark PDF. Right plot: comparison of the theoretical predictions for the ratio Rt = σt/σt̄ from different PDF
sets and the corresponding ATLAS measurements at

√
s = 13 TeV from [284].

From Fig. 20 is clear that single top production could be interesting in PDF fits, since it provides sensi-1123

tivity to the bottom content of the proton. Moreover, since the production of top and anti-top quarks depends1124

on different initial state partonic luminosities, it is possible to construct ratios such as Rt ≡ σt/σt̄ that pro-1125

vide information on quark flavour separation. To illustrate this point, we show in Fig. 20 a comparison of the1126

theoretical predictions for the Rt ratio from different PDF sets and the corresponding ATLAS measurements1127

at
√

s = 13 TeV from [284]. While experimental uncertainties are still large due to the limited dataset,1128

we also see that the measurement might eventually become sensitive to differences between PDF sets, for1129

instance the ABM prediction is higher as compared to the other predictions. Moreover, similar comparisons1130

could also be performed at the level of differential distributions, either at the level of top kinematic variables1131

or at the level of observable quantities constructed from leptons and b-jets.1132
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Process Subprocess Partons x range

Fixed Target DIS

`± {p, n} → `± + X γ∗q→ q q, q̄, g x & 0.01
`± n/p→ `± + X γ∗ d/u→ d/u d/u x & 0.01
pp→ µ+µ− + X uū, dd̄ → γ∗ q̄ 0.015 . x . 0.35
pn/pp→ µ+µ− + X (ud̄)/(uū)→ γ∗ d̄/ū 0.015 . x . 0.35
ν(ν̄) N → µ−(µ+) + X W∗q→ q′ q, q̄ 0.01 . x . 0.5
νN → µ−µ+ + X W∗s→ c s 0.01 . x . 0.2
ν̄N → µ+µ− + X W∗ s̄→ c̄ s̄ 0.01 . x . 0.2

Collider DIS

e± p→ e± + X γ∗q→ q g, q, q̄ 0.0001 . x . 0.1
e+ p→ ν̄ + X W+ {d, s} → {u, c} d, s x & 0.01
e±p→ e± cc̄ + X γ∗c→ c, γ∗g→ cc̄ c, g 10−4 . x . 0.01
e±p→ e± bb̄ + X γ∗b→ b, γ∗g→ bb̄ b, g 10−4 . x . 0.01
e±p→ jet + X γ∗g→ qq̄ g 0.01 . x . 0.1

Tevatron

pp̄→ jet + X gg, qg, qq→ 2 j g, q 0.01 . x . 0.5
pp̄→ (W± → `±ν) + X ud → W+, ūd̄ → W− u, d, ū, d̄ x & 0.05
pp̄→ (Z → `+`−) + X uu, dd → Z u, d x & 0.05
pp̄→ tt̄ + X qq→ tt q x & 0.1

LHC

pp→ jet + X gg, qg, qq̄→ 2 j g, q 0.001 . x . 0.5
pp→ (W± → `±ν) + X ud̄ → W+, dū→ W− u, d, ū, d̄, g x & 10−4

pp→ (Z → `+`−) + X qq̄→ Z q, q̄, g x & 10−4

pp→ (Z → `+`−) + X, p⊥ gq(q̄)→ Zq(q̄) g, q, q̄ x & 0.01
pp→ (γ∗ → `+`−) + X, Low mass qq̄→ γ∗ q, q̄, g x & 10−5

pp→ (γ∗ → `+`−) + X, High mass qq̄→ γ∗ q̄ x & 0.01
pp→ W+c̄,W−c sg→ W+c, s̄g→ W−c̄ s, s̄ x ∼ 0.01
pp→ tt̄ + X gg→ tt g x & 0.05
pp→ D, B + X gg→ cc̄, bb̄ g x & 10−6, 10−4

pp→ J/ψ,Υ + pp γ∗(gg)→ cc̄, bb̄ g x & 10−6, 10−4

pp→ γ + X gq(q̄)→ γq(q̄) g x & 0.005

Table 1: Overview of the various hard-scattering processes which are used to constrain PDFs in a global analysis. In each case
we indicate the hadronic-level process and the corresponding dominant partonic level process, as well as the partons which are
constrained by each specific process in a given range of x. This table is an extended version of Table 1 of [80]. The x ranges are
merely indicative and based on the approximate leading-order kinematics.
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Figure 21: Left plot: comparison between the small-x gluon at Q2 = 4 GeV2 in NNPDF3.0 with the corresponding
result after different combinations of the charm production data at LHCb have been included in the fit. We show the
central value and one-sigma PDF uncertainty bands for the N7 + N13/5 and the N5 + N7 + N13 combinations, as well
as the central value for the N5 + N13/7 case

3.8. Charm production in pp collisions1133

The production of heavy quark mesons at hadron colliders is driven by the gluon-gluon luminosity, and1134

therefore it provides a sensitive probe to the gluon PDF at medium and small-x. In particular, charmed1135

meson production in the forward region covered by LHCb gives information on the gluon at values of x1136

as small as x ' 10−6, well below the kinematic reach of the HERA structure function data, and thus a1137

region where PDF uncertainties are very large due to the very limited amount of experimental information1138

available.1139

The precision determination of the small-x gluon PDF impacts LHC phenomenology indirectly, by1140

means to its impact on the Monte Carlo modeling of soft and semi-hard dynamics, which depend on the1141

gluon at very small-x. Understanding the gluon at very small-x is also crucial for ultra-high energy neutrino1142

astronomy and cosmic ray production. In the former case, the small-x gluon is relevant both for the calcula-1143

tion of signal event rates, via the interaction cross-section between UHE neutrinos and target nucleons (ice1144

or water), as well as for the calculation of the rates for the dominant background process, the production1145

of charm quarks in cosmic ray collisions in the atmosphere which then decay into the so called “prompt”1146

neutrinos and which dominate the atmospheric neutrino flux at large energies.1147

The LHCb experiment has presented measurements of charm meson production at
√

s = 5, 7 and 131148

TeV. These are double differential cross-sections as a function of the transverse momentum pD
T and rapidity1149

yD of the produced D mesons, for the following species: D±, D0, D∗ and Ds, together with the corresponding1150

complex conjugates. In addition to these double-differential distributions for the three values of
√

s, also1151

double ratios between center of mass energies, have been provided, in particular between 13 TeV and 7 TeV1152

and between 13 TeV and 5 TeV.1153

In Fig. 21 we show a comparison between the small-x gluon at Q2 = 4 GeV2 in NNPDF3.0 with the1154

corresponding result after different combinations of the charm production data at LHCb have been included1155

in the fit. We show the central value and one-sigma PDF uncertainty bands for the N7 + N13/5 and the1156

N5 + N7 + N13 combinations, as well as the central value for the N5 + N13/7 case. We see that the reduction1157

of the small-x PDF uncertainties can be as large as almost an order of magnitude.1158
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3.9. Other PDF-sensitive process1159

In this final part of the section, we briefly review other processes that have been suggested as possible1160

ingredieents of the global PDF analysis, but that have been studied rather less than the rest of processes in1161

this section.1162

Centeral Exclusive Production. The Central Exclusive Production (CEP) process occurs when an object X1163

and nothing else is produced in a hadronic collision, while the hadrons themselves remain intact after the1164

collision. The photoproduction of heavy vector mesons, see Fig. 22, is one example of such a process which1165

has possible implications for PDF determination. Thus for pp collisions, while one proton elastically emits1166

a photon, the other interacts via t–channel two gluon exchange. This may therefore access the gluon PDF1167

at a comparatively low scale Q2 ∼ M2
V and x ∼ MV/

√
s, where it is so far quite poorly determined.1168

LHCb have measured the exclusive production of J/ψ and ψ(2S ) mesons at 7 TeV [285] and Υ pro-1169

duction at 7 and 8 TeV [285]. Preliminary LHCb data on J/ψ and ψ(2S ) production at 13 TeV has also1170

been reported in [286]. This uses the newly installed HeRSCheL shower counters, which greatly extend the1171

rapidity coverage for vetoing additional particle production, reducing significantly the non–exclusive back-1172

ground. In addition, ALICE have measured exclusive J/ψ production in p–Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 5.021173

TeV [287]. Due to the large Z2 enhancement for photon emission from the Pb ion, this is dominated by the1174

process where the lead ion emits a photon.1175

While clearly the photoproduction process shown in Fig. 22 proceeds through an initial–state gluon1176

interaction, this does not correspond to a standard inclusive process where PDFs are generally introduced.1177

However, as discussed in [288] under certain assumptions this process can be related to the standard gluon1178

PDF and may therefore serve as a probe of it at low x and Q2. This analysis has subsequently been performed1179

at NLO [289] (see also [290]) for the cases of J/ψ and Υ production. However, here it is found that the1180

NLO correction is significantly larger than, and of the opposite sign to, the LO contribution, indicating a1181

lack of perturbative stability and casting some doubt on its viability as a PDF probe. Nonetheless, work1182

in the direction of at least partially solving this issue has been reported most recently in [291], where the1183

stability is shown to be improved through judicious choice of factorization and renormlization scale, and by1184

imposing a cut on the NLO contribution to avoid double counting. Other possibilities, such as for example1185

considering cross section ratios as discussed in section, may also improve the situation. It is also worth1186

noting that the perturbative stability is naturally improved somewhat by considering the production of the1187

higher mass Υ.1188

W,Z+jets production. ...1189
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Photon+jet production. In addition to the inclusive photon production process discussed in Sect. 3.6, it has1190

also been suggested that the photon+jet process could also be used to PDF studies [292].1191

3.10. Fast interfaces1192

Given the highly CPU time-consuming character of global PDF fits, the direct evaluation of the lengthy1193

(N)NLO hadronic cross-sections during the PDF fit is not feasible. For this reason, until around 2008 PDF1194

fits included hadronic data using LO hadronic cross-sections supplemented by bin-by-bin K-factors, defined1195

as1196

Ki
NLO ≡

σNLO
i

σLO
i

, (62)

using the same PDF set in the numerator and in the denominator. To ensure consistency of the procedure,1197

these K factors were computed iteratively until convergence was achieved. However, this approximation is1198

known to have several deficiencies, the most important one being the reduced sensitivity to those partonic1199

initial states that enter the cross-section only starting from NLO.1200

In order to improve over this unsatisfactory situation, the method of fast interfaces was proposed. In1201

these methods, the most CPU time consuming part of an NLO calculation, namely the evaluation of the1202

partonic matrix elements over a large number of events, is precomputed a priori using a complete interpo-1203

lation basis for the input PDFs. This way, the hadronic cross-sections can be reconstructed a posteriori by1204

means of a very efficient matrix multiplication of the PDFs evaluation. in a grid of (x,Q) points and the1205

precomputed partonic matrix elements at the same grid points. These tools have become very popular and1206

are therefore used in the majority of former PDF fits.1207

Following a common philosophy, two main tools have been developed1208

• APPLgrid [293]1209

• FastNLO [294]1210

More recently, the aMCfast interface [295] to MadGraph5 aMC@NLO [296] has been developed. Given1211

the automated character of this code, aMCfast allows producing fast interpolation of arbitrary NLO pro-1212

cesses, defined by the user at run time. It is also possible to produce fast grids for NLO calculations matched1213

to parton shower Monte Carlos, which opens the way to include in the PDF fit hadron-level cross-sections1214

such as W boson in association with charmed mesons or forward D meson production at LHCb.1215

We now describe the basic strategy of fast interpolation methods - we use the notation of the APPLgrid1216

paper for concreteness, but the general method is very similar in FastNLO and aMCfast. These methods1217

are based on representing the PDFs in the (x,Q2) by means of a suitable interpolation basis, computing a1218

physical cross-section for this basis PDFs, and then reconstructing the same observable a posteriori using1219

an arbitrary PDF set. Therefore, to begin, with, one expands an arbitrary PDF f (x,Q2) in terms of a suitable1220

basis of interpolating polynomials1221

f (x,Q2) =

n∑
i=0

m∑
j=0

fk+i,κ+ jI
(
i (n))

(
y(x)
δy
− k

)
I(

j(m))
(
τ(Q2)
δτ

− κ

)
, (63)

where n and m are the interpolation orders in x and Q2 respectively; y(x) = ln 1/x + a(1 − x) and τ(Q2) =1222

ln ln Q2/Λ2; and I(
i (n)), I(

j(m)) are interpolating functions, for instance Lagrange interpolating polynomials,1223

though Eq. (63) holds generically for other choices.1224

After the representation Eq. (63) has been constructed, we need to evaluate cross-sections using the1225

interpolation basis. Let us consider first for simplicity a hypothetical DIS structure function F that receives1226
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contributions from a single flavour. The NLO cross-section is typically computed by means of Monte Carlo1227

program that generates a large number N of events, each one with weight ωm and with associated values xm1228

and Q2
m. If pm is the order of αs for this specific event, the total cross-section can be written as1229

F =

N∑
m=1

ωm

(
αs(Q2

m)
2π

)pm

f (xm,Q2
m) . (64)

The fast interpolation can be constructed by, instead of computing F as in Eq. (64), introducing a weight1230

grid W(p)
iy,iτ

, and for each event only a fraction of the grid nodes is updated according to the expression1231

W (p)
k+i,κ+ j → W (p)

k+i,κ+ j + ωmI(
i (n))

(
y(xm)
δy
− k

)
I(

j(m))
(
τ(Q2

m)
δτ

− κ

)
. (65)

Conceptually, the weight grid W(p)
iy,iτ

is the equivalent of computing the structure function F but for a given1232

combination of interpolating polynomials as opposed to the original PDF.1233

The important factor here is that the most CPU time intensive computation, the calculation of the MC1234

weights ωm, needs only to be done once to fill the grid W (p)
iy,iτ

, and the the PDF can be decided a poste-1235

riori at virtually no extra computational cost. Indeed, it can be shown that the structure function can be1236

reconstructed a posteriori using the weight grid using1237

F =
∑

p

∑
iy

∑
iτ

W (p)
iy,iτ

αs(Q2
iτ

)

2π

 f (x(iy),Q2
iτ) . (66)

In other words, the only information which is needed is the value of the PDFs and the strong coupling at1238

the grid nodes iy, iτ. The method can be straightforwardly generalized to hadron-hadron collisions and to a1239

generic composition of the initial parton state, taking into account that now the formula includes two PDFs.1240

In proton-proton collisions, the analog of Eq. (66) is given by1241

σ =
∑

p

nsub∑
l=0

∑
iy1

∑
iy2

∑
iτ

W (p)(l)
iy1 ,,iy2 ,iτ

αs(Q2
iτ

)

2π

L(l)
(
x(

1iy1), x(
2iy2)Q2

iτ)
)
, (67)

where we have indicated that there are nl contributing partonic subprocesses, each with the corresponding1242

luminosity L(l), which depend on the cross-section upon consideration.1243

In order to illustrate the high precision that these fast interfaces can achieve, we show two representative1244

examples in Fig. 23. First of all, we show the ratio between the NLOjet++ calculation of inclusive jet1245

production at 7 TeV in the rapidity interval 2 ≤ y ≤ 3 and the corresponding a posteriori calculation1246

based on APPLgrid, for different values of the factorization and renormalization scales. One sees that the1247

differences between the original and the interpolated calculation are at the few permille level. Then we1248

show the transverse momentum distribution of photons in the pp→ γ+ jet process at 7 TeV, comparing the1249

original MadGraph5 aMC@NLO calculation with the a posteriori result based on aMCfast and APPLgrid.1250

The lower insets show the ratio between the two calculations for different choices of µR and µF . Also here1251

we find excellent agreement between the original and interpolated calculations, now at the sub-permille1252

level. In all these methods, the interpolation accuracy can be arbitrarily increase i.e. by using denser grids1253

in x and Q2.1254

While these fast interface represent a very significant improvement in terms of CPU efficiency as com-1255

pared to the original NLO calculations, one limitation of the approach can be seen from the master formula1256
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Figure 23: Right plot: the ratio between the NLOjet++ calculation of inclusive jet production at 7 TeV in the rapidity
interval 2 ≤ y ≤ 3 and the corresponding a posteriori calculation based on APPLgrid, for different values of the
factorization and renormalization scales. Left plot: the transverse momentum distribution of photons in the pp →
γ + jet process at 7 TeV, comparing the original MadGraph5 aMC@NLO calculation with the a posteriori result based
on aMCfast and APPLgrid. The lower insets show the ratio between the two calculations for different choices of µR

and µF .

for proton-proton collisions Eq. (64): each time the PDF set is varied, one needs to recompute its values in1257

the (x,Q2) nodes. In a PDF fit, this means that each time the input parametrization is modified during the1258

iterative minimization, the DGLAP evolution equations need to be solved again, before the PDFs can be1259

convoluted with the interpolated coefficient functions to obtain the hadronic cross-section. To improve this1260

shortcoming, recently the APFELgrid tool has been developed [297]. The goal of APFELgrid is to combine1261

the interpolated partonic cross-sections provided by APPLgrid with the DGLAP evolution factors provided1262

by APFEL, in a way that hadronic cross-sections can be reconstructed from a matrix multiplication requiring1263

only as input the values of the PDFs at the x grid nodes at the input evolution scale Q0. This combination1264

then lead to a very significant improvement in computation speed as compared to Eq. (64) without any loss1265

of numerical accuracy, and leads to much faster PDF fits. Mathematically, the APFELgrid method allows1266

expression an arbitrary hadronic cross-section as follows1267

σpp→X =
∑
k,l

∑
δ,γ

W̃kl,δγ fk(xδQ2
0) fl(xγ,Q0) , (68)

in terms of the PDFs at the parametrization scale Q0, where k, l run over all active parton flavours and δ, γ1268

run over the nodes of the x interpolating grid.1269

To gauge the improvements in computational efficiency that can archived by this method, in Fig. 24 we1270

show a comparison of the timings per data point between the original APPLgrid computation of hadronic1271

cross-sections, Eq. (66), with the same calculation based on the APFELgrid combination, Eq. (68), for1272

a variety of LHC datasets. As we see from this figure, the improvement in computational speed is be-1273

tween a factor 100 and a factor 1000 depending on the specific dataset. This means that PDF fits based on1274

APFELgrid will be much faster, by up to two orders of magnitude, which is a very attractive property of1275

this method.1276
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Figure 24: Comparison of the timings per data point between the original APPLgrid computation of hadronic cross-
sections, Eq. (66), with the same calculation based on the APFELgrid combination, Eq. (68), for a variety of LHC
datasets. We find that the improvement in computational speed is between a factor 100 and a factor 1000 depending
on the specific dataset.
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4. Fitting methodology1277

In this section we present the framework of the global QCD analysis of parton distribution functions.1278

First of all we discuss how PDFs are parametrized at the reference scale, and review the theoretical con-1279

straints that should be imposed to this parametrization such as the momentum and valence sum rules and1280

positivity. Then we discuss how to quantify the agreement of data and theory, and review various methods1281

used in global analysis for minimization of the figure of merit χ2. Next we review the various methods1282

available to estimate and propagate PDF uncertainties, with emphasis on the three most important ones: the1283

Hessian, the Monte Carlo, and the Lagrange multiplier methods. In this section we also discuss how to1284

combine individual PDF sets within a single PDF set.1285

4.1. PDF parametrization1286

4.1.1. Functional form1287

To extract the PDFs some form of parameterisation in x must be assumed, which can then be fit to the1288

available data. As described in section, given the PDFs at some reference scale Q0, DGLAP evolution1289

determines the PDFs at any other scale µ. Thus the PDFs are typically parameterised at a low scale Q2
0 ∼1290

1− 2 GeV2, which can then be evolved up to the scale relevant to e.g., LHC physics. These universally take1291

the form1292

x f (x,Q2
0) = A f xa f (1 − x)b f I f (x) . (69)

The (1− x)b f term, with b f > 0, ensures that the PDFs vanish in the elastic x→ 1 limit, as we would expect1293

on basic physical grounds. Such a form is also expected from the quark counting rules [298]. Here, in this1294

elastic limit all the momentum is carried by the struck parton and the remaining ns quark become spectators.1295

An analysis of the scaling behaviour for elastic scattering then predicts b f = 2ns − 1, that is b f = 3, 5 and 71296

for valence, sea and gluon distributions, respectively. The xa f form dominates at low x; in this region, the1297

PDFs are related to the high energy parton–proton scattering amplitudes, which may be calculated using1298

the tools of Regge theory. This predicts such a simple power–like form, with the precise value of the power1299

a f being related to the leading Regge trajectory that is exchanged; for non–singlet distributions (e.g. the1300

valence quarks) this predicts a f ∼ 0.5 and for singlet distributions (e.g. the gluon and the sea) this predicts1301

a f ∼ 0. The above discussion only correspond to quite general expectations, which do not for example1302

account for the scale dependence of the PDFs. Thus while the high and low x form of (69) is taken, for1303

modern fits the values of the powers themselves are more generally left free where there is sufficient data to1304

constrain them.1305

The I f (x) is the interpolating function, which determines the behaviour of the PDFs away from the1306

x → 0 and 1 limits, where it tends to a constant value. This is assumed to be a smoothly varying function1307

of x, for which a variety of choices have been made in the literature. The simplest ansatz, which has been1308

very widely used, is to take a basic polynomial form in x (or
√

x), such as1309

I f (x) = 1 + c f
√

x + d f x + ... . (70)

Forms of this type are for example taken by CJ, HERAPDF, and in the previous MSTW08 set. A similar1310

approach, but where the polynomial enters as the exponent of a power of x or a simple exponential function,1311

are taken by ABMP and earlier CT sets, respectively.1312

Such a choice is appropriate for a relatively small number of parameters c, d. However, as the precision1313

and amount of the data included in the fit increases it becomes essential to allow for an increasingly flexible1314

parameterisation. As discussed in [299], simply adding more parameters to (70) can quickly run into the1315

technical issues that large coefficients appear, with large cancellations between the terms. This leads to an1316
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unstable χ2 minimisation and implausibly large variations in x in certain regions. This issue may be solved1317

by instead expanding the interpolating function in terms of a basis of suitably chosen functions1318

I f (x) =

n∑
i=1

α f ,iPi(y(x)) , (71)

where y(x) is some simple function of x. Two choices for the functions Pi are the Chebyshev and Bernstein1319

polynomials, which are used in the MMHT14 and CT14 sets, respectively. These are chosen as each order1320

of the polynomials is strongly peaked at different values of y, and hence x, significantly reducing the degree1321

of correlation between the terms. In addition, as the order is increased these tend to probe smaller scale1322

variations in x, so that the smoothness requirement for I(x) naturally leads to smaller coefficients α at1323

higher i. Thus, while formally equivalent to the simply polynomial expansion in Eq. (70), these are much1324

more convenient for fitting as the number of free parameters n is increased.1325

An alternative approach is taken by the NNPDF group. Here, the interpolating function is modelled1326

with a multi–layer feed forward neural network, see Sect. 5.3 for more details. In practice, this allows for1327

a greatly increased number of free parameters, with the latest default fit having 37 per PDF, that is ∼ an1328

order of magnitude higher than other sets. The form of (69) is still assumed, but these are pre–processing1329

factors that speed up the minimisation procedure but which do not in principle have to be explicitly included.1330

Nonetheless, the study of [300] has shown that the NNPDF fit does exhibit high and low x behaviour that is1331

consistent with (69), providing further support for such an assumed form.1332

4.1.2. Sum rules1333

The valence uud structure of the proton, with zero strangeness, is expressed in the three number sum
rules ∫ 1

0
dx

[
u(x,Q2) − u(x,Q2)

]
= 2 , (72)∫ 1

0
dx

[
d(x,Q2) − d(x,Q2)

]
= 1 , (73)∫ 1

0
dx

[
s(x,Q2) − s(x,Q2)

]
= 0 , (74)

thus for the valence distributions we must have a f > 0 for the exponents in (69) or these integrals will1334

diverge. In others words, we have the well known result that the x f valence distributions vanish as x → 0.1335

Although not shown explicitly, a similar constraint applies to the heavy quark PDFs as to the strange PDF.1336

In the absence of any intrinsic heavy flavour, these are automatically satisfied.1337

The sum of PDFs must also obey the momentum sum rule1338 ∫ 1

0
dx x

∑
n f

(q(x,Q2) + q(x,Q2)) + g(x,Q2) + · · ·

 = 1 , (75)

which expresses the simple physical requirement that the total proton momentum must be equal to the sum1339

of its constituents. We have suppressed contributions from any additional parton, for example the photon1340

(or even electroweak bosons), which is included within a given a set. Thus for non–valence distributions1341

the exponent a f may be negative, but must be greater than -1 to avoid giving a divergent contribution to the1342

momentum sum rule.1343
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The above 4 sum rules provide additional constraints on the input PDFs, and are typically applied to1344

fix certain parameters, for example the overall normalization A f of a given set. Provided these sum rules1345

are satisfied at the input scale, it follows straightforwardly from the form of the DGLAP evolution that they1346

will be satisfied at any other scale µ; the g → qq splitting can generate no net q − q component, and the1347

DGLAP evolution reshuffles the momentum carried between the different partons, but of course generates1348

no momentum violation.1349

4.1.3. Quark flavour assumptions1350

Assuming that there are n f active quark flavors at the input parametrization scale Q0, there will be1351

in general 2n f + 1 PDFs to be parametrized and fitted from data. Assuming that the heavy quark PDFs1352

are generated perturbatively, in addition to the gluon, in many cases the remaining 6 light quarks PDFs1353

parametrized are not those in the flavour basis, namely1354

u, ū, d, d̄, s, s̄ , (76)

but rather other convenient linear combinations, e.g. the valence uV = u− ū and dV = d− d̄ distributions are1355

often used. To give one example, the MMHT14 analysis takes as fitting basis, in addition to the gluon,1356

uV , dV , d − u, s + s, s − s, s + s + 2(u + u + d + d) . (77)

As another example, the NNPDF3.0 fit parametrizes the PDFs at the input evolution scale in the so-called1357

evolution basis, defined as the eigenvectors of the DGLAP evolution equations,1358

Σ(x,Q0) =
(
u + d̄ + d + d̄ + s + s̄

)
(x,Q0)

T3(x,Q0) =
(
u + d̄ − d − d̄

)
(x,Q0) ,

T8(x,Q0) =
(
u + d̄ + d + d̄ − 2s − 2s̄

)
(x,Q0) , (78)

V(x,Q0) =
(
u − d̄ + d − d̄ + s − s̄

)
(x,Q0)

V3(x,Q0) =
(
u − d̄ − d + d̄

)
(x,Q0) ,

V8(x,Q0) =
(
u − d̄ + d − d̄ − 2s + 2s̄

)
(x,Q0) ,

in addition to the gluon PDF. However, as any particular basis can be trivially related to another by a1359

linear transformation, the physics should not depend on this choice. On the other hand, different flavour1360

assumptions do often lead to different results in regions with limited experimental constraints, such as the1361

large-x region.1362

Historically, the strange quark has been less well determined than the u and d quark PDFs, and indeed1363

in many earlier fits this was fixed according to1364

s = s ∝ u + d . (79)

Such a choice is still taken in the CJ15 and HERAPDF fits, due to the more restricted data set. With the1365

increase in available data, the total strangeness s + s is now freely parameterised in all global fits. While1366

the sum rule Eq. (74) requires there to be no overall strangeness in the proton, at a given x value there is1367

no requirement for the s − s distribution to vanish, and indeed non–perturbative approaches such as the1368

“meson cloud model” [301] predict a non-zero strange asymmetry. However, the strange difference s − s is1369

generally quite poorly determined and still broadly consistent with zero within current uncertainties. From1370
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the latest global fits, only MMHT14 and the NNPDF3 sets fit the strange difference, while for all other sets1371

it is still assumed that s = s. Note also that at NNLO, even if sV = s− s̄ is set to zero at the initial evolution1372

asymmetry, a non-zero strangeness asymmetry will be generated dynamically by the DGLAP evolution1373

equations [302].1374

The above discussion assumes that the charm PDF is generated perturbatively in terms of the light quark1375

and gluons. If the charm PDF is instead fitted, the input flavour assumptions need thus to be modified. In1376

the case of NNPDF3.1, the evolution basis of Eq. (78) is supplemented with c+ = c + c̄, which is freely1377

parametrized with a neural network, while also setting c− = c − c̄ = 0. This option is also adopted in other1378

recent studies where the charm PDF is fitted, such as in the CT14 IC analysis. Note that in general different1379

flavour assumptions concerning the parametrized charm PDF are conceivable, for instance Eq. (78) could1380

be generalized by adding1381

T15(x,Q0) =
(
u + d̄ + d + d̄ + s + s̄ − 3c − 3c̄

)
(x,Q0) , (80)

though this option would have the drawback that the connection with charm-sensitive observables is far less1382

direct. As in the case of strangeness, at NNLO a non-zero charm asymmetry will be generated dynamically1383

by DGLAP evolution.1384

An important issue related to the PDF parametrization is that of the positivity. While, beyond LO, PDFs1385

are scheme dependent quantities and thus in principle can become negative, physical observables such as1386

cross-sections and structure functions should always be positive-definite. This constrain is incorporated1387

in the (N)NLO global fits in different ways. For instance, in CT14 all PDFs are made by construction1388

positive-definite, while MMHT14 allows the small-x gluon PDF to become negative. In the case of the1389

NNPDF family of fits, no positivity constraints are imposed at the PDF level, but during the fit the strict1390

positivity of a range of physical cross-sections is imposed by means of a Lagrange multiplier. Specifically,1391

in the NNPDF3 sets the positivity of the following cross-sections is imposed at Q2 = 5 GeV2: Fu
2 ,Fd

2 , F s
2,1392

FL, σuū
DY, σdd̄

DY, and σss̄
DY. Note that in general this positivity constraint applies to all conceivable cross-1393

sections, including for instance those that involve hypothetical new particles, and is not restricted to the1394

actual cross-sections that are accessible experimentally.1395

4.2. Data/theory agreement and minimization1396

4.2.1. Definition of χ2
1397

The agreement between theory and experimental data or quality of a global fit are usually expressed in1398

term of the log-likelihood function or χ2. In case that correlations of experimental systematic errors are not1399

available the figure of merit χ2 as a function of the PDF parameters can be expressed as1400

χ2({a}) =

Npt∑
k=1

1
σ2

k

(Dk − Tk)2 , (81)

where the sum runs over all Npt experimental data points, and σk is the total experimental errors by adding1401

the statistical error and all systematic errors in quadrature. Tk are theoretical predictions that depends on1402

the PDF parameters {a}. Dk are central values of the experimental measurement. In modern experiments1403

there exist statistical errors, uncorrelated systematic errors and correlated systematic errors. For example,1404

the luminosity error in collider experiments are fully correlated among all measurements with the same data1405

sample. The figure of merit χ2 thus can be written as [76]1406

χ2({a}, {λ}) =

Npt∑
k=1

1
s2

k

Dk − Tk −

Nλ∑
α=1

βk,αλα


2

+

Nλ∑
α=1

λ2
α, (82)
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where the first sum rums over all Npt experimental data points, and the second sum runs over all the corre-1407

lated systematic errors of Nλ sources. sk represent the total uncorrelated errors constructed by adding the1408

statistical error and uncorrelated systematic errors in quadrature. Each source of correlated systematic error1409

is described by a nuisance parameter λα with the error βi,α correlated among all experimental data points {i}.1410

Thus the induced systematic shift to experimental measurement is
∑
α βk,αλα. The second sum on right side1411

of Eq. (82) are the penalty terms to χ2 by simply assuming standard normal distributions of the nuisance1412

parameter.1413

In the global analyses we are more interested on the PDF parameters than those nuisance parameters.1414

For any PDF parameter {a} one can minimize the χ2 with respect to the nuisance parameter λα first that1415

gives the profiled log-likelihood function χ2({a}) ≡ χ2({a}, {λ̂}). The profiled nuisance parameter λ̂α can be1416

solved analytically in above assumed Gaussian case since the dependence of χ2 on λα has a simple quadratic1417

form. Explicitly, one have1418

λ̂α =

Npt∑
i=1

Di − Ti

si

Nλ∑
δ=1

A−1
αδ

βi,δ

si
, (83)

with1419

Aαβ = δαβ +

Npt∑
k=1

βk,αβk,β

s2
k

. (84)

By substituting λ̂α into the χ2 one further obtain the profiled χ2 as a function of the PDF parameters,1420

χ2({a}) =

Npt∑
i, j=1

(Ti − Di)(cov−1)i j(T j − D j), (85)

with the covariance matrix and its inverse given by1421

(cov)i j ≡ s2
i δi j +

Nλ∑
α=1

βi,αβ j,α, (cov−1)i j =
δi j

s2
i

−

Nλ∑
α,β=1

βi,α

s2
i

A−1
αβ

β j,β

s2
j

. (86)

Namely the profiled χ2 is fully determined by the covariance matrix that constructed from the experimental1422

statistical and systematic errors. In certaint circumstance, e.g., most of the measurements at LHCb, the1423

experiments only publish the covariance matrix instead of a full breakdown of the experimental systematics.1424

There is one subtlety concerning the construction of the covariance matrix due to the fact that experi-1425

mental systematic errors are usually presented in relative errors σi,α,1426

(cov)i j = s2
i δi j +

 Nc∑
α=1

σ(c)
i,ασ

(c)
j,α +

NL∑
α=1

σ(c)
i,ασ

(c)
j,α

 DiD j. (87)

The correlated systematic errors are further separated into additive errors (Nc in total) and multiplicative1427

errors (NL in total), like the luminosity uncertainties. They have different statistical interpretations though1428

all normalized to the experimental central values. It is noted that above experimental definition of the1429

covariance matrix will result in a D’Agostini bias of the multiplicative errors [303] when using in the actual1430

PDF fit. The correct way to handle the multiplicative errors in actual fit is to use the following so-called1431

“t0” definition of the covariance matrix,1432

(cov)i j = s2
i δi j +

 Nc∑
α=1

σ(c)
i,ασ

(c)
j,αDiD j +

NL∑
α=1

σ(c)
i,ασ

(c)
j,αT 0

i T 0
j

 , (88)
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namely rescaling the multiplicative errors by a specific theory prediction T 0
i , the prediction from last iter-1433

ation of the χ2 minimization. Alternative prescriptions could be the t definition [4] of rescaling the multi-1434

plicative errors to the same theoretical prediction as in the comparison to data,1435

(cov)i j = s2
i δi j +

 Nc∑
α=1

σ(c)
i,ασ

(c)
j,αDiD j +

NL∑
α=1

σ(c)
i,ασ

(c)
j,αTiT j

 , (89)

or the extended-t0 and extended-t definitions of rescaling both additive and multiplicative errors to the1436

corresponding theory. A detailed discussion on various possible prescriptions can be found in [4? ].1437

4.2.2. Minimization of χ2
1438

The best-fit or central-fit of the PDFs are determined by minimization of the log-likelihood function1439

χ2({a}). Modern PDF analysis usually involves a large amount of free PDF parameters, e.g., ∼10−40 for1440

PDF groups with traditional analytical parametrization, and a few hundreds in case of parametrization with1441

neural networks. In the first case for minimization with moderate dimensions, the gradient based algorithms1442

can be very efficient. For example, in Newton’s method, the trial solution of the global minimum is given1443

by a0 − Vd, where a0 is an arbitrary starting point in the PDF parameter space, d and V are gradient and1444

inverse of the Hessian matrix at the same point. The solution is exact assuming a quadratic shape of the χ2.1445

In practice the χ2 can deviate significantly from a parabola when it is far away from the global minimum.1446

Above procedure must be applied iteratively till it converges. Besides, the method fails if matrix V is1447

not positive-defined and suffers from numerical instabilities. Various quasi-Newton methods have been1448

proposed to overcome those complexities in real applications, e.g., Levenberg-Marquardt method as used in1449

MSTW/MMHT analyses [80], which is essentially a dynamic mixture of Newton’s method and the steepest1450

decent method. For PDF analysis with gradient based methods, usually the gradient and Hessian matrix1451

can only be calculated numerically by means of finite differences. There is another class of widely used1452

gradient based algorithms, variable metric methods (VMM). In VMM it is not necessary to calculate the1453

Hessian matrix numerically which is time consuming. Instead the matrix V is updated iteratively based1454

only on information of the gradients. VMM is the default algorithm in the MINUIT package [? ] and1455

is used in CTEQ-TEA analyses [304]. On another hand, in case of a few hundreds of free parameters,1456

obviously the gradient based method is inappropriate which will suffer greatly from numerical instability1457

and local minimums. The genetic algorithm turns out to be a proper choice as demonstrated in the NNPDF1458

analysis [88]. The basic idea is to start from an ensemble of arbitrary chosen samples of the PDF parameters.1459

Random mutations with possible crossing-overs are applied to generate a larger group of new samples.1460

Those candidates predicted lower χ2 are then selected to form a new ensemble with the same size. Similarly1461

the procedure is iterated until a suitable convergence criterion is met and meanwhile preventing overfitting.1462

4.3. PDF uncertainties1463

For a long time, PDF fits were performed without a systematic assessment of the associated uncertain-1464

ties. At most, variants of the central fit with different settings were provided, and the comparison between1465

the results of different PDF groups were used as an estimate of the intrinsic PDF uncertainties. This situa-1466

tion was however clearly far from satisfactory, as exemplified by two famous anomalies, the high ET jets at1467

the Tevatron and the leptoquarks anomaly at HERA, both of which attracted quite some interest as possible1468

indications of new physics Beyond the Standard Model, while on the other hand it was shown that these1469

anomalies reflected limitations of our modeling of the internal structure of the proton.1470

With this motivation, around 2000 a number of methods where devoted to determine in a systematic1471

way the uncertainties associated to a PDF fit, and moreover to allow these uncertainties to be propagated to1472
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phenomenological cross-sections. These methods fall into three main classes, although within each method1473

there are variations. The first one is the Hessian method, which is based on the parabolic expansion of1474

the χ2 in the vicinity of the minimum, parametrized by a number of orthogonal eigenvectors within some1475

fixed tolerance. The second technique is the Monte Carlo method, where a representation of the probability1476

distribution of the experimental data is constructed by beams of a large number of replicas. PDF fits are then1477

performed separately on each of these Monte Carlo replicas, and the resulting ensemble of PDFs represents1478

a probability density in the space of parton distributions. The third technique is known as the Lagrange1479

multiplier method.1480

4.3.1. The Hessian method1481

The Hessian method to quantify PDF uncertainties was first developed in [75]. We describe now the1482

basic ingredients of this method and of their subsequent refinements, following mostly the discussion of1483

Ref. [80]. Given the χ2 estimator that quantifies that data/theory agreement, the best-fit values corresponds1484

to the those for which this estimator has an absolute minimum, χ2
min. In the vicinity of this minimum, the1485

χ2 can be approximated in terms of a quadratic expansion of the form1486

∆χ2 ≡ χ2 − χ2
min =

npar∑
i, j=1

Hi j
(
ai − a0

i

) (
a j − a0

j

)
, (90)

where the npar fit parameters are denoted by {a1, . . . , anpar}, and the best-fit values that minimize the χ2 are1487

indicated by {a0
1, . . . , a

0
npar
}. In the quadratic expansion Eq. (90), we have introduced the Hessian matrix,1488

defined as the matrix of second derivatives of the χ2 with respect to the fit parameters, namely1489

Hi j ≡
1
2
∂2χ2

∂ai∂a j

∣∣∣∣∣∣
{~a}={ ~a0}

. (91)

This Hessian matrix contains all the information necessary to quantify the PDF. Indeed, for a generic func-1490

tion 〈F [{ai}]〉 that depends on the PDFs and thus indirectly on the fit parameters, the associated uncertainty1491

can be computed by means of linear error propagation1492

σF = T

npar∑
i, j

∂F

∂ai
(H)−1 ∂F

∂a j


1/2

, (92)

where T =
√

∆χ2 the tolerance factor that determine the matching between the allowed range of parameter1493

variations around the best-fit values and the associated confidence interval of the PDF uncertainties. While1494

textbook statistics suggest that T = 1 corresponds to a 68% confidence interval, in the context of a global fit1495

there is ample evidence that somewhat larger values for the tolerance are required in the Hessian method, in1496

particular to account for inconsistent experiments and for methodological uncertainties such as the specific1497

choice of functional form [299].1498

The main limitation of Eq. (92) is that in general the derivatives ∂F /∂ai are unknown. This problem1499

can be bypassed by diagonalizing the Hessian matrix and then representing PDF uncertainties in terms of1500

orthogonal eigenvalues. After this diagonalization procedure, Eq. (92) has the simpler form1501

σF =
1
2

npar∑
i, j

[
F (S +

i ) − F (S −i )
]

1/2

, (93)
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Figure 25: The individual tolerance for each eigenvector, determined by the criterion that each separate experiment
should be described within 90% CL. In each case the figure indicates the name of the experiment that determines the
tolerance for the various eigenvector directions.

where S ±i correspond to the i-th eigenvector associated to positive and negative variations with respect to1502

the best fit value. Using the eigenvectors {S ±i } it is also possible to compute asymmetric PDF uncertainties1503

using the prescription of Ref. [305].1504

Concerning the determination of the tolerance factor T =
√

∆χ2, the original studies by the CTEQ and1505

MRST group used values of T = 10 and T =
√

50 respectively. In more recent releases, the determina-1506

tion of this tolerance has been refined. In the case of the MSTW08 analyses for example, the tolerance is1507

determined dynamically for each eigenvector demanding that all data sets are included within the 68% con-1508

fidence level variation. To illustrate this, in Fig. 25 we show the individual tolerance for each eigenvector of1509

the MSTW08 global analysis, determined by the criterion that each separate experiment should be described1510

within 90% CL. For the various eigenvector directions, the figure indicates the name of the experiment that1511

determines the tolerance. The fact that many different experiments are responsible for determining this1512

tolerances emphasizing the crucial importance of using a very wide dataset in the global PDF analysis.1513

4.3.2. The Monte Carlo method1514

In the Monte Carlo method, the propagation of the experimental data uncertainties to the parton dis-1515

tributions is achieved by means constructing a Monte Carlo representation of the probability distribution1516

associated to the data. This implies generating a large number Nrep of artificial replicas of the original1517

data (pseudo-data) which encodes the same information on central values, variances and correlations as1518

that provided by the experiment. In particular, given an experimental measurement of a hard-scattering1519

cross-section denoted generically by F(exp)
I with total uncorrelated uncertainty σ(stat)

I , Nsys fully correlated1520
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Figure 26: The scatter between the mean values (left) and variances (right plot) of all the data points included in the
analysis of [307], comparing the original experimental values with the results obtained from the MC representation
for different number Nrep of replicas.

systematic uncertainties σ(corr)
I,c and Na (Nr) absolute (relative) normalization uncertainties σ(norm)

I,n , the arti-1521

ficial MC replicas are constructed using the following expression1522

F(art)(k)
I = S (k)

I,N F(exp)
I

1 +

Nsys∑
c=1

r(k)
I,cσ

(corr)
I,c + r(k)

I σ(stat)
I

 , k = 1, . . . ,Nrep , (94)

where the normalization prefactor is given by1523

S (k)
I,N =

Na∏
n=1

(
1 + r(k)

I,nσ
(norm)
I,n

) Nr∏
n′=1

√
1 + r(k)

I,n′σ
(norm)
I,n′ . (95)

Here the variables r(k)
I,c , r

(k)
I , r(k)

p,n are univariate gaussian random numbers. Eq. (94) represents the fluctuations1524

of the pseudo-data replicas around the measured central values by the amount allowed by the experimental1525

uncertainties. Note that for each replica the random fluctuations associated to a given fully correlated1526

systematic uncertainty will be the same for all data points, r(k)
I,c = r(k)

I′,c. The same condition holds for the1527

normalization uncertainties.1528

An important question in the Monte Carlo method is how many replicas Nrep need to be generated in1529

order to achieve a faithful representation of the underlying probability density in the space of data. To1530

this purpose, a number of statistical estimators were constructed in Ref. [306]. It was found that Nrep =1531

10 replicas are enough to reproduce central values, Nrep = 100 for the variances and that Nrep = 10001532

replicas are required to satisfactory reproduce the data correlations. Subsequent analysis have shown that1533

this statement holds for a generic input dataset. To illustrate this point, in Fig. 26 we show the scatter1534

between the mean values and variances of all the data points included in the analysis of [307], comparing1535

the original experimental values with the results obtained from the MC representation for different number1536

Nrep of replicas. We find that indeed for central values, the averages computed using only Nrep = 10 replicas1537

agree with the original data, but that for variances this is not the case, and Nrep = 100 replicas are required1538

in this case.1539

Once the Monte Carlo sampling of the experimental data has been performed, a separate PDF fit is1540

performed in each replica. Note that this can be done using traditional polynomial functional forms or1541
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other interpolators such as artificial neural networks. The resulting sample of Nrep PDF replicas realizes the1542

concept of the probability density in the space of parton distributions. The calculation of the resulting PDF1543

uncertainties and their propagation to generic cross-sections can be performed using textbook methods.1544

Note that in this approach PDF uncertainty propagation is fully general, and in particular is not restricted to1545

the Gaussian approximation. For instance, in the Monte Carlo method the expectation function of a generic1546

cross-section F [{q}] is evaluated as an average over the replica sample,1547

〈F [{q}]〉 =
1

Nrep

Nrep∑
k=1

F [{q(k)}] , (96)

and the corresponding uncertainty is then determined as the variance of the Monte Carlo sample,1548

σF =

 1
Nrep − 1

Nrep∑
k=1

(
F [{q(k)}] − 〈F [{q}]〉

)2


1/2

. (97)

These formulae may also be used for the determination of central values and uncertainties of the parton1549

distribution themselves, in which case the functional F is identified with the parton distribution q : F [{q}] ≡1550

q.1551

In the case of a fully consistent dataset, the Monte Carlo method to estimate the PDF uncertainties is1552

expected to coincide with the Hessian method described in Sect. 4.3.1 for a standard tolerance ∆χ2 = 1. This1553

equivalence was explicitly demonstrated in the HERA-LHC workshop proceedings [308]. In Fig. 27 we1554

show the gluon PDF at Q = 2 GeV in this HERA-LHC benchmark fit, based on HERA inclusive structure1555

function data, where the one-sigma PDF uncertainties computed with the Hessian method (black lines) are1556

compared to those of the Monte Carlo method (red lines), finding good agreement. In this figure, each of1557

the green curves corresponds to an individual MC replica. In the left fit, the normalization and systematic1558

uncertainties in the MC replicas from Eq. (94) fluctuate according to a multi-Gaussian distribution, while in1559

the right fit they fluctuate instead according to a log-normal distribution, showing that the PDFs depend only1560

weakly on the specific assumptions about the specific probability distribution of the experimental systematic1561

uncertainties.1562

Finally, we want to point out that a Hessian representation of a Monte Carlo PDF sets can be accurately1563

constructed using the mc2h algorithm developed in Ref. [309]. This technique is discussed in more detail in1564

Sect 4.5.1565

4.3.3. The Lagrange multiplier method1566

The Lagrange multiplier method was originally developed in Ref. [310, 304]. This method is a general-1567

ization of the χ2 minimization procedure. As in the Hessian case, the first step is to find the PDF parameters1568

{a0
i } that minimize the global χ2({ai}). Then one has to select a specific physical quantity that depends on1569

the PDFs, such a DIS structure function or a cross-section, which we denote generically by F ({ai}), which1570

takes the value F = 0 = F ({a0
i }) at the global fit minimum. The goal of the Lagrange multiplier method is1571

to determine the PDF uncertainty associated to F0 without making any assumption on the specific behaviour1572

of the χ2 around the global minimum.1573

In order to achieve this, the global fit χ2 is modified by introducing the physical quantityF as a Lagrange1574

multiplier, so that the new function that needs to minimized is now given by1575

Ψ(λ, {ai}) = χ2({ai}) + λF ({ai}) . (98)
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Figure 27: The gluon PDF at Q = 2 GeV in the HERA-LHC benchmark fit of Ref. [308], where the one-sigma PDF
uncertainties computed with the Hessian method (black lines) are compared to those of the Monte Carlo method (red
lines), finding good agreement. Each of the green curves corresponds to an individual MC replica. In the left fit, the
normalization and systematic uncertainties in the MC replicas from Eq. (94) fluctuate according to a multi-Gaussian
distribution, while in the right fit they fluctuate instead according to a log-normal distribution.

Now for each specific value of λ, denoted by λα, the minimization of Eq. (98) will lead to a different set of1576

best-fit PDF parameters, which we indicate by {a(min)
i (λα)}. Mathematically, these parameters are the result1577

of a constrained PDF fit where the value of the physical observable has been fixed to Fα = F ({a(min)
i (λα)}).1578

The resulting PDF set of this constrained fit is now indicated by S α.1579

The main result of this procedure is establishing a parametric relation between the value of the physical1580

quantityF and the global fit χ2 by means of the Lagrange multiplier λ. This means that we can determine the1581

PDF uncertainty associated to F imposing that the χ2 satisfies χ2 = χ2
min + ∆χ2 with ∆χ2 = T 2 representing1582

the tolerance, as introduced in the previous section. Is clear that the main advantage of the Lagrange1583

multiplier method as compared to the Hessian method is that one does not need to restrict to the quadratic1584

expansion nor in linear error propagation, since the PDF uncertainties in the LM are determined only by the1585

values of the χ2 but never but its specific shape. On the other hand, an important restriction of the method1586

is that the PDF error analysis for each specific physical quantity F requires redoing a large number of new1587

PDF fits, and this is not only very CPU time intensive but also it cannot be done outside the PDF fitting1588

collaboration.1589

The Lagrange multiplier method is schematically illustrated in Fig. 28. In the left plot we show a two-1590

dimensional projection of the PDF parameter space, indicating the contours in χ2 for fixed values of the1591

physical quantity F . The parametric relation is provided by the value of multiplier λ. In the right plot we1592

show how the PDF uncertainty associated toF for a given confidence interval is determined by the condition1593

that the global χ2 should not grow beyond the tolerance ∆χ2. As in the case of the Hessian method, the1594
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Figure 28: Schematic representation of the Lagrange Multiplier method. In the left plot we show a two-dimensional
projection of the PDF parameter space, indicating the contours in χ2 for fixed values of the physical quantity F . In
the right plot we show how the PDF uncertainty associated to F for a given confidence interval is determined by the
condition that the global χ2 should not grow beyond the tolerance ∆χ2.

specific value of the tolerance T =
√

∆χ2 is an input to the method and must be determined independently.1595

4.4. Treatment of theory parametric uncertainties1596

PDF determination also depends on various theoretical inputs of QCD, namely the strong coupling1597

constant and the heavy quark masses, thus receives additional uncertainties due to choices of above in-1598

put parameters. Importantly there can be strong correlations between some of the PDF flavors and strong1599

coupling constant or quark masses and the full uncertainties of combining both PDF and paramertic un-1600

certianties must be evaluated in a consistent way. On another hand the global analysis can also provide an1601

independent determination of those QCD parameters which contributes to the world average values.1602

4.4.1. Strong coupling constant1603

The current world average of strong coupling constant is αs(MZ) = 0.1181 ± 0.0011 as extracted from1604

6 sub-fields of measurements with theoretical predictions at NNLO or higher orders, including τ decay,1605

lattice results, e+e− jets and event shapes, structure functions, EW precision fit, and tt̄ cross section at LHC,1606

using the χ2 averaging method [370]. The 2015 PDF4LHC recommendation suggests a slightly different1607

value of αs(MZ) = 0.1180 ± 0.0015 [2]. Individual PDF groups also report extraction of αs(MZ) including1608

uncertainties solely from their global analyses. In a global analysis the choice of strong coulping constant1609

can affect the QCD theoretical predicitons in various ways, e.g., through the DGLAP evolution of PDFs,1610

scaling violation of the inclusive structure functions, normalizations of heavy quark production, and also1611

the QCD jets production. To study the effects usually a scan on αs(MZ) value is performed. For each1612

choice of αs the best-fit of PDFs is found and the χ2 profile is constructed. The best-fit of αs(MZ) is1613

idnetified as the one giving lowest global χ2 and the uncertianties can be determined in a similar way to1614

the standard PDF uncertainties using either ‘∆χ2 = 1’ or a tolerance criteria. Fig. 29 shows χ2 profile in1615

a NNLO global analysis from MMHT and NNPDF collaborations. The extracted αs(MZ) values at NNLO1616

are 0.1172± 0.0013 [357] and 0.1173± 0.0007 [369] respectively. The CT and ABMP groups also reported1617
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the fitted αs(MZ) at NNLO being 0.115 ± 0.003 [18] and 0.1147 ± 0.0008 [20], with lower central values1618

than MMHT and NNPDF. The error reported by CT group is much larger than other groups because of1619

the stronger tolerance condition used. Note that due to the large spread of the best-fit from different PDF1620

groups the final result on αs(MZ) as included in the world average comes with a much larger error than1621

those reported by individual groups. It is found that at NLO the gobal analyses prefers a αs(MZ) value of1622

about 0.002 ∼ 0.003 higher than at NNLO in order to compensate for the missing higher-order corrections.1623
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Figure 29: Left plot: the profile of global χ2 as in a scan of αs(MZ) in MMHT2014 NNLO analysis [357]. Right plot:
the profile of global χ2 as in a scan of αs(MZ) in NNPDF2.1 NNLO analysis [369]. The error bars indicate fluctuations
of the χ2 due to finite number of MC replicas.

The choice of strong coulping constant obviously has large impact on predictions for various important1624

processes at hadron colliders, e.g., Higgs boson production from gluon fusion and top quark pair production,1625

both of which are propotional to square of αs already at leading order. As mentioned earlier it is crutial to1626

account for the correlations between αs and PDFs when evaluating the full uncertainties of observalbes at1627

hadron colliders. For example, it is well known that the gluon PDF is anti-correlated with αs in the small1628

and intermediate x regions due to the constraints from scaling violations of inclusive structure functions,1629

which can partly compensate the change of cross sections due to change of αs in the matrix elements.1630

In principle in global analysis one can treat αs(MZ) in exactly the same way as other PDF parameters,1631

e.g., in Hessian method, calculating the full Hessian matrix, determing the eigenvector directions and the1632

uncertainties along each direction. By this way the PDF+αs uncertainty on any observable can be evaluated1633

using the Hessian error PDFs similar to the standard case of with only PDF uncertainty. The ABM and1634

later ABMP group follows exactly this prodcedure. The downside is that in this case it is not possible to1635

seperate the PDF uncertainty from the αs uncertainty and each error PDF will be associated with a different1636

value of αs. A much convinient but equivalent method has been proposed in Ref. [348]. It has been shown1637

that, under the quadratic approximation of the χ2 the full PDF+αs uncertainty can be calculated by simply1638

adding the usual PDF uncertainty and the αs uncertainty in quadrature, given that the eigenvectors for PDF1639

uncertainties are constructed with αs fixed to its best-fit value. Here the αs uncertainty is calculated through1640

one additional eigenvector (two directions) constructed by fixing αs(MZ) to its upper and lower limit and1641

then fit the remaining PDF parameters through minimization of the χ2. Fig. 30 shows the equivalence of the1642

full eigenvectors sets and the PDF eigenvector sets plus the additional αs sets for predicting the PDF+αs1643

uncertainties of gluon and charm quark PDFs. This latter approach is now adopted by CT, MMHT, and1644

NNPDF collaborations due to its simple form and easy of use. Note that the upper or lower limits on1645

αs(MZ) can be either from the fit itself like in the case of MMHT 2014 or chosen according to the world1646
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average as suggested in CT14 and NNPDF3.1. Changes of the αs uncertainty for different input error of αs1647

can be easily obtained by a linear rescaling [2].1648
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Figure 30: Comparison of the PDF+αs uncertainties for gluon and charm quark PDFs as from the full eigenvectors
including αs(MZ) in the Hessian matrix (filled error band with dotted borders) and the seperate PDF and αs uncertain-
ties added in quadrature (hatched band with solid borders) [348]. The dashed lines represent the PDF uncertianties
only.

4.4.2. Heavy quark masses1649

The global analysis of PDFs also relies on the input of mass of heavy quarks, namely charm, bottom,1650

and top quark. In an analysis with GM-VFNS the charm and bottom quark masses come into through the1651

running of αs, the boundary conditions of switching of active flavors, predictions on inclusive DIS structure1652

functions and the open charm/bottom production at DIS or hadron collisions. The dependence on top quark1653

mass is less pronounced unless the top quark production data are included in the analysis. In this case there1654

will be strong correlations between αs, top quark mass and the gluon PDF. The world average of mc and mb1655

in MS scheme are [370]1656

mc(mc) = 1.27 ± 0.03 GeV, and mb(mb) = 4.18 ± 0.035 GeV , (99)

which can be translated into the pole masses as [359]1657

mc(mc) = 1.5 ± 0.2 GeV, and mb(mb) = 4.9 ± 0.2 GeV . (100)

by using the conversion at 3-loop for bottom quark together with a relation between the bottom and charm1658

masses [? ]. The large uncertainties here reflect the poor convergence of the series of conversion due to1659
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renormalons. Majority of the PDF analysis groups use pole masses as input since the relevant coefficient1660

functions or matrix elements are calculated in on-shell scheme, e.g., default value of mc(b) = 1.3(4.75) GeV1661

in CT14, 1.4(4.75) GeV for MMHT 2014, and 1.51(4.92) GeV for NNPDF3.1. Both CT14 and MMHT1662

2014 NNLO analysis prefer a lower charm quark mass of about 1.3 GeV [18, 359] if treated as a free1663

parameter fitted from data which is consistent with the conversion from world average. In ABMP16 fit1664

they extract the MS masses directly from the fit which gives mc(mc) = 1.252 ± 0.018 GeV and mb(mb) =1665

3.84 ± 0.12 GeV [20].1666

In analogy to the case of αs the uncertainty due to heavy quark mass can be calculated by constructing1667

an additional eigenvector from fits with alternative mass values. The full uncertainty thus can be obtained1668

by adding it in quadrature to the PDF uncertainty obtained with default choice of heavy quark masses.1669

For example, CT14, MMHT 2014 and NNPDF3.1 analysis all provide a series of best-fit PDFs with mc1670

or mb fixed to alternative values around their default choices. However, there have not been an agreement1671

on a common choice of the heavy quark masses and their errors in global analysis of PDFs, which will1672

be subjected to discussions of next PDF4LHC recommendation. Fig. 31 shows dependence of predicted1673

total cross sections of weak boson and Higgs boson productions at LHC 13 TeV on the choice of charm1674

quark pole mass used in CT14 NNLO analysis [26]. It was found that varing the charm quark mass by 0.21675

GeV has a negligible effect on the Higgs boson cross section and induces at most 2% changes on the weak1676

boson cross sections that is well within the PDF uncertainties. Similar conclusion has been reached in the1677

MMHT 2014 analysis [359]. Besides, in both CT14 and NNPDF3.1 analyses, it is observed that the effects1678

of varying mc can be partly cancelled by changes of the non-perturbative component of the charm PDFs.1679
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Figure 31: Dependence of total cross sections of weak boson and Higgs boson productions at LHC 13 TeV on the
choice of charm quark mass in CT14 NNLO analysis [26]. The ellipse indicates PDF uncertainties at 90% C.L. Also
shown are dependence of the cross sections on the assumed momentum fraction carried by non-perturbative charm
PDF at the initial scale.

4.5. Combined and reduced PDF sets1680

Individual PDF sets from different groups are widely used when testing precision theoretical predictions1681

with the LHC measurements and in assessment of the accuracy of PDF sets themselves. However, in many1682

LHC applications it requires assessment of the total PDF uncertainties on certain observables by taking into1683

account predicitons from all applicable PDF sets. That can be the case for example in extraction of the1684

couplings of the Higgs boson, or calculations of signal and background rates in seraches of new physics1685

beyond the standard model and so on. For the purpose a statistical procedure is needed to combine results1686

from all those PDF sets. Such a statistical combination is much more complicated than for example the1687
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world average of strong coupling constant or heave-quark masses, since it combines functions which have1688

infinite number of degrees of freedom in principle. The prescription must accommodate the fact that the1689

individual PDF sets are not identical either in their central values or in their uncertainties. It should also1690

account for possible correlations between PDF sets from different groups. Besides it will be desirable to1691

maintain a compact set of PDFs in the final combination.1692

The 2010 PDF4LHC recommendation proposed to use an envelope prescription [5, 4, 91]. Namely1693

PDF determinations from different groups are treated as instances of a probability distribution affected by1694

unknown sources of systematics rather than statistically distributed instances of an underlying probability1695

distribution. Also the envelope presciption can only be applied at the level of individual observables without1696

information on PDF induced correlations. Such a prescription is certainly inadequate now given better1697

understanding on current PDF determinations, their good agreements, and the high precision demanded1698

for LHC Run II study. The 2015 PDF4LHC recommendation came out as a replacement [2]. There are1699

certain criteria for the individual PDF sets to be considered for the combination. First the individual PDF1700

sets should be based on a global determination with large number of datasets from variety of experiments,1701

e.g., DIS and hadron-hadron scattering in fixed-target and collider experiments. The hard cross sections1702

for DIS and hadron-hadron scattering processes used in the extration should be evaluated up to two loops1703

in QCD in a GMVFN scheme with a maximum number of active quark flavors of 5. Besides, all known1704

experimental and procedural sources of uncertainties should be properly accounted for, which includes1705

experimental uncertainties propogated from data, uncertainties due to incompatability of different data sets,1706

and uncertainties due to the functional form of PDFs, etc. It is decided that the combination should be1707

carried out with a central value of αs(MZ) = 0.118 at both NNLO and NLO and with the uncertainties of1708

αs(MZ) taken to be 0.0015, consistent with the PDG world-average [311]. The heavy-quark masses used1709

in individual PDF sets are not neccessary to be the same at current stage5 but should be compatible with1710

their world-average values. The existing PDF sets satisfying all above requirements at present have been1711

identified as CT14 [18], MMHT2014 [19], and NNPDF3.0 [17]. The PDF4LHC 2015 PDF sets are thus1712

statistical combination of those three global analyses.1713

The combination can be only carried out efficiently using the Monte-Carlo method since different PDF1714

determinations adopt different form of PDF parametrizations. In the first step the CT14 and MMHT20141715

PDFs as originally in Hessian form are converted into their Monte-Carlo representsations based on the Watt-1716

Thorne method with symmetric formula [312]. It has been validated that a MC ensemble with 300 replicas1717

is sufficient to reproduce the central and unceratinties of the original Hessian PDF to very good extend. The1718

NNPDF3.0 PDF set is already in a Monte-Carlo form with 1000 repicas. Following the idea of individual1719

PDF determinations are equally likely representations of an underlying probability distribution, a combined1720

PDF set is build by taking 300 MC replicas from each input PDF sets and merging them equally. The re-1721

sulting combined PDF set, an ensemble of 900 MC replicas, is referred to as MC900 or PDF4LHC15 prior,1722

and represents the combined probability distribution of the PDFs. Meanwhile, as mentioned earlier, such1723

a large set with 900 PDFs would be unmanageable in most of the applications especially considering the1724

time and storage cost for complicated NNLO calculations and experimental simulations. Various methods1725

have been applied to reduce the size of the combined set while minimizing information loss on statistical1726

measures in the large ensemble, which lead to the reduced PDF sets.1727

The first method is to use the META-PDFs framework [313]. A flexible functional form with Bernstein1728

polynomials is chosen to parametrize PDFs at an initial scale. Each replica in the MC900 ensemble is then1729

represented by a group of PDF parameters through fit to the chosen parametrizations by minimizing a metric1730

5It will be desirable in the future all PDF groups provide error sets with common choices of heavy-qaurk masses and further
include the uncertainties due to the mass inputs similar as for the αs.
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function. The prior probability distribution of PDFs thus transforms to probability distributions in the PDF1731

parameter space. The covariance matrix of the PDF parameters is calculated,1732

cov(al, am) =
1

Nrep − 1

Nrep∑
k=1

(a(k)
l − a(0)

l )(a(k)
m − a(0)

m ), (101)

where a(0,k)
l denotes the fitted PDF parameters from the central set and the k-th MC replicas, Nrep is the1733

total number of MC replicas. The covariance matrix can be diagonalized by an orthogonal transformation.1734

Eigenvectors are found and ordered according to their impact on the PDF unceratinties with a designed error1735

metric. The eigenvectors with smaller contributions can be dropped according to the accuracy required.1736

Finally a central PDF set and a group of orthogonal error PDF sets are generated with assumption of a1737

multi-Gaussian distribution. They can be used in a similar way as the conventional Hessian PDF set. For1738

example, the 68% cl uncertainty or 1σ error is given by1739

δPDFX =

√√√Neig∑
i=1

(Xi − X0)2, (102)

where X0 is the prediction on observable X given by the central set and Xi is the prediction given by the1740

i-th error set. Note there is only one error set along each eigenvector/orthogonal direction since symmetric1741

Gaussian distributions are assumed in this case.1742

The second method is to use the MC2Hessian algorithm with Singular Value Decomposition followed1743

by Principle Componenent Analysis [309]. The idea is to first discretize the PDFs with NxNpdf observables1744

which are the PDF values at the corresponding grid point. Nx denotes the total number of grid points in1745

momentum fraction x. Npdf is the number of total independent flavors. A NxNpdf×NxNpdf covariance matrix1746

on all those PDF values can be constructed from all the MC replicas,1747

covll′ =
1

Nrep − 1

Nrep∑
k=1

XlkXT
kl′ =

1
Nrep − 1

XXT (103)

where Xlk is the PDF value on l-th grid point given by k-th MC replica subtracted with the corresponding1748

value from central PDF set, Nrep is the total number of MC replicas. The above covariance matrix can be1749

rewritten in its singular value decomposition form1750

covll′ =
1

Nrep − 1
(US VT )(US VT )T , (104)

where S is a diagonal matrix constructed out from singular values of X, V is an orthogonal Nrep × Nrep1751

matrix of coefficients, and U is a NxNpdf×Nrep matrix containing orthogonal eigenvecgtors of the covariance1752

matrix with nonzero eigenvalues. Indeed the matrix V gives a Hessian basis bulit upon linear combinations1753

of original MC replicas, which reproduces fully the covariance matrix given by original MC replicas. This1754

basis can be further truncated using Principle Component Analysis with certain error matric which results1755

in a smaller Hessian PDF set similar to the case of META-PDFs.1756

A third option is provided by the compressed Monte-Carlo (CMC) method [314]. In this case an en-1757

semble of pseudo-MC replica PDFs (CMC-PDFs) are generated. The CMC-PDFs have different statistical1758

interpretation as the native MC PDFs. However, certain statistical measures, e.g., mean, covariance matrix,1759

skewness, kurtosis and the Kilmoforov distance can be reconstructed in a similar way as in the native MC1760
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PDFs. The CMC-PDFs are aiming at preserving some of the non-Guassian features in the prior give by1761

MC900 in addition to the Gaussian approaximation for which the Hessian form is more adequate. Note in1762

current prescription some of the non-Gaussian behaviors from individual PDF sets have been smoothed out1763

due to the symmetric formula used in converting Hessian PDFs to MC replicas. The compression starts1764

with a figure of merit,1765

ERF =
∑

k

1
Nk

∑
i

C(k)
i − O(k)

i

O(k)
i

 , (105)

where k runs over the number of chosen statistical estimators, Nk is a normalization factor, O(k)
i is the value1766

of the k-th estimator calculated at the generic point (xi,Qi) from the prior and C(k)
i is the corrsponding value1767

of the same estimator in the compressed set. The compressed set is simply a subset of the MC900 ensemble.1768

For any given number of total MC replicas, the compressed set is chosen by minimization of above error1769

function using a generic algorithm.1770
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Figure 32: Comparison of the gluon and d̄-quark PDFs at a scale of Q2 = 100 GeV2 between the prior and the two
reduced Hessian sets, and between the prior and the compressed MC set, normalized to the central value of the
prior [2].

Finally in the 2015 PDF4LHC recommendation there are three reduced PDF sets provided to public, a1771

Hessian set with 30 error PDFs (PDF4LHC15 30), a Hessian set with 100 error PDFs (PDF4LHC15 100),1772

and a compressed MC set with 100 replicas (PDF4LHC15 mc). All of them are constructed from the same1773

prior (MC900) with slightly different focus. The symmetric PDF uncertainties of any observables can be1774
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calculated using Eq. (102) for Hessian sets and the usual master formula for MC PDFs. Fig. 32 shows the1775

comparison of the central/mean and the uncertainties of the gluon and d̄ quark PDFs from the prior and1776

the three reduced sets. The agreement between the Hessian set with 100 eigenvectors and the prior is good1777

for all PDF combinations in the complete range of x. The Hessian set with 30 eigenvectors also shows1778

good agreement with the prior in the x range related to precision physics measurements, but gives slightly1779

smaller uncertainty in the extrapolation regions at small- and large-x as a tradeoff of fewer error PDFs. The1780

compressed MC set also agrees well with the prior in most of the region for mean and uncertainty except for1781

small overall fluctuations. The PDF4LHC recommendation also suggests usage of different PDF4LHC151782

sets,1783

• Use individual PDF sets, and, in particular, as many of the modern PDF sets as possible for compari-1784

son between data and theory for standard model measurements.1785

• Use the PDF4LHC15 mc sets for seraches for phenomena beyond the standard model where the1786

non-Gaussian behaviors could be important.1787

• Use the PDF4LHC15 30 sets for calculation of PDF uncertainties in situations when computational1788

speed is needed, or a more limited number of error PDFs may be desirable.1789

• Use the PDF4LHC15 100 sets for calculation of PDF uncertainties in precision observables.1790

The cases listed above are not exclusive: one or the other should be more adequate depending on the1791

theoretical interpretation of a given experimental measurement. Besides, there are two additional PDFs1792

with αs(MZ) = 0.1165 and 0.1195 in the PDF4LHC15 sets for estimation of the uncertainty due to αs input.1793

The corresponding unceratainty at 68% cl for the observable X is given by1794

δαs X =
X(αs = 0.1195) − X(αs = 0.1165)

2
, (106)

where X(αs) is the calculated value by using the PDF together with the hard matrix elements evaluated at1795

that αs value. The combined PDF+αs uncertainty is then computed as follows1796

δPDF+αs X =
√

(δPDFX)2 + (r · δαs X)2, (107)

where the rescaling factor r = 1 as recommendated but can be varied according to user’s choice on uncer-1797

tainty of αs(MZ).1798

It is also noted that the PDF4LHC15 PDF sets can be further reduced to compact sets with around ten1799

eigenvectors or less if the applications are restricted to a certain group of observables, e.g., the cross sections1800

and distributions in Higgs boson production at the LHC. That can be achieved either through the data set1801

diagonalization method [315, 316] or the singular value decomposition method [317].1802

4.6. Approximate methods1803

Now we turn to discuss two approximate methods that can, under certain circumstances, be used instead1804

of a full fledged PDF fit, namely the Bayesian reweighting of Monte Carlo replicas [318, 319] and the1805

profiling of Hessian sets [320]. The main advantage of these two techniques is that they can be used e. g. to1806

quantify the impact of new experiments on a pre-existing fit based only on publicly available information,1807

in particular the LHAPDF grids. On the other hand these methods have also a number of limitations, and are1808

not able to account for the effect of methodological changes, for example in the input PDF parametrization,1809

nor of modifications of the theoretical calculations.1810
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4.6.1. Bayesian Monte Carlo reweighting1811

First of all, we present the Bayesian reweighting method [318, 319], that can be applied to any Monte1812

Carlo set, such as NNPDF, and which can be used to quantify the impact at the PDF level of a new ex-1813

perimental measurement. The basic idea of this method is, starting from a sample of Nrep MC replicas1814

all carrying equal weight, quantify the compatibility of each replica with the new experimental dataset by1815

computing a series of new weights for each replica given by1816

ωk =

(
χ2

k

)(n−1)/2
e−χ

2
k/2/Nrep

1
Nrep

∑Nrep

k=1

(
χ2

k

)(n−1)/2
e−χ

2
k/2

, k = 1, . . . ,Nrep , (108)

where χ2
k is the goodness-of-fit estimator between the replica k and the new experimental measurement. For1817

instance, if for a given replica the agreement with the new experiment is very poor, its χ2
k will be large and1818

thus the weight of this specific replica, Eq. (108), will be exponentially suppressed. Note that by definition1819

these new weights ωk are appropriately normalized. From the statistical point of view, these weights ωk can1820

be interpreted as the probability of the replicas fk, given the χ2
k to the new experiment.1821

One of the limitations of the Bayesian reweighting method is that it entails a given loss of information as1822

compared to the initial prior, because some of the original Nrep MC replicas will carry a very small weight,1823

meaning that they have been effectively discarded. One suitable estimator to quantify this efficiency loss is1824

the so-called Shannon entropy, which allows to evaluate the effective number of replicas left out after the1825

reweighting, and is that is defined as1826

Neff ≡ exp

 1
Nrep

Nrep∑
k=1

ωk ln
(
Nrep/ωk

) . (109)

By construction, 0 ≤ Neff ≤ Nrep. The interpretation of this effective number of replicas is that a reweighted1827

PDF set carries the same amount of information of a direct refit based on Neff replicas. Clearly, the smaller1828

Neff is, the more the new dataset constrains the PDFs, but also is important to emphasize that if Neff becomes1829

small enough, the reweighting method loses validity and a full refit becomes necessary.1830

Another of the advantages of the Bayesian reweighting method is that it also provides a way to estimate1831

if the experimental uncertainties have been either under or overestimated, assuming that theoretical uncer-1832

tainties are under control. To achieve this, it is possible to rescale the total experimental uncertainties of the1833

data by a factor α, and then use inverse probability in order to evaluate the probability density associated to1834

the rescaling parameter α, namely1835

P (α) ∝
1
α

Nrep∑
k=1

ωk(α) , (110)

where the weights ωk(α) are computed using Eq. (108) but replacing χ2
k by χ2

k/α
2, and therefore represent1836

the probability of fk given the new data with rescaling error. If this probability density Eq. (110) peaks far1837

above (below) one, then this suggest that the uncertainties in the data have been under (over) estimated,1838

providing a useful handle to assess the compatibility of a new measurement with a prior PDF analysis.1839

The Bayesian Monte Carlo method has been studied in many PDF applications, both for proton (unpo-1840

larized and polarized) PDFs, see for instance Refs. [240, 321, 277, 163, 28], and for nuclear PDFs [322,1841

323, 324, 31]. Crucially, its explicit validity has been assessed by comparing the reweighted results with1842

those of a direct refit, finding good agreement in all cases. On the other hand, we also note that some1843

authors have advocated a different functional form for the weights than that of Eq. (108), see for instance1844
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Figure 33: Left plot: the impact of the Tevatron W and Z data on the MMHT2014 NLO fit, estimated by the Hessian
profiling method of Ref. [320]. Right plot: the gluon PDF in the NNPDF3.0 closure tests, quantifying the impact of
the collider inclusive jet data, and comparing the results of the Bayesian reweighting with those of a direct refit.

Refs. [325, 74, 326], though only the definition Eq. (108) has been explicitly demonstrated to lead to equiva-1845

lent results as those to the case of a direct refit, within the reweighting accuracy. It is also worth mentioning1846

that the derivation of Eq. (108) assumes a native Monte Carlo PDF set, and that it does not necessarily1847

apply to MC sets that are obtained from native Hessian sets using the conversion method of [312], see e.g1848

the discussions in Refs. [324, 31]1849

In order to provide an illustrative example of the Bayesian reweighting method, in Fig. 33 we show the1850

gluon PDF in the NNPDF3.0 closure tests [17], estimating the impact of the collider inclusive jet data and1851

comparing the results of the Bayesian reweighting with those of a direct refit. In this study, the prior was1852

a set of Nrep = 1000 replicas obtained with NNPDF2.3-like dataset but without any collider inclusive jet1853

production data included. The pseudo-data were generated using the MSTW08 NLO set, though similar1854

results were obtained using other priors. We observe that there is good agreement between the approximate1855

Bayesian reweighting method and the exact refit results.1856

4.6.2. Hessian profiling1857

A closely related method to approximately quantity the impact that a new experimental measurement1858

has when added in this case to a Hessian PDF set is the so-called profiling technique. This method is1859

based on the minimization of a χ2 estimator that compares the theoretical predictions obtained with a given1860

input Hessian PDF set with the new experimental measurements. This estimator takes into account both the1861

experimental uncertainties and the effects from the PDF variations (as encoded by the Hessian eigenvectors)1862

and is defined as follows:1863

χ2
(
βexp, βth

)
=

Ndat∑
i=1

σexp
i +

∑
j

Γ
exp
i j β j,exp − σ

th
i +

∑
k

Γth
ikβk,exp


2 /

∆2
i +

∑
j

β2
j,exp +

∑
k

β2
k,th , (111)

where β j,exp are the nuisance parameters corresponding to the set of fully correlated experimental systematic1864

uncertainties, and βk,th are the nuisance parameters associated to the PDF Hessian eigenvectors. In this1865
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equation, ∆i stands for the total experimental uncorrelated uncertainty, and Ndat is the number of data points1866

of the measurement which is being added into the PDF fit. Finally, the matrices Γ
exp
i j and Γth

ik encode the1867

effects of the corresponding nuisance parameters on the experimental data and on the theory predictions1868

respectively.1869

Upon minimization of th χ2 estimator Eq. (111), the corresponding values of the theoretical nuisance1870

parameters, denoted by βmin
k,th , can be interpreted as leading to PDFs that have been optimized (hence the1871

name “profiled”) to describe this new specific measurement. Note also that in general the profiling will1872

modify both the central value and the total PDF uncertainty. For example, the new measurement might1873

reduce the allowed range of variation of a given eigenvector, if the original variation leads to large values of1874

Eq. (111).1875

As in the case of the Bayesian reweighting method, there a number of limitations of the the Hessian1876

profiling method that limit the cases where it can be used to replace a complete refit. First of all, it assumes1877

that the optimal PDF parametrization will not be modified by the addition of the new experiment. It is1878

well known that this condition does not necessarily holds, for instance new experiments might require the1879

use of more flexible input PDF parametrizations in order to achieve an optimal description, and this cannot1880

be accounted for with the profiling method. Secondly, the vanilla version of the Hessian profiling method1881

assumes that PDF uncertainties are defined by the ∆χ2 = 1 criterion, which is not the case of the global1882

Hessian PDF fits as reviewed in Sect. 4.3. For this reason, the impact of the data as estimated by the Hessian1883

profiling will in general differ as compared to what would be obtained if the data would be included in a1884

global Hessian fit. This limitation can be eliminated by using a tolerance criterion that mimics the one used1885

in the prior Hessian PDF set, for example such as done in Ref. [31].1886

As an example of the applications of the Hessian profiling method, in Fig. 33 we show the the impact1887

of the Tevatron W and Z data on the MMHT2014 NLO fit from Ref. [320], estimated by Hessian profiling.1888

An important point to emphasize that this exercise was done using as input only public tools, in this case1889

the MMHT2014 LHAPDF grids, and the experimental information of the Tevatron W and Z measurements,1890

without any additional input from the authors of the original MMHT2014 analysis.1891

4.7. Delivery1892

The final part of a PDF fit is of course to make it available to any potential user. In the beginning1893

this was achieved by means of (x,Q) interpolation tables and the corresponding driver codes which were1894

specific from each PDF group. This was however far from optimal since standardization was very difficult,1895

with programs requiring PDFs as input having to be adapted each time a new PDF set was released. A first1896

step towards PDF access standardization was achieved with the release in 1993 of PDFLIB [327] as part1897

of the CERN Program Library software. This made possible to have a unique interface for calling PDFs1898

without the need of adding external files on a case by case basis. In addition to the PDFs, also the value of1899

αs(mZ) used in each specific fit could be accessed.1900

The next step of this standardization process came with the release of in 2005 of LHAPDF, the Les1901

Houches Accord on PDFs [328, 329], which was developed as a functional replacement for PDFLIB. In1902

order to ensure backwards compatibility, LHAPDF included LHAPDF glue, a PDFLIB-like interface. One1903

of the main motivations to release LHAPDF was the realization that dealing with a large number of error1904

PDF sets, that had then recently became available, was extremely cumbersome with PDFLIB. In particular,1905

LHAPDF was organized around the concept of PDF set, which was constituted by the central (average)1906

member as well as the corresponding error PDF sets. As PDFLIB, LHAPDF was written in Fortran 77,1907

although later a C/C++ interface was also developed.1908

While the Fortran incarnation of LHAPDF was very popular and widely used, at some point its further1909

development became very challenging in particular due to the intrinsic limitations of Fortran 77 as its native1910
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Figure 34: Left plot: the relative difference between LHAPDF v5 and v6 for g(x,Q) for different values of x as a
function of Q, using CT10 as input PDF. Right plot: the timing improvement in v6 as compared to v5, t6/t5, for a
cross-section integration of 1M phase space points with Sherpa and for CKKW event generation of 100k pp→ 4 jet
events.

language. In particular, since Fortran 77 required to allocate space for all available PDFs at compilation1911

time, the memory footprint eventually become impossible to handle and LHAPDF v5.9.1 was the last re-1912

lease. To overcome these limitations, a complete rewriting of LHAPDF from scratch in C++ was completed1913

in 2014, dubbed LHAPDF6 [330]. In addition to reducing static memory requirements by orders of mag-1914

nitude, this C++ incarnation of LHAPDF offered improved CPU performance and improved interpolation1915

and extrapolation functionalities. Moreover, its cascading meta-data system ensures that software releases1916

are completely decoupled from the availability of novel PDF sets. Also to ensure backwards compatibility,1917

Fortran 77 interfaces are also provided.1918

In terms of interpolation accuracy, LHAPDF6 reproduces the v5 results down to residual differences of1919

at most 0.1%. This is illustrated in Fig. 34, where we show the relative difference between LHAPDF v5 and1920

v6 for g(x,Q) for different values of x as a function of Q, using CT10 as input PDF. In Ref. [330] it was1921

also shown that LHAPDF6 improves also the CPU timings as compared to v5 by a factor between 2 and1922

6, as shown by the right table in Fig. 34, which represents the timing improvements in v6 as compared to1923

v5, t6/t5, for a cross-section integration of 1M phase space points with Sherpa [331] and for CKKW event1924

generation of 100k pp→ 4 jet events.1925

Currently LHAPDF6 has established itself as the almost universal software to access PDFs. Its current1926

version of v6.1 and more than 700 PDF sets can be accessed. In addition to unpolarized parton distributions,1927

the flexibility of the LHAPDF6 framework makes it suitable to release other types of non-perturbative QCD1928

objects, and indeed also polarized PDFs and nuclear PDFs are available.1929
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5. PDF analyses: state of the art1930

Here we review the latest developments from the main PDF fitting groups. The comparison among them1931

is left for the next section.1932

5.1. CT1933

The CTEQ-TEA global analysis of QCD was established by Wu-Ki Tung et. al. since early 1990’s with1934

the CTEQ1 PDFs [65]. The most recent release on general purpose PDFs from the CTEQ-TEA collabora-1935

tion are CT14 PDF sets [18], including the nominal sets as well as alternative sets with different choices of1936

αs and maximum number of active flavors. The parton distributions are parametrized analytically in a form1937

of product of polynomials and the aysmptotic shapes at small and large x. The parametrization is defined at1938

an initial scale of Q0 = 1.3 GeV and then evolved to higher scales with DGLAP evolution. Be specific the1939

general form of parametrization adopted can be written as1940

x fa(x,Q0) = xa1(1 − x)a2 Pa(x), (112)

where Pa(x) is an interpolating function for flavor a. In pre-CT14 analyses Pa was chosen as an exponential1941

of a polynomial in x or
√

x so the positivity conditions of PDFs at the initial scale are enforced. In CT141942

analysis a better style of parametrization was introduced, e.g., for the u-valence1943

Puv = d0 p0(y) + d1 p1(y) + d2 p2(y) + d3 p3(y) + d4 p4(y), (113)

with y =
√

x and pn be the fourth order Bernstein polynomials, e.g,1944

p0(y) = (1 − y)4, p1(y) = 4y(1 − y)3, p2(y) = 6y2(1 − y)2, p3(y) = 4y3(1 − y), p4(y) = y4. (114)

Namely the interpolating function is chosen as a fourth-order polynomial of y with expansion in the basis1945

of Bernstein polynomials. Since each Bernstein polynamial is strongly peaked at a different value of y it1946

reduces correlations between those coefficients or PDF parameters dn and renders a stable Hessian approach.1947

In the CT14 case the positivity of PDFs at Q0 = 1.3 GeV emergies automatically as a consequence of the fit1948

to data. CT14 PDFs have a total number of free parameters of 28 in the PDF parametrization. Using more1949

flexible parametrizations with even higher-order polynomials are found to have small effects on either the1950

best-fit or the estimated PDF uncertainties comparing to CT14 in region well constrained by the data.1951

The CT14 global analysis includes a variety of experimental data. The majority of the data are from1952

the inclusive DIS and semiinclusive DIS measurements on structure functions or reduced cross sections1953

from fixed-target experiments (BCDMS [332, 333], NMC [103], CCFR [108, 107, 111], NuTeV [112],1954

CDHSW [334]) or HERA experiments [335, 121, 85, 115]. A Q cut of 2 GeV and W cut of 3.5 GeV1955

are adopted in selection of DIS data to minimize non-perturbative effects from either nuclear corrections1956

or higher twists corrections. Thus no further nuclear or higher twists corrections are included in theory1957

predictions in CT14 except for those already applied in the unfolding of experimental data. The CT141958

analysis ultilizes a treatment of heavy-quark mass effects upto NNLO for the NC DIS processes realized1959

in one of the GM-VFN scheme, the S-ACOT-χ scheme [336]. The calculations implemented for charged-1960

current DIS processes are at NLO only given their small number of data points as well as large experimental1961

errors. There are also Drell-Yan production data from fixed-target experiments (E605 [337], E866 [167])1962

and W/Z boson production data from Tevatron [338, 339, 340, 341, 170] including the new D0 electron1963

charge asymmetry data [172]. They provide further discriminations on quark flavors at large-x region.1964

The Tevatron W asymmetry data can probe the average slope of d/u ratio at large-x, about 0.1 or larger.1965
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Especially, NNLO predictions from ResBos [210, 342, 217, 343] are used for W/Z boson production data1966

with pT cut on the charged leptons incorporating soft gluon resummation effects at small pT of the vector1967

boson. The resummed predictions render a better description of the pT spectrum of the chared leptons. The1968

updated D0 electron charge asymmetry data [172] shows a large impact on the d/u PDF ratio at large-x1969

comparing to CT10 and CT10W [344, 81]. In CT10 fits the D0 lepton charge asymmetry data resulted1970

in larger asymptotic value of d/u though tensions were found between different subsets of the data or1971

the D0 data and other DIS experiments. In CT14 the updated D0 electron charge asymmetry data shows1972

better agreements with other data sets in the global analysis and drives the d/u ratio to a lower value close1973

to CTEQ6.6 [345] at large-x as shown in Fig. 35. The d/u ratio in CT14 also shows good agreement1974

with extraction from CJ12 [346] that are based on independent large-x and low-W DIS data with power1975

corrections and deuteron corrections. Similar data on W/Z boson production from LHC Run I are also1976

included from the ATLAS [176], CMS [182, 181] and LHCb [347] experiments. They further extend the1977

coverage to intermediate and small x region. Besides, single inclusive jet production from Tevatron [135,1978

136] and LHC [133, 141] provide dominant constraint on gluon PDF at large x region with the latter also1979

show coverage extended to intermediate x region. For inclusive jet production at hadron colliders only the1980

NLO predictions are available at the time of the CT14 fit carried out. They will be updated with the recent1981

NNLO calculations [152] in future CTEQ-TEA analysis.1982
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Figure 35: A comparison of 90% C.L. uncertainties on the d/u PDF ratio at Q = 10 GeV for CT14 NNLO (solid blue)
and CT10 NNLO (dashed red), and CJ12 (green lines) error ensembles [18].

The CTEQ-TEA group uses the Hessian method with certain tolerance conditions for the nominal fits1983

in the determination of PDF uncertainties. That is supplemented with a Lagrange multiplier (LM) scan for1984

certain important observables or for PDFs in region poorly constrained by data. In the Hessian method first1985

the log-likelihood χ2 is constructed from agreement of theory and experimental data as a function of all1986

the PDF parameters. The central/best-fit PDF is found through minimization of the global χ2. The Hessian1987

matrix with respect to all free PDF parameters (a total number of D) is calculated through finite differences1988

of the χ2 around the global minimum. A total number of D eigenvector directions are determined through1989

diagonalization of the Hessian matrix. The boundaries of 90% c.l. intervals along each eigenvector direction1990

are then determined according a tolerance critira similar to the case of hypothesis test rather than using a1991

parameter fit criteria of ∆χ2 = 1. That is to account for possible tensions between different data sets as1992

well as the remaining dependence on the PDF parametrizations. In pre-CT10 analyses it was found within1993

a global χ2 tolerance of ∆χ2 = 100 (for more than 2000 data points) the fits can agree with all experiments1994
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at 90% c.l.. In latter CTEQ-TEA analyses a more efficient dynamic tolerance criteria is adopted to account1995

for agreement with individual data set. It is constructed from an equivalent Gaussian variable, e.g.,1996

S n =

√
2χ2(Nn) −

√
2Nn − 1, (115)

where Nn is the total number of data points in data set n and χ2(Nn) represents the χ2 of the fit to that data1997

set. S n follows a normal distribution given the number of data points is large enough. Thus a value of1998

S n greater than 1.3 will be excluded at 90% c.l.. We add a second layer of penalty to the global χ2 when1999

determing the boundaries of confidence intervals, called Tier-2 penalty,2000

P =

Nexp∑
n=1

(S n/S n,best)16, (116)

where the sum runs over all data sets included and we normalize S n to its value in the best fit to account for2001

poor fit to certain experiments. The power of 16 is introduced so the penalty will reach the tolerance of 1002002

as soon as any data set shows disagreement at 90% c.l.. The tolerance criteria then changes to ∆χ2+P=100.2003

Fig. 37 shows distribution of S n,best for all 33 experiments included in CT14 analysis. The distribution is2004

wider than a normal distribution indicating the presence of disagreement, or tensions, between some of the2005

included experiments.2006
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Figure 36: Best-fit values of the equivalent Gaussian variables for 33 experiments in the CT14 NNLO global analy-
sis [18].

With the best-fit and 2D error sets, the asymmetric errors for any QCD observable X can be calculated2007

through the master formula2008

(δX)+ =

√√√ D∑
i=1

[max(X+i − X0, X−i − X0, 0)]2, (δX)− = −

√√√ D∑
i=1

[max(X0 − X+i, X0 − X−i, 0)]2, (117)

where X0 is the prediction from central set, X+i and X−i are from two error sets in the direction of i-th eigen-2009

vector. The errors can be scaled down to 68% c.l. with a factor of 1.64 assuming Gaussian distributions.2010

As mentioned earlier the CTEQ-TEA analysis also uses Lagrange multiplier method [310] to crosscheck2011

the error estimation from nominal Hessian sets. In the CT14 analysis, Lagrange multiplier scans have been2012
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performed for the cross sections of Higgs boson production via gluon fusion and of the top quark pair pro-2013

duction at the LHC. In such scans the best-fits and the associated χ2 are found for each fixed value of the2014

observable studied. Then the PDF uncertainties on the observable are determined from the χ2 profile ob-2015

tained using the same tolerance criteria as in the Hessian method. Fig. 37 shows the good agreement of the2016

90% C.L. uncertainties for the Higgs cross sections from the CT14 Hessian PDFs and the CT14 LM scans.2017

The latter one can be read as intersection of the horizontal line ∆χ2 = 100 and various curves. The LM2018

method does not rely on the linear approximation. Thus it serves as a robust check of the Hessian results.2019
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Figure 37: Dependence of the increase in χ2 in the constrained CT14 fit on the expected cross section σH at the LHC
8 and 13 TeV [18], for αs(MZ)=0.118. The solid and dashed curves are for the constrained fits without and with
the Tier-2 penalties, respectively. The red dots correspond to the upper and lower 90% C.L. limits calculated by the
Hessian method.

There are a few other specialities of the CTEQ-TEA global analysis. The CTEQ-TEA analyses use2020

world average of strong coupling constant αs(MZ) as an input. Usually the nominal fit is performed with2021

αs(MZ) = 0.118 at both NLO and NNLO. Additonal fits with alternative αs choice are also provided. It has2022

been shown that the resulting uncertainties can be added in quadrature to the PDF uncertainties [348]. The2023

fit itself alone shows much weaker constraint on αs than the world average. Similarly the pole mass of charm2024

quark and bottom quark are chosen to be close to the world average, mc = 1.3 GeV and mb = 4.75 GeV.2025

The CTEQ-TEA group also provides specialized fits with non-perturbative charm quark PDFs. A sea-like2026

or valence-like charm distribution is added to the nominal parametrization and then fitted to data. Limits2027

on momentum fraction carried by the fitted charm at the initial scale Q0 = 1.3 GeV are then derived. In2028

most recent CT14 analysis, the limits are 1.6% for Sea-like model and 2.1% for BHPS model both at 90%2029

c.l. [349]. There are also CT14 QED PDFs [350] based on radiative ansatz for the inelastic component of2030

the photon PDFs. The 90% C.L. limit on momentum fraction of the proton carried by photon is 0.11% at2031

Q0 = 1.3 GeV as derived from fit to the ZEUS measurement on isolated photon production [351].2032

5.2. MMHT2033

The MMHT14 PDFs [19] are the successor to the MSTW08 [80] set, which derives from the earlier2034

MRST and MRS studies. The first NLO fit [61] to DIS data was performed in the late 80s, while in2035

the mid 90s the MRS(A) [67] fit was released, including data from HERA and the Tevatron for the first2036

time. This corresponded to a truly global analysis, fitting to fixed target, DIS and hadroproduction data2037

to constrain the PDFs as precisely as possible. Subsequent releases have all built on this approach, but2038

with significant advances achieved over the years due to improvements in both theory and experiment. The2039
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MRST98 release [352] was the first set to include a full treatment of heavy flavours within the GM–VFNS2040

developed in [353], and discussed further in Sect. 2.5. This was motivated by the new HERA measurements2041

of the charm structure function, which demonstrated the importance of a consistent treatment of charm2042

production and low and high scales; indeed, the introduction of this flavour scheme resulted in an improved2043

description of such data. The MRST02 release [77] included a full treatment of PDF errors for the first time,2044

described further below, while the MRST04 [354] set went to NNLO for the first time.2045

These elements were all incorporated in the major MSTW08 [80] release. This presented a global2046

fit to a range of DIS data from HERA and fixed proton and nuclear targets, fixed target Drell–Yan and2047

dimuon production and W, Z and jet production at the Tevatron, with O(2500) data points in total. Fits2048

were performed up to NNLO in the strong coupling, with an improved dynamical error treatment, and with2049

an up to date heavy flavour scheme applied. This aimed to provide a PDF set for use at the LHC, which2050

began operation soon after the release, and was subsequently very widely used in LHC phenomenological2051

studies and experimental analyses. This fit was updated in the latest MMHT14 [19] set, which includes a2052

number of theoretical and experimental updates. In particular for the first time LHC data on W, Z, tt and2053

jet production are included, as well as updated HERA data on the charged, neutral, charm and longitudinal2054

structure functions, and updated Tevatron W and Z measurements. As in earlier fits, for DIS data a Q2 cut2055

of 2 GeV2 and W2 cut of 15 GeV2 is imposed to avoid sensitivity to higher twist corrections.2056

In the case of Tevatron jet production, in the absence of a full NNLO calculation at the time, an ap-2057

proximation to the NNLO corrections based on the threshold corrections of [158] was applied in the NNLO2058

MSTW08 fit, with the judgement being made that the difference between this and the full NNLO result2059

would be expected to be smaller than the systematic uncertainties on the data, which itself provided the2060

only direct constraint on the gluon at high x. At the LHC much of the jet data are quite far from threshold,2061

while those that do not probe a kinematically similar region to the Tevatron data, and so at NNLO these are2062

not included in the MMHT14 fit. For the tt data the top mass is allowed to be determined from the fit, with2063

the pole mass value of mt = 172.5± 1 GeV taken as an input. This gives a value at NNLO that is consistent2064

with the world average, while at NLO it is somewhat lower.2065

The MSTW PDFs were parameterised in terms of simple polynomials in x, with 29 free parameters.2066

However, in [355] it was shown that this parameterisation was not sufficiently adaptive to describe the2067

Tevatron and LHC W asymmetry data. In particular, it was necessary to introduce a more flexible basis for2068

the interpolating function described in Sect. 4.1.1, with2069

I f (x) =

n∑
i

α f ,iTi(y(x)) , (118)

where Ti is a Chebyshev polynomial of order i and y(x) = 1−2
√

x is chosen so as to sample a wide range of2070

x, and has the additional advantage that this provides a half–integer separation in powers of x, as expected2071

on Regge theory grounds. In order to determine how many parameters n are needed, in [355] pseudo–data2072

points with a constant percentage error were generated for the required distributions, in terms of a very2073

large order polynomial with additional smoothness constraints applied. The fractional deviation from the2074

true PDF, as well as the decrease in χ2, were then determined as the number of parameters were increased,2075

until no further significant improvement was observed and the level of agreement was well below the PDF2076

uncertainty for the set. In this way n = 4 was arrived at as a good choice with which to parameterise the uV ,2077

dV , s + s and light quark sea S distributions. Fitting to the same MSTW08 data set, these resulted in some2078

improvement in the fit quality, but with the only significant change in the PDF being in the uV at lower x.2079

This was found to lie outside the previous PDF uncertainty band, and the additional flexibility provided a2080

greatly improved description of W asymmetry data.2081
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Figure 38: Fitted MMHT14 deuteron correction factors with uncertainty, compared to the CJ12 [346] predictions.
Taken from [19].

In the MMHT14 set, this Chebyshev parameterisation is used at Q2
0 = 1 GeV2 for the uV , dV , s + s and2082

light quark sea S distributions, while for the gluon a term with n = 2 Chebyshevs is included, but with a2083

second term still present, as in MSTW08, which has a different low x and provides the additional flexibility2084

at low x that is required by the HERA data; this has the effect that the gluon at NLO and higher becomes2085

negative at low x and Q2. Standard polynomial parameterisations are taken for the less constrained s − s2086

and d − u distributions, although as the data becomes more precise we can expect this to change.2087

A further improvement described in [355] that is included in the MMHT14 set is in the treatment of2088

the non–perturbative corrections that should in general be applied when considering DIS data on deuteron2089

targets, to account for the binding of the proton and neutron within the deuteron. While in MSTW082090

and earlier fits, a fixed shadowing correction at small x was applied, a more flexible approach is now2091

taken. In particular the deuteron corrections are freely parameterised in terms of a function c(x), which2092

is determined along with its corresponding uncertainties from the PDF fit. This resulted in a significantly2093

improved description of the BCDMS deuteron structure function data, the E866 Drell–Yan asymmetry and2094

the Tevatron lepton asymmetry data, with some significant changes in dV . The result of the MMHT142095

fit is shown in Fig. 38 and compared against different model predictions used in the CJ12 [346] analysis.2096

Interestingly, very good agreement is found with the CJ12mid prediction, demonstrating the power of global2097

PDF fits to extract additional physical information beyond the PDFs themselves.2098

In MMHT14, the Hessian approach is applied to calculate the PDF errors, with the ‘dynamical’ toler-2099

ance criteria described in Sect. 4.3.1 taken. This accounts for the fact that we are not generally fitting consis-2100

tent data sets with purely Gaussian errors and a well defined theory, by appealing to a weaker ‘hypothesis–2101

testing’ procedure that simply requires that all fitted data sets are described with the required confidence2102

limit. For MMHT14 the 68% uncertainties are calculated using this procedure. In the fit there are 37 free2103

PDF parameters in total, however in the error determination certain parameter directions are found to be2104

largely degenerate, leading to departures from quadratic χ2 behaviour. This is corrected by fixing some2105

parameters when calculating the error eigenvectors, reducing the number of 25, that is 50 directions.2106

Other theoretical updates in the MMHT14 include the treatment of the D → µ branching ratio, which2107

is required in the fit to dimuon production in DIS. This is now determined from the fit but with the mea-2108

surement of [356], which is not determined from dimuon production data, included as a data point. The2109

result is somewhat lower than that taken in MSTW08, corresponding to a larger strangeness, but the most2110

dramatic effect is that the ∼ 10% uncertainty on the branching ratio allows for a much larger strangeness2111
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Figure 39: (Left) Global χ2 values as a function of αS (M2
Z). (Right) Best fit αS (M2

Z) together with the upper and lower
1σ constraints from the most constraining data sets. Both figures correspond to NNLO fits and are taken from [357].

uncertainty when fitting to the same data. Other smaller improvements include an updated treatment of2112

nuclear corrections and a multiplicative, rather than additive, treatment of systematic uncertainties where2113

appropriate.2114

In contrast to other global fits, where it is taken as an input, in MMHT the value of the strong coupling2115

is allowed to be determined by the fit, it being argued that valuable information can be provided from global2116

PDF fits about this object. This is in addition serves as a consistency test on the overall fit; if the extracted2117

value is in strong tension with the world average then this might indicate that further work is needed. In the2118

fit the preferred values at NLO and NNLO are indeed found to be consistent with the world average, and2119

including this as an additional data point is not found to affect the fit significantly. In particular, the detailed2120

study of [357] found best fit values of αS (M2
Z) = 0.1201±0.0015 at NLO and αS (M2

Z) = 0.1172±0.0013, to2121

be compared with the world average value of αS (M2
Z) = 0.1181±0.0013. The NNLO χ2 profile for αS (M2

Z)2122

is and the corresponding individual constraints from the most constraining data sets are shown in Fig. 39.2123

The corresponding PDF sets for a range of αS values, from 0.108 to 0.128 in steps of 0.001, are publicly2124

available.2125

For the heavy quarks, the GM-VFNS scheme is taken, applying the ‘optimal’ scheme of [358] which2126

improves the smoothness of the transition region where the number of active flavours is increased by one.2127

The charm and bottom pole masses are fixed to mc(mb) = 1.4(4.75) GeV, but a detailed study of the heavy2128

quark mass dependence was performed in [359]. In particular, when mc and mb were taken as free parame-2129

ters in the fit, the preferred values were found to be somewhat lower than these defaults, possibly suggesting2130

a MS scheme may be more appropriate, although the impact of such a choice is expected to be fairly small.2131

Sets with a range of charm and bottom masses, as well as with 3 or 4 active flavours, are made available.2132

A subsequent study within the MMHT framework on the PDF impact of the final HERA I + II combined2133

data [21], which was released following MMHT14, was performed in [360]. This was found to lead to2134

some reduction in the PDF uncertainties, principally in the gluon, with little change in the central values.2135

It was therefore decided not to release an updated set but rather to wait until more precise and varied LHC2136

data became available, as well as theoretical calculations such as NNLO jet production. Subsequent work2137

towards a new PDF set has been presented in for example [361], where a first fit at NNLO to jet data is2138

presented, while the impact of new LHC data in the fit is seen to be significant. In addition, the first steps2139
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towards the inclusion of the photon PDF within the MMHT framework are presented, see Sect. 7 for more2140

discussion. A further public release is therefore anticipated in the near future.2141

5.3. NNPDF2142

As discussed in Sect. ??, the NNPDF fitting methodology is based on the combination of three main2143

components: i) the use of artificial neural networks as universal unbiased interpolants, ii) the Monte Carlo2144

method to estimate and propagate PDF uncertainties, and iii) Genetic Algorithms minimization for the2145

training of the neural networks. Here we review the main developments in the NNPDF family of PDF fits.2146

The NNPDF methodology was first presented in [87], where it was used to produce a neural network2147

based determination of the proton, deuteron and non-singlet DIS structure functions from the fixed tar-2148

get data from NMC and BCDMS. As a first phenomenological application, this determination was used2149

to extract the strong coupling constant αS (mZ) from scaling violations of truncated moments of structure2150

functions [362]. This analysis was subsequently extended [307] to include as well the F p
2 measurements2151

from the H1 and ZEUS experiments at the HERA collider. Note that a determination of structure functions2152

is purely data-driven, with no theoretical input required at this point.2153

When moving from fitting structure functions to PDFs, there are a number of simplifications, for in-2154

stance one needs to fit only a 1D function qi(x,Q0) as opposed to a 2D function F p
2 (x,Q2), but also of2155

technical complications, the most important one being able to compute DIS structure functions starting2156

from the neural-network based parametrization of qi(x,Q0). First of all, the usual ANN training algorithm2157

of back-propagation cannot be used in this case, due to the convolution of the PDFs with the DGLAP evo-2158

lution kernels and the DIS coefficients functions. To overcome this limitation, it was demonstrated how2159

Genetic Algorithms can be efficiently used for ANN training under a non-trivial mapping between the lat-2160

ter and the experimental data, and used to extract the QCD vacuum condensates from hadronic tau decay2161

data [363]. An efficient method to solve the DGLAP evolution equations in N-space was also developed,2162

called the Fast Kernel method. With these ingredients at hand, it became possible for the first time to ap-2163

ply the NNPDF methodology to a determination of parton distributions, starting from a fit of the non-singlet2164

combination qNS (x,Q0) [306] and them moving to a first full-fledged NLO PDF fit based on neutral-current2165

DIS structure function data [364], the NNPDF1.0 analysis.2166

Subsequently, the global NNPDF fits were improved both by adding new experimental data, updated2167

theoretical calculations and/or refining the fitting methodology. To begin with, the NNPDF1.2 analysis [365]2168

released the previously used assumption that the strange sea was proportional to the light quark sea, s = s̄ =2169

κ
(
ū + d̄

)
, and parametrized both s+ and s− using neural networks, exploiting the constraints from the NuTeV2170

dimuon charged-current neutrino scattering data. Two important phenomenological consequences of this2171

analysis were, first of all, the demonstration that the PDF uncertainties associated with s− were enough to2172

complete wipe out the NuTeV anomaly [366] in the determination of the weak mixing angle sin2 θW ; and2173

second, a direct extraction of the CKM matrix element Vcs with a precision compatible with that of the PDG2174

average.2175

In 2010, the NNPDF2.0 set was released [88], which constituted the first truly global PDF fit from2176

the NNPDF collaboration. In addition to the NC and CC DIS structure function data included in previous2177

releases, NNPDF2.0 included in addition fixed-target Drell-Yan cross-sections from the Fermilab E605 and2178

E866 experiments, inclusive jet production measurements from CDF and D0 and the Tevatron as well as the2179

differential rapidity distributions of the Z boson also from the Tevatron. From the theoretical point of view,2180

NNPDF2.0 was still based on the zero-mass VFN scheme, and thus charm and bottom structure function2181

data from HERA were not included. A good overall description of all experiments in the global fit was2182

found. NNPDF2.0 was also the first PDF set to include the recently release HERA combination of H1 and2183
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Figure 40: Left plot: comparison between the NNPDF2.0 and 2.1 predictions for the inclusive W+ production cross-
section at the LHC 7 TeV, which illustrates the phenomenological impact of heavy quark mass effects. Right plot: the
distribution of the momentum integral Eq. (119) among the MC replicas for the variants of the NNPDF2.1 LO, NLO
and NNLO fits that do not impose explicitly the momentum sum rule.

ZEUS structure function data for the Run I data period [85]. The NNPDF2.0 was one of the sets included2184

in the PDF4LHC 2011 recommendation [91] for the usage of PDFs at the LHC.2185

While NNPDF2.0 demonstrated that the NNPDF methodology could be successfully applied to a global2186

determination of parton distributions, there were still a number of important limitations from the theoretical2187

point of view. First of all, the use of a ZM-VFN scheme neglected heavy quark mass effects in the DIS2188

structure functions, which were known to be specially important for the description of the low-x, low-2189

Q2 HERA data. Secondly, all NNPDF fits so far were based in NLO theory, and NNLO accuracy was2190

essential to match the corresponding precision of important partonic hard-scattering cross-sections such as2191

Higgs production in gluon fusion. The first of these theory limitations was removed with the release of2192

NNPDF2.1 [367], which was based on the FONLL general-mass VFN for the calculation of DIS structure2193

functions, which in addition allowed to fit as well the HERA charm and bottom structure functions data.2194

This analysis also showed that the impact of heavy quark mass effects was less drastic as previously reported,2195

with the cross-section predictions between NNPDF2.0 and 2.1 typically agreeing at the one-sigma level.2196

The NNPDF2.1 fit was used to produce a determination of the strong coupling αs(mZ) from the global2197

dataset [368].2198

The second of these theoretical limitations was also removed shortly after, with the release of a NNLO2199

version of NNPDF2.1 [89]. This PDF set was based on the same dataset as its NLO counterpart, the2200

differences is that now DIS and hadronic cross-sections were computed at NNLO, in the former case using2201

the FONLL-C GM-VFN scheme. In the same publication, the first NNPDF LO sets were also presented.2202

The availability of NNPDF2.1 fits at LO, NLO and NNLO allowed a systematic study of the perturbative2203

convergence of the global fit, finding in particular reasonable agreement at the one-sigma level between2204

the NLO and NNLO versions. The consistency of the global QCD analysis framework was also tested by2205

performing fits without imposing the momentum sum rule and then verifying a posteriori that the global fit2206

result was consistent with the QCD expectation, finding indeed that at NNLO2207

[M] ≡
∫ 1

0
dx

(
g(x,Q2) + Σ(x,Q2)

)
= 1.002 ± 0.014 , (119)
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in agreement with QCD. The NNPDF2.1 NNLO analysis was also used to perform a determination of the2208

strong coupling constant [369], finding a value αs(mZ) = 0.1173 ± 0.0007stat ± 0.0009pert, a result which is2209

still included in the PDG global average of αs [370].2210

In parallel to these developments, it was realized that an alternative method to quantify the impact of2211

new measurements in the global fit was to exploit Bayesian reweighting [318, 319]. Building on earlier2212

work by Giele, Keller and Kosower [325, 74], it was demonstrated how Bayesian inference determines the2213

weight of each Monte Carlo replica of a given prior PDF set upon including a new dataset in the global fit,2214

given by2215

ωk ∝
(
χ2

k

)(n−1)/2
e−χ

2
k/2 , k = 1, . . . ,Nrep , (120)

where χ2
k has been computed using the theory predictions based on the k-th replica of the prior set and the2216

new experimental measurements. It was shown that, provided the impact of the new data was moderate, the2217

reweighting was equivalent (both in principle and in practice) as refitting within the NNPDF framework.2218

The reweighting method is less efficient when the constraints from new data are too strong. The main2219

advantage of the reweighting method is allowing to gauge the impact of new data without having to do a2220

PDF fit and based only on public information, so that it was not restricted to PDF fitters anymore.2221

Just as in the early 90s the availability of the HERA structure function measurements became a game-2222

changer for global fits, also starting from 2010 the LHC experiments started producing a wealth of PDF-2223

sensitive information, which promised to also impact global fits in a significant way. With this motivation,2224

in 2012 the NNPDF2.3 set was released [90], which was back then the first PDF fit to include LHC data,2225

in particular electroweak gauge boson production from ATLAS, CMS and LHCb as well as jet production2226

from ATLAS. As will all subsequent releases, NNPDF2.3 was available at LO, NLO and NNLO and was2227

based on the FONLL general mass scheme. The NNPDF2.3 became the baseline PDF set in several popular2228

Monte Carlo event generators, such as Pythia8 and aMC@NLO.2229

Following the release of NNPDF2.3, it was realized that the increase in complexity required to include2230

the many new experiments that were either available or about to be released could not be satisfactory tackled2231

with the current, FORTRAN77-based code. With this motivation, a complete rewriting of the NNPDF global2232

analysis framework into C++ and Python was undertaken, a two-year long effort that culminated with the2233

release of the NNPDF3.0 set [17]. In addition to including many new LHC experiments on jets, vector boson2234

production, W+charm and top production, the main result of NNPDF3.0 was the systematic validation of2235

the complete fitting methodology based on statistically robust closure tests. In these closure tests, pseudo-2236

data was generated based on some “truth” PDFs, and then a PDF fit was performed: only if the resulting2237

PDF central values and uncertainties were consistent with the (known) input PDFs, the closure test can be2238

considered succesful. In Fig. 41 we show some representative results of the closure tests presented in the2239

NNPDF3.0 analysis. In the left plot we show the results of a level 0 closure tests, where the pseudo-data2240

is generated without any statistical fluctuations, the χ2 should decrease monotonically as a function of the2241

number of GA iterations, down to arbitrarily small values. And in the right plot we show the distribution2242

of the difference between theory and data, in units of the error of the latter among each of the Monte Carlo2243

replicas. This distribution is consistent with the Gaussian predicted by statistics.2244

A recent development in the NNPDF family of global analysis concerns the treatment of the charm2245

PDF. In all previous PDF sets NNPDF assumed that the charm PDF was generated dynamically from the2246

gluons and light quarks, as dictated by the DGLAP evolution starting from the charm mass threshold µc '2247

mc. However, a possible non-perturbative component of the charm PDF would invalidate this assumption,2248

which can thus ultimately be validated from experimental data. In addition, treating the charm PDF on2249

an equal footing that the gluon and light quark PDFs offers other potential advantages, such as a reduce2250

dependence on the value of mc and an improved data/theory agreement from the more flexible input PDF2251
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Figure 41: Representative results of the closure tests presented in the NNPDF3.0 analysis. Left plot: in a level 0 closure
tests, where the pseudo-data is generated without any statistical fluctuations, the χ2 should decrease monotonically
as a function of the number of GA iterations, down to arbitrarily small values. Right plot: the distribution of the
difference between theory and data in units of the error of the latter among each of the Monte Carlo replicas. This
distribution is consistent with the Gaussian predicted by statistics.

parametrization. With this motivation, a variant of the NNPDF3.0 fit with a fitted charm PDF was studied2252

in [25]. By parametrising the charm PDF with an artificial neural network with 37 free parameters, we found2253

that fitting charm lead to an improved χ2 for several experiments, stabilized the dependence of the fit with2254

respect to the value of mc and moreover allowed for the first time a satisfactory description, χ2/Ndat ' 1, of2255

the EMC charm structure function data. The resulting charm PDF can be compared with non-perturbative2256

models [371], and some tantalizing evidence for a large-x non-perturbative charm component in the proton2257

was found. Predictions for a number of LHC process such as Z+charm and large-pT D meson production2258

were performed, showing the potential of Run II data to disentangle the charm content of the proton.2259

The most recent incarnation of the NNPDF global analysis is the recent NNPDF3.1 set. The main2260

motivation for this release was the availability of a large number of high-precision collider measurements2261

providing PDF sensitivity information, including some of them that for the first time could be used in a PDF2262

fit such as differential distributions in top quark pair production and the pT of Z bosons. Equally important,2263

thanks to the impressive progress in NNLO QCD and NLO electroweak calculations, theoretical predictions2264

were also available that allowed the consistent inclusion of all these observables in the global NNLO fit. The2265

second main motivation was to provide a state-of-the-art PDF set without assuming that charm is generated2266

perturbatively, that is, providing baseline global PDF fits with fitted charm. Some of the new experiments2267

included in NNPDF3.1 were the tt̄ distributions from ATLAS and CMS, the legacy LHCb inclusive W and2268

Z measurements from Run II, the D0 W asymmetries in the muon and electron channel, the pT of Z bosons2269

from ATLAS and CMS at
√

s = 8 TeV, as well as several other inclusive gauge boson and jet production2270

measurements from ATLAS and CMS.2271

5.4. ABM2272

The ABMP16 [20] set is the latest PDF fit following on from the ABM11 [372] and ABKM09 [82] sets.2273

These are based on the earlier studies of [71, 83, 84] to HERA and fixed proton and deuteron target DIS2274

data, with the ABKM09 fit [82] and those that follow it including in addition fixed target Drell–Yan and2275

dimuon production data from neutrino DIS on fixed nuclear targets. The PDFs are parameterised in terms2276
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Figure 42: (Left) The higher twist coefficient for the F2 structure function from the ABMP16 fit, including 1–σ
uncertainty. (Right) Percentage difference in ABMP n f = 3 gluon distribution between the default result and fits
performed with higher W2 cuts, without higher twist corrections. The 1–σ uncertainty bands are shown. Plots taken
from [20].

of polynomials in x, with the latest fits including 25 free parameters. In the context of this fit to such a2277

reduced data set, the use of the classical ‘∆χ2 = 1’ criteria for determination of the PDF errors is applied.2278

All sets from ABKM09 onwards go to NNLO in the strong coupling.2279

Two notable features of these fits are the use of a purely FFNS for the charm and bottom quark contri-2280

butions in the fit and the treatment of higher–twist effects. In the latter case no attempt is made to impose a2281

cut to remove the region of sensitivity to such effects. Rather, a lower cut of W > 1.8 GeV is imposed for2282

the DIS data then is typically applied in other PDF fits. The structure functions are then given by2283

Fi(x,Q2) = FTMC
i (x,Q2) +

Hτ=4
i

Q2 , (121)

where i = 2,T . Thus x dependent and Q2 independent twist–4 corrections H4
i are included. While the2284

effect of these dies off with increasing Q2 at lower scales they can have a significant effect. These are then2285

parameterised in terms of cubic splines defined at xk (k = 1...7) points roughly linearly spaced between x =2286

0 and 1, which are then determined from the fit. The result for the F2 correction is shown in Fig. 42 (left),2287

and is found to be inconsistent with zero, in particular at higher x. The effect of these corrections, and of2288

conversely omitting them and including a more stringent W2 cut on the DIS data is shown in Fig. 42 (right)2289

for the extracted gluon PDF. The fit with the cut of W2 > 12.5 and no higher twist corrections is found to2290

prefer a somewhat larger gluon at higher x, and in some regions lies outside the 1–σ uncertainty band of the2291

default fit.2292

In addition to the higher twist corrections included in (121), the structure function functions also include2293

target mass corrections, that is the impact of terms ∼ M2
N/Q

2, where MN is the nucleon mass. These are2294

taken into account according the Georgi–Politzer prescription [373] (see also [372]), with2295

FTMC
2 (x,Q2) =

x2

ξ2γ3 F2(x,Q2) + 6
x3M2

N

Q2γ4

∫ 1

ξ

dξ′

ξ′
F2(ξ′,Q2) , (122)

where ξ = 2x/(1 + γ) and γ = (1 + 4x2M2
N/Q

2)1/2, and a similar result holds for FT . Thus, as Q2 → ∞ the2296

corrected FTMC
i reduce to the regular Fi.2297
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Figure 43: The MS value of the top quark mass mt(mt) obtained in the ABMP16 fit for variants of αS (M2
Z) (data points)

and for the best fit values (hatched bands). Plot taken from [20].

As mentioned above, the ABMP fit in addition uses a purely fixed flavour scheme to describe the DIS2298

data. That is, this is fit with n f = 3 light quark PDFs with the heavy c, b treated as massive final–state2299

partons which can be produced at order NLO and higher. It is argued that the bulk of the DIS data can be2300

described within this scheme. The Tevatron and LHC collider data, on the other hand, for which µ2
F � m2

c,b,2301

is treated using a 5 flavour set evolved from the same input [82] think this is true??. PDF set for n f = 3, 42302

and 5 active flavours are made publicly available.2303

A further feature of note is that the strong coupling αS is determined from the fit. In ABM11 this was2304

found to be αS (M2
Z) = 0.1134±0.0011 at NNLO, that is in some tension with the PDG world average value2305

of αS (M2
Z) = 0.1181 ± 0.0013 (the dominant uncertainty in which is determined by lattice QCD) used by2306

the CT and NNPDF collaborations, and the value extracted by MMHT. While in [372, 20] the omission2307

of higher twist corrections is found to lead to a sizeable increase in αs, in contrast in [96] the use of the2308

FFNS within the MSTW framework is found to lead to a smaller extracted value consistent with that seen2309

by ABM(P), while higher twist effects are found to have less of an impact.2310

In the ABM11 fit [372], the heavy quark masses mc,b were included in the MS scheme for the first time,2311

in contrast to other PDF fits. This allows the values to be constrained directly from the PDG results without2312

relying on the perturbative transformation between the MS and pole masses, which is known to be poorly2313

convergent. Thus, the quark masses are left free but in the fit with the PDG values added in as pseudo–data2314

points. For the charm mass, the DIS data included in this fit are then found to give a comparable error to the2315

PDG value.2316

The latest ABMP16 fit [20] includes significant data updates. In particular, a range of W and Z boson2317

and single top production data from the Tevatron and LHC and top pair production data at the LHC are2318

included. In addition, the HERA I+II combined data set and updated NOMAD and CHORUS data on2319

dimuon production are fit. For the tt data the mass mt is treated in the MS scheme and is determined from2320

the fit, giving mt(mt) = 160.9 ± 1.1 GeV. This is consistent with the PDG value of 160.0+4.8
−4.3 GeV, although2321

this clearly has quite a large uncertainty, as it based on a single Tevatron measurement. The result is shown2322

in Fig. 43, with the masses extracted at different αS (M2
Z) are also given. The correlation between mt and αs2323

is clear; as discussed in [20] further information can be provided here by considering single top production2324

data.2325
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Interestingly, the extracted value of the strong coupling, αS (M2
Z) = 0.1147± 0.0008, is somewhat larger2326

in this fit than in the previous sets, due dominantly to the HERA I+II combined data, although this is still2327

lower than the world average value. The ABMP16 PDFs are available as error sets at NNLO for 3,4 and2328

5 fixed flavours, and for a range of αS (M2
Z) values, from 0.112–0.120 in steps of 0.001, in the 5 flavour2329

scheme.2330

5.5. CJ2331

The CTEQ-Jefferson Lab (CJ) Collaboration has performed a series of global PDF analyses [374, 375]2332

with the latest PDF set CJ15 [23] and the previous generation of CJ12 [346]. The analyses are carried out2333

at NLO in QCD only with focus on ultilizing DIS data at highest-x values applicable to perturbative QCD2334

treatment. The kinematic selection cuts are chosen to be Q2 > 1.69 GeV2 and W2 > 3 GeV2 so as to keep2335

data points at low-Q and high-x region. It results in about 1300 more data points from proton and deuteron2336

targets, roughly 50% increase as comparing to the standard cuts. Those additional data points provide2337

valuable information on PDFs at large-x, e.g., x > 0.7, where constraint for most of the global analyses2338

are indirect or purely from extrapolation. Especially the deuterium data can improve on determination of d2339

quark at large-x for which the DIS data on proton are less sensitive to.2340

On treatment of heavy-quark mass effects in DIS structure functions, CJ12 uses a ZM-VFN scheme with2341

heavy-quark masses implemented as the flavor thresholds. CJ15 uses a more adequate GM-VFN scheme2342

S-ACOT [376] to better describe data over a wide kinematic range including the threshold regions. It is2343

found that the implementation of GM-VFN shceme leads to large changes on gluon PDF at large-x. Low-Q2344

and large-x region involve further complication on theoretical predictions of DIS structure functions. The2345

finite Q2 corrections to the leading-twist calculation, i.e., power corrections of O(1/Q2) must be taken into2346

account. CJ analyses adopt the standard OPE expression for the target mass corrections (TMCs) which2347

allows structure functions at finite Q2 be expressed in terms of their massless (M2/Q2 ∼ 0) values through2348

the scaling variable ρ2 = 1 + 4x2M2/Q2 [377, 378]. For other subleading 1/Q2 corrections including the2349

higher twists, they are parametrized by a phenomenological function form [23].2350

Another important aspect is concerining the nuclear corrections for processes with deuteron targets2351

which become significant for intermediate and large-x region and are equally important for low and high2352

Q values. The nuclear corrections account for Fermi motion, binding, and nucleon off-shell effects can be2353

implemented as convolutions with nuclear smearing functions. In CJ12 analysis three PDF fits are povided2354

with different models of deuterium corrections, CJ12min, CJ12mid and CJ12max, with mild to strong2355

corrections. The corrections are only applied at the level of structure functions. The CJ15 analysis employ2356

a phenomenological parametrization for part of the deuterium corrections with free parameters fitted to2357

data. It reduces the model dependence and increases the flexibility of the fit. The deuterium corrections2358

are formulated at the parton level thus can be applied to non DIS processes as well. For example, the2359

total quark PDF in the deuteron can be written as qd = qd(on) + qd(off), with the on-shell and off-shell2360

components [379, 380],2361

qd(on)(x,Q2) =

∫
dz
z

f (on)(z)qN(x/z,Q2), qd(off)(x,Q2) =

∫
dz
z

f (off)(z)δ f N(x/z,Q2)qN(x/z,Q2), (123)

with qN(x,Q2) be the quark PDF in free nucleons. The on-shell and off-shell smearing functions f (on)
2362

and f (off) can be calculated systematicly within the weak binding approximation using the deuteron wave2363

functions [381, 382]. The nominal CJ15 PDF fit is based on AV18 wave functions [383]. Alternative fits2364

with CD-Bonn [384], WJC-1 and WJC-2 [385] wave functions are also provided. Besides, the off-shell2365

corrections δ f N(x) in Eq. (123) is parametrized as [381]2366

δ f N(x) = C(x − x0)(x − x1)(1 + x0 − x). (124)
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The two zeros x0, x1 and the normalization C are free parameters fitted to data with the constraint of2367

maintaining the total number of valence quarks in the nucleon. It was found that different wave function2368

models give similar quality of fits to the global data sets and result in PDFs well within the uncertainties2369

since their differences can be largely compemsated by the parametrization of the off-shell corrections.2370
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Figure 44: Left plot: relative error (90% C.L.) on the d/u PDF ratio as a function of x at Q2 = 10 GeV2 from the CJ15
fit compared with errors obtained in fits excluding certain data sets [23]. Right plot: comparison of the d/u ratio at
Q2 = 10 GeV2 for different PDF sets, including CJ15, MMHT14, CT14, and JR14, with PDF uncertainties shown for
90% C.L. except for MMHT14 at 68% C.L. [23]

In CJ15 analysis two new data sets are found to have significant effects on constrainning d-quark PDF at2371

large-x beside of the deuteron data. That includes the measurement on F2 structure function of nearly free2372

neutron inside a deuterium nucleus from BONuS experiment [386, 105] at Jefferson Lab using a spectator2373

tagging technique. The other one is the lepton and reconstructed W boson charge asymmetry measurements2374

from D0 Run 2 with full luminosities [171, 172]. In Fig. 44 the plot on the left shows impact of different2375

data sets on PDF uncertainty (90% C.L.) of d/u ratio in CJ15 fits. It was found that at x . 0.3 the DIS data2376

from deuteron target can reduce the PDF uncertainty on d/u by almost 50%. For x & 0.3 the W asymmetry2377

data provides the dominant constraint. Besides, the constraint from deuteron DIS data dies out for x & 0.62378

which turns into fit to the deuterium off-shell corrections. In Fig. 44 the plot on the right shows comparison2379

of the d/u ratios from CJ15, MMHT14, CT14 and JR14 PDFs. They are in good agreements when x goes2380

to 1 considering the PDF uncertainties. The CJ15 PDF set has smaller PDF error on d/u in general, with an2381

extrapolated value2382

d/u −→x→1 0.09 ± 0.03, (125)

at the 90% C.L., due to the new data sets on constraining d-quark at large-x. On another hand with the2383

additional data sets that are less sensitive to the nuclear corrections, i.e., the D0 W asymmetry data and2384

BONuS data, the CJ15 analysis is able to pin down the deuterium corrections through the interplay with2385

deuteron DIS data. Fig. 45 gives the deuteron to isoscalar nucleon ratio Fd
2/F

N
2 as from the CJ15 fits with2386

different input of wave functions together with the 90% C.L. uncertainty of CJ15 nominal fit shown in the2387

colored bands. Significant corrections are found for x & 0.7. The ratio is insensitive to the choice of2388

wave functions since it is only the combination of the wave function and the off-shell corrections that are2389

subjected to contraint from current data.2390
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N
2 at Q2 = 10 GeV for CJ15 fits with different

models of wave functions [23]; colored band is the 90% C.L. error for CJ15 main fit (with AV18 wave functions).

5.6. HERAfitter/xFitter2391

During many years, the H1 and ZEUS collaborations performed QCD interpretation analyses of their2392

structure function data, first separately and then together based on the H1+ZEUS combined datasets. The2393

backbone of these analysis was always the neutral- and charged-current inclusive structure function mea-2394

surements, in some cases supplemented by the charm production structure functions and with the DIS jet2395

cross-sections. The main results from these studies were the HERAPDF family of PDF fits, which include2396

HERAPDF1.0 [85], based on the Run II data, and HERAPDF2.0 [21], based on the final combination of2397

inclusive measurements from Runs I+II. In Fig. 46 we show the results of the HERAPDF1.0 analysis for2398

the uV , dV and S quarks and for the gluon. In the HERAPDF methodology, the total PDF uncertainty is2399

divided into three types of errors: experimental uncertainties, propagated from the statistical and systematic2400

uncertainties in the fitted data, model uncertainties, for instance due to αs and Q0 variations, as well as2401

parametrization uncertainties, reflecting the spread from different comparable choices of input functional2402

form for the PDFs.2403

The expertise developed by these QCD analysis of HERA structure function data eventually leads to the2404

development and release of HERAfitter [27], a publicly available open PDF fitting toolbox. HERAfitter2405

was born as an extension of the H1 and ZEUS internal PDF fitting codes that were extensively tested and2406

applied in various QCD analysis of HERA inclusive and charm data, including the various HERAPDF sets.2407

Despite its name, HERAfitter was not restricted to the analysis of the HERA data, and could be used for2408

the PDF interpretation of measurements from fixed-target DIS and proton-proton collisions as well. The2409

flexibility of this open software tool makes also possible to perform QCD analysis beyond unpolarized2410

fixed-order PDF fits, such as fits of transverse-momentum dependent (TMD) parton distributions and frag-2411

mentation functions. Recently, HERAfitter was renamed as xFitter, with the motivation to emphasize2412

that this code is a general fitting toolbox not necessarily related or involving the analysis of HERA inclusive2413

structure function data.2414

The xFitter framework includes modules allowing for various theoretical and methodological options,2415

capable to fit a large number of relevant data sets from HERA, Tevatron and LHC. For instance, polarized2416

and unpolarized PDF evolution can be performed using either APFEL or QCDNUM, and a number of fixed2417

and variable flavor number schemes are implemented, such as the FFN scheme from OpenQCDrad and2418

the S-ACOT, TR and FONLL general-mass schemes. In addition to PDF fittings, a large number of their2419
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Figure 46: Left plot: the HERAPDF1.0 determination of parton distributions, based on the analysis of the combined
HERA structure functions from Run I. Right plot: schematic representation of the xFitter code structure, see text
for more details.

functionalities are available such as the approximate inclusion of new datasets in existing PDF sets by means2420

of either Bayesian reweighting or Hessian profiling, and a wide variety of PDF plotting options. In Fig. 462421

we show a schematic representation of the xFitter code structure. The first part is the initialization, where2422

the fit settings are specified in the steering file. This involves a number of choices, in particular selecting2423

the fitted data sets and the theory and methodology settings such as the specific PDF parametrisation or2424

the scheme for heavy quark structure functions. Then the PDF fit is performed, where the fit parameters2425

are determined by means of MINUIT-based minimization including the propagation of experimental results.2426

The final result of typical is the LHAPDF6 grid file, together with various PDF and data/theory comparison2427

plots.2428

The HERAfitter/xFitter framework has been used in many ATLAS and CMS PDF interpretation2429

studies, these are discussed in Sects. 5.7 and 5.8 respectively. In addition, the HERAfitter/xFitter2430

developer’s team has released a number of dedicated PDF studies, including:2431

• A QCD analysis of the legacy W and Z boson production measurements at the Tevatron [320], includ-2432

ing the precise W asymmetries in the electron and muon channels by the D0 collaboration, together2433

with the HERA structure function data. This analysis demonstrated that these measurements, which2434

are now included in most global PDF fits, provide useful information on quark flavour separation at2435

medium and large-x.2436

• A determination of the running charm quark mass mc(mc) from HERA structure function data within2437

the framework of the FONLL general-mass variable-flavour number scheme [387]. This study demon-2438

strated that the best fit value of mc(mc) was consistent in FONLL as compared to a fit performed in2439

the fixed-flavor number scheme, as could be expected by theoretical considerations, as well as with2440

previous determinations of the running mass from HERA data and with the global PDG average.2441

• A determination of the photon PDF xγ(x,Q2) [388] from the measurement of Drell-Yan high mass2442

cross-sections at 8 TeV from the ATLAS collaboration. This was the first analysis where LHC2443
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Figure 16: Two representative analyses of PDF-related studies performed by the xFitter Developer’s Team. Left plot: the impact
on dV of the Tevatron W and Z data on a HERA-only fit, comparing the impact of the lepton-level measurements with that of the
boson-level measurements, from Ref. [214]. Right plot: the �2 profile of a fit based on the inclusive HERA and charm data, as a
function of the running mass mc(mc) from Ref. [215]. In this analysis charm structure functions were computed with APFEL in the
FONLL-C general mass scheme.

• The ATLAS measurements of W+, W� and Z rapidity distributions at 7 TeV from the 2010 dataset we used
in Ref. [217] to determine the strange content of the proton. This was allowed for the fact that the full cross-
correlations between the three rapidity distributions was accounted for, and while W+ and W� constrained the
up and down quarks and antiquarks, the Z measurements then fixed strangeness. This analysis found that the
strange sea was not suppressed as compared to the up and down quark sea.

• This strangeness analysis was recently revisited in Ref. [111], which was based on the updated W+, W� and Z
rapidity distributions at 7 TeV now from the 2011 dataset. Consistent results concerning the strange content of
the proton were found, again pointing out that the strange sea seems to be symmetric with respect to the light
quark sea. Given the high precision of this data, the PDF uncertainties in the strangeness determination were
significantly reduced as compared to the PDF interpretation analysis of the 2010 data.

• PDF fits based on jet production measurements have also been performed by ATLAS. To begin with ...

5.8. PDF e↵orts in CMS
The CMS collaboration have performed dedicated PDF fits in a variety of cases to asses the impact of their data.

In all cases this uses the xFITTER (formerly known as HERAFITTER) platform, with the procedure for determining the
PDFs following the approach of the HERAPDF fit. Thus the PDFs are parameterised at Q2

0 = 1.9 GeV2 in terms of
simple polynomials in x. Fits are then performed with an increasing number of free parameters introduced up to the
point when no further improvement in �2 is observed. This leads to ⇠ 15 free parameters in the fit, with the precise
number depending on the particular analysis. The TR’ [218, 59] prescription for the GM–VFNS is used. Experimental
uncertainties are calculated using the standard ‘��2 + 1’ criteria, and as in the HERAPDF fit, additional model and
parameterisation uncertainties are determined. In all cases either the HERA I DIS [64], or in later studies the I + II
combination [5] are included in a baseline fit, before assessing the impact of the corresponding CMS data, which are
then fit in addition.

In [110] the 7 TeV measurement of the W charge asymmetry, as well as W + c production [219], is fit at NLO,
and improvements in the determination of the up and down valence quark PDFs due to the W asymmetry, and the

39

Figure 47: Two representative analyses of PDF-related studies performed by the xFitter Developer’s Team. Left
plot: the impact on dV of the Tevatron W and Z data on a HERA-only fit, comparing the impact of the lepton-level
measurements with that of the boson-level measurements, from Ref. [320]. Right plot: the χ2 profile of a fit based on
the inclusive HERA and charm data, as a function of the running mass mc(mc) from Ref. [387]. In this analysis charm
structure functions were computed with APFEL in the FONLL-C general mass scheme.

data is included in a QED fit of the photon PDF directly, rather than using reweighting methods,2444

by means of an extension of the aMCfast interface to account for photon-initiated contributions in2445

MadGraph5 aMC@NLO. The results of this analysis showed that the high-mass DY data indeed allowed2446

important constrains on the photon PDF at intermediate x, though the resulting PDF uncertainties2447

were still not competitive with those from the LUXqed determination.2448

Additional studies based on xFitter are studies of PDFs with correlated uncertainties between differ-2449

ent perturbative orders [389], non-DGLAP evolution equations [390], and the determination of transverse-2450

momentum dependent PDFs [32], In Fig. 47 we show two representative analyses of PDF-related studies2451

performed by the xFitter Developer’s Team. First of all, we show the impact on the dV PDF of the2452

Tevatron W and Z data when added to an HERA-only fit, comparing the impact of the lepton-level measure-2453

ments with that of the boson-level measurements, from the xFitter analysis of Ref. [320]. We also show2454

the χ2 profile of a xFitter fit based on the inclusive HERA and charm data, as a function of the running2455

mass mc(mc) from Ref. [387]. In this analysis charm structure functions were computed with APFEL in the2456

FONLL-C general mass scheme. As discussed above, this analysis finds a value of the running charm mass2457

mc(mc) = 1.335 ± 0.043 which is consistent with the PDG average as well as with previous determinations2458

based on HERA data.2459

Concerning future developments, the xFitter code is now being rewritten from Fortran to C++, to2460

ensure modularity and to facilitate its maintenance and the addition of novel theoretical ingredients. Sev-2461

eral new external codes and additional features are being implemented, such as the possibility of new2462

parametrization options like Chebyshev polynomials, the fast convolution option for hadronic cross-sections2463

as realized in APFELgrid [297], more flexible PDF parametrizations including the charm and the photon2464

PDF, and improvements in the QED evolution interface.2465
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5.7. PDF efforts in ATLAS2466

As discussed in Sect. 3, the ATLAS experiment has provided a large number of experimental measure-2467

ments with important PDF sensitivity, most of which are now part of the toolbox of global PDF fits. In2468

addition to these measurements, ATLAS has also developed a very active program of PDF interpretation2469

studies, aimed to quantify the constrains of their own measurements on the proton structure. These interpre-2470

tation studies have been performed using public PDF fitting tools, in particular the HERAfitter/xFitter2471

framework described in Sect 5.6. These studies represent an important contribution to the PDF fitting com-2472

munity, not only because they demonstrate the PDF impact of specific measurements, but also because it2473

provides an internal cross-check that all the information required for PDF fits, in particular the full experi-2474

mental covariance matrix, is ready to be used.2475

A representative selection of ATLAS PDF interpretation studies is the following:2476

• The ATLAS measurements of W+, W− and Z rapidity distributions at 7 TeV from the 2010 dataset2477

were used in Ref. [212] to determine the strange content of the proton. This was allowed for the2478

fact that the full cross-correlations between the three rapidity distributions was accounted for, and2479

while W+ and W− constrained the up and down quarks and antiquarks, the Z measurements then2480

fixed strangeness. This analysis found that the strange sea was not suppressed as compared to the up2481

and down quark sea.2482

• This strangeness analysis was recently revisited in Ref. [183], which was based on the updated W+,2483

W− and Z rapidity distributions at 7 TeV now from the 2011 dataset. Consistent results concerning the2484

strange content of the proton were found, again pointing out that the strange sea seems to be symmet-2485

ric with respect to the light quark sea. Given the high precision of this data, the PDF uncertainties in2486

the strangeness determination were significantly reduced as compared to the PDF interpretation anal-2487

ysis of the 2010 data. The important issue of the strangeness content of the proton will be discussed2488

in more detail in Sect. 6.3.2489

• PDF fits based on jet production measurements have also been performed by ATLAS. For instance,2490

in Ref. [139] a QCD analysis of HERA data supplemented with inclusive jet cross sections at
√

s =2491

2.76 TeV and
√

s = 7 TeV (from the 2010) run was performed. This analysis studies also the2492

improved constraints that can be derived of the ratio R7/2.76 of jet cross-sections is used, given that2493

many experimental and theoretical uncertainties cancel when taking such ratios between different2494

center-of-mass energies [391].2495

In Fig. 48 we show some representative results of PDF interpretation studies performed within the2496

ATLAS collaboration. First of all we show the results of a PDF fit quantifying the effect on the gluon from2497

the HERA-only fit of the ATLAS inclusive jet measurements at
√

s = 2.76 TeV and 7 TeV, from Ref. [139].2498

Then we also show the determination of the strangeness ratio Rs(x = 0.023,Q2 = 1.9 GeV2) for a fit to2499

HERA data and the 2011 ATLAS measurements of the W± and Z rapidity distributions at 7 TeV, where2500

the results of the xFitter analysis, denoted by ATLAS-epWZ16, are compared with the predictions from2501

various PDF fits.2502

5.8. PDF efforts in CMS2503

The CMS collaboration have performed dedicated PDF fits in a variety of cases to asses the impact of2504

their data. In all cases this uses the xFITTER (formerly known as HERAFITTER) platform, with the procedure2505

for determining the PDFs following the approach of the HERAPDF fit. Thus the PDFs are parameterised2506
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Figure 48: Two representative results of the PDF fitting efforts performed within the ATLAS collaboration. Left plot:
a PDF fit quantifying the effect on the gluon from the HERA-only fit of the ATLAS inclusive jet measurements at
√

s = 2.76 TeV and 7 TeV, from Ref. [139]. Right plot: the determination of the strangeness ratio Rs(x = 0.023,Q2 =

1.9 GeV2) for a fit to HERA data and the 2011 ATLAS measurements of the W± and Z rapidity distributions at 7
TeV, where the results of the xFitter analysis, denoted by ATLAS-epWZ16, are compared with the predictions from
various PDF fits.

at Q2
0 = 1.9 GeV2 in terms of simple polynomials in x. Fits are then performed with an increasing number2507

of free parameters introduced up to the point when no further improvement in χ2 is observed. This leads2508

to ∼ 15 free parameters in the fit, with the precise number depending on the particular analysis. The2509

TR’ [392, 80] prescription for the GM–VFNS is used. Experimental uncertainties are calculated using the2510

standard ‘∆χ2 = 1’ criteria, and as in the HERAPDF fit, additional model and parameterisation uncertainties2511

are determined. In all cases either the HERA I DIS [85], or in later studies the I + II combination [21] are2512

included in a baseline fit, before assessing the impact of the corresponding CMS data, which are then fit in2513

addition.2514

In [182] the 7 TeV measurement of the W charge asymmetry, as well as W + c production [393], is2515

fit at NLO, and improvements in the determination of the up and down valence quark PDFs due to the W2516

asymmetry, and the strange quark PDFs due to the W + c data, are demonstrated. A similar impact on the2517

valence quarks is also found in a fit to the 8 TeV differential W boson production data [211], which was2518

performed at NNLO. In [164] the 7 TeV inclusive jet measurement is fit at NLO, and the significant impact2519

of these data on the gluon PDF in particular is demonstrated. A study is also performed here using the MC2520

method for PDF determination, allowing for a more flexible PDF parameterisation, and consistent results2521

are found but with larger PDF uncertainties. A NLO fit to the 8 TeV jet data is performed in [130], and a2522

direct comparison to the 7 TeV case is shown, with the impact found to be very similar. In [266] a NLO2523

fit to the 8 TeV double differential top pair production data is compared to a baseline fit that includes the2524

8 TeV W boson production data [211]. The impact of including the data differential in different kinematic2525

variables is assessed, and a sizeable reduction in the uncertainty on the gluon PDF in particular is found for2526

x > 0.01, with the largest constraint coming from the rapidity, ytt, and invariant mass, Mtt of the top pair2527

aside - is there double counting in this CMS study???. Finally, recent preliminary results including PDF2528

fits to triple differential dijet production at 8 TeV [146] and the top pair production cross section at 5.022529

TeV [394] have been presented.2530
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Figure 49: The gluon PDF xg(x,Q2) at Q = 1.7 GeV (left) and Q = 100 GeV (right) comparing the ABMP16, CT14,
MMHT14, and NNPDF3.1 NNLO sets with αS (mZ) = 0.118. In the right plots, results are normalized to the central
value of NNPDF3.1.

6. The proton structure2531

Following the discussion of the various approaches to PDF fitting in the previous section, here we2532

turn to compare the results of the most representative state-of-the-art PDF fits among themselves. This2533

comparison is organized in terms of specific PDF flavour combinations relevant for phenomenology. We2534

start discussing the gluon, then we turn to quark flavor separation followed by the large-x behaviour of the2535

PDFs, and subsequently we study the strange and charm content of the proton.2536

In the following we compare ABMP16, CT14, MMHT14, and NNPDF3.1 NNLO sets, all with αS (mZ) =2537

0.118. Note that for the low-scale comparisons the ABMP16 curve cannot be included since the set with2538

αS (mZ) = 0.118 is only available in the n f = 5 scheme, and therefore can only be used above the bottom2539

quark threshold. We wanted to emphasize that here we will only show a representative number of PDF2540

comparisons: other comparisons, including with other PDF sets not shown here, can be easily produced2541

using the APFEL-WEB online PDF plotting interface [395].2542

6.1. The gluon2543

Let us start by comparing the gluon PDF among these four PDF sets. In Fig. 49 show gluon PDF2544

xg(x,Q2) at a low hadronic scale Q = 1.7 GeV (left plot) and at a typical LHC scale Q = 100 GeV (right2545

plot). From this comparison we find that in general there is reasonable agreement between the four sets of2546

PDF considered within uncertainties. This is also true at small-x, where PDF uncertainties become rather2547

large due to the lack of experimental constraints. We note here that the MMHT14 gluon becomes negative2548

for x ∼< 5 × 10−5, while CT14 has exhibits a flat behaviour, the NNPDF3.1 gluon shoots up. We have2549

also verified that the agreement with ABMP16 becomes much worse if the PDF set corresponding to their2550

best-fit αs(mZ) = 0.1149 value is used.2551

Perhaps the most important discrepancy between the gluon PDF from the four groups is the one that2552

arises in the large-x region, where NNPDF3.1 (and even more markedly ABMP16) is rather softer than2553

CT14 and MMHT14. For instance, at x ' 0.2 the differences between the NNPDF3.1 and CT14 central2554

values are at the 2-σ level in units of the PDF uncertainties. One of the reasons for these differences could2555

be related to the use of different datasets to constrain the large-x gluon, and specifically by the use of top-2556

quark differential distributions in the NNPDF3.1, which have been shown to lead to a softer large-x gluon2557
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Figure 50: Left: comparison of the NNPDF3.1 NNLO global fit at Q = 100 GeV with the corresponding fits where
the Z pT , top quark, or inclusive jet data have been removed. Right plot: same as before, now comparing with the
NNPDF3.1 NNLO fit where the ATLAS and CMS 7 TeV inclusive jet data have been treated using exact NNLO
theory.

as compared to the same fit without any tt̄ data included [276]. We also note that in the large-x region PDF2558

uncertainties are quite large, leading to siginificant theoretical uncertainties for the production of new BSM2559

heavy particles, as will be discussed in Sect. 8.2. In this respect, it will be interesting to compare the large-x2560

gluon PDF from the three global sets once they include a similar dataset.2561

Here it is worth emphasizing that one of the most important differences of the current version of PDF2562

fits as compared to previous versions is that fact that several datasets provide independent constraints on2563

the large-x gluon. Until recently, the gluon at large-x was only constrained in the PDF fit by inclusive2564

jet cross-sections, and to a lesser extent by DIS data via scaling violations. On the other hand, now we2565

have at least three datasets that allow to robustly pin down the large-x gluon, and for the three of them2566

NNLO calculations are available: inclusive jets, the pT distribution of Z bosons, and top quark differential2567

distributions. To illustrate the robustness of the resulting gluon, in Fig. 50 we show a comparison of the2568

NNPDF3.1 NNLO global fit at Q = 100 GeV with the corresponding fits where the Z pT , top quark, or2569

inclusive jet data have been removed. We can observe that the four fits agree within PDF uncertainties,2570

highlighting that these three families of physical processes have statistically consistent pulls on the large2571

x gluon. This is certainly an important result, given the relevance of the large-x gluon for many LHC2572

applications.2573

Another point directly to the large-x gluon in the global fit are the settings for the theoretical calculation2574

of inclusive jet cross-sections. Until 2016, only the NLO calculation has available, and different groups2575

treated jet data in the global fit in different ways, from adding the NLO scale errors as additional systematic2576

uncertainties as CT14 and NNPDF3.1, to using the threshold approximation [158] to the full NNLO result2577

as MMHT14, to excluding jet data altogether as advocated by ABMP16. The availability of the complete2578

NNLO calculation makes these different approaches obsolete, and future iterations of the various PDF2579

fits will inclusive jet data using always exact NNLO theory. This said, there is evidence that, at least2580

for specific settings of the NLO calculation, the inclusion of jet data with NNLO theory has a moderate2581

phenomenological relevance. This is because, if the jet pT scale is adopted as central renormalization and2582

factorization scale, and a not too small value of R is used, the NNLO/NLO K-factor is a few percent at most.2583

To illustrate this point, in Fig. 50 we compare the baseline NNPDF3.1 NNLO fit (where jet data are treated2584

at NLO, with scale uncertainties as additional systematic error) to the same fit where exact NNLO theory is2585
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Figure 51: Same as Fig. 49 (right), now comparing the up, down, anti-up, and anti-down quark PDFs.

used for the ATLAS and CMS 7 TeV data. We see that the resulting differences are small at the PDF level,2586

and at the χ2 level one finds [239] a small but non-negligible improvement once NNLO theory is used.2587

6.2. Quark flavor separation2588

Next we turn to discuss the proton’s quark flavour separation, namely the individual quarks and an-2589

tiquarks. In this respect, the use of fixed-target and collider Drell-Yan data provides a unique handle to2590

disentangle quarks and antiquarks, since inclusive DIS data is only sensitive to the total quark singlet com-2591

bination Σ(x,Q2) (and also to the triplet T3 = u + ū − d − d̄ if deuteron structure functions are included as2592

well). To begin with, we show in Fig. 51 the up, down, anti-up, and anti-down quark PDFs for the four PDF2593

sets that we are comparing, at Q = 100 GeV. Let us start by discussing u(x,Q), which is one of the better2594

constrained PDFs, specially at large-x, due to the fixed-target DIS data. We find good agreement between2595

uncertainties in the entire range of x, with the only exception being ABMP16, which overshoots the other2596

three sets in the large-x region.2597

Concerning the down quark PDF d(x,Q), here the spread between the central values of the four sets2598

is larger than for up quarks, and PDF uncertainties are also comparatively increased. Here we find good2599

agreement between CT14, MMHT14, and NNPDF3.1 within uncertainties for the entire range of x, while2600

ABMP16 is around 5% lower than the central NNPDF3.1 value at intermediate values of x. PDF uncertain-2601

ties are the largest at high-x, with CT14 and MMHT14 on the one hand and ABMP16 on the other hand2602

pointing to different directions, with the NNPDF3.1 central value somewhere in the middle. Note that here2603

one of the possible sources of differences between groups is the treatment of deuteron nuclear corrections2604
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Figure 52: Same as Fig. 49 (left), now comparing the sea quark asymmetry ∆S = d̄ − ū (left) and the quark isotriplet
T3 = u + ū − d − d̄ (right plot).

in the fitting of Fd
2 structure functions [19], though this effect is known to be localized in the region around2605

x ' 0.1 [396].2606

As for the light antiquark PDFs, ū(x,Q) and d̄(x,Q), the comparisons of Fig. 51 indicate that there is a2607

reasonable agreement between the various sets within uncertainties for ū, while this agreement is marginal2608

for d̄. In the latter case, the ABMP16 result is again around ' 5% smaller than the NNPDF3.1 central value.2609

As in the case of the quark PDFs, also for the antiquarks we see large differences at large-x: this is a region2610

with limited experimental constraints, and thus the methodological differences in each PDF fit can have a2611

rather more marked impact here. As in the case of the gluon, these large PDF uncertainties of the antiquarks2612

at high-x have phenomenological consequences, for instance for the production of a heavy W′ or Z′ boson,2613

for for the pair production of a squark-antisquark pair q̃q̃∗, both processes driven by the quark-antiquark2614

luminosity.2615

Another interesting way to compare the quark flavour separation between the various PDF group is to2616

plot flavour combinations that can be directly related to physical cross-sections. In Fig. 52 we compare2617

the sea quark asymmetry ∆S = d̄ − ū and the quark isotriplet T3 = u + ū − d − d̄ at Q = 1.7 GeV2618

between CT14, MMHT14, and NNPDF3.1. The former flavour combination is closely related to the W2619

asymmetries in Drell-Yan production at colliders, while the latter is directly sensitive to the difference2620

between the proton and deuteron DIS structure functions, F p
2 − Fd

2 . From this comparison, we see that for2621

z∆S the general shape is shared among the three groups, though there are large differences in the estimate2622

of the PDF uncertainties, both at small-x and at large x, which in some cases can be traced back to the2623

PDF parametrization assumptions. The agreement is reasonably good both in terms of central values and of2624

uncertainties for xT3, although here also the small-x behaviour does differ among the three groups.2625

From the previous comparisons we have found that the differences in the quark flavour separation be-2626

tween the various groups are mostly localized in the large-x region. With this motivation, in Fig. 53 we show2627

again the up and down quark PDFs, now focusing on the large-x region, and therefore using a linear scale2628

in the x axis. From this comparison we see that PDF uncertainties are the largest in NNPDF3.1. In terms2629

of central values, there is reasonable agreement for u, less so for d. Note that in the NNPDF fits the PDFs2630

are not forced to be positive (though the physical cross-sections are indeed positive-definite) and therefore2631

the down PDF can become negative at large-x, although its central value becomes always positive. Let us2632

also mention that an alternative approach to compare the behaviour of PDF sets at large-x, and in doing so2633

comparing with non-perturbative models such as the quark counting rules, is the effective exponent method2634
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Figure 53: Same as Fig. 51, now focusing on the large-x region of the up quark (left) and down quark (right plot) PDFs.

discussed in Ref. [300].2635

6.3. The strange content of the proton2636

Next we turn to discuss the issue of the strange content of the proton, in the light of the latest experi-2637

mental constrains both from fixed-target neutrino-nucleus scattering and from precision collider electroweak2638

gauge boson production data. The size and shape of the strange PDF has attracted a lot of debate recently.2639

On the one hand, most PDF fits find a suppressed strangeness as compared to the non-strange light quark sea,2640

a pull driven mostly by the deep-inelastic neutrino inclusive F2 and charm production (“dimuon”) data. On2641

the other hand, recent high-precision collider data from the LHC has instead exhibited the opposite trend,2642

with a recent QCD analysis from ATLAS based on the W,Z 7 TeV rapidity distributions from the 20112643

dataset finds even a strange sea larger than the non-strange sea. Given the importance of strangeness for2644

many phenomenological applications, for instance the measurement of the W mass, it would be important2645

to be able to shed some light on this issue.2646

To begin with, in Fig. 54 we show the total strange PDF xs+(x,Q2) at Q = 100 GeV, comparing2647

the results from the different PDF groups, in the same format as that of Fig. 49 We mention here that2648

the strangeness-sensitive datasets included in by the four analysis are rather different, both in terms of2649

the neutrino fixed-target data and in terms of the LHC collider data. For instance, only the ABMP16 fit2650

includes the NOMAD dimuon data [397], while only NNPDF3.1 includes the ATLAS W,Z 2011 rapidity2651

distributions. From this comparison we see that there is reasonable agreement within uncertainties between2652

the four groups except for ABMP16 for x ∼< 10−3, which has a much harder strangeness than the other three2653

groups. We also note that the differences in the size of the strange PDF uncertainty can vary by up to a2654

factor ∼ 5, with ABMP16 having the smallest uncertainties.2655

A more physically adequate method to assess how sizable is the strange content of the proton is provided2656

by the ratio of the strange to the non-strange sea quark PDFs, defined as2657

Rs(x,Q2) =
s(x,Q2) + s̄(x,Q2)
ū(x,Q2) + d̄(x,Q2)

. (126)

In this ratio, a symmetric strange sea would correspond to RS ' 1, while a suppressed strangeness instead2658

leads to RS � 1. Traditionally, the constraints from neutrino dimuon production have suggested a value2659
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Figure 54: Same as Fig. 49 for the total strangeness xs+(x,Q2).

RS ' 1/2 is most global fits. In Fig. 55 we show the ratio of strange to non-strange sea quarks Rs(x,Q2),2660

Eq. (126), as a function of x for Q2 = 1.9 GeV2. We compare the results of various global PDF fits with2661

those of the ATLAS/xFitter interpretation study as well as with those of a NNPDF3.1 fit based on the2662

same dataset as the ATLAS study. The vertical lines indicate the two possible scenarios for the strange2663

PDFs, namely a suppression of size Rs ' 0.5 and then a strange sea which is symmetric with the non-2664

strange one, RS ' 1. We can see that the ABMP16, CT14, MMHT14 and NNPDF3.1 have a preference for2665

a suppressed strangeness. On the other hand, this comparison also shows that if only the HERA and AT-2666

LASWZ11 data are considered, the NNPDF3.1 analysis yields an unsuppressed strangeness, although with2667

PDF uncertainties rather larger than for the xFitter analysis. This comparison demonstrates that the2668

opposite pull between the low-energy neutrino data and the high-energy collider data is genuine, although2669

the tension is not dramatic, as indicated by the fact that the NNPDF3.1 global and HERA+ATLASWZ112670

results agree within PDF uncertainties.2671

One limitation of the comparison summarized in Fig. 55 is that it is restricted to an specific point in x,2672

namely x ' 0.023. To compare with the situation for the rest of x range, in Fig. 56 we show the Rs(x,Q2)2673

ratio as a function of x both a low and at high scales. There are a number of interesting features that can2674

be drawn from this comparison. First of all, we observe that DGLAP evolution automatically increases the2675

value of RS , since as we go to higher values of Q the sea component dominates over the valence components.2676

Second, we find that the four groups that are being compared here point to a consistent strangeness content2677

in most of the range of x, although the corresponding uncertainties in each case can change quite a lot.2678

Another important point of this comparison is that one can observe that any statement about whether2679

or not strangeness is suppressed depends on the region of x that is being considered. For instance, in the2680

MMHT14 analysis for Q = 1.38 GeV the value of RS changes from around 0.4 at x ' 0.1 to around 0.82681

for x ' 0.007. So different x regions exhibit different amounts of suppression with respect to the light sea2682

quarks, and therefore the question of the suppression (or lack thereof) of the strange PDF is a more nuanced2683

issue than what is sometimes stated. In any case is clear from the comparison of Fig 56 that a symmetric2684

strange sea in the entire range of x is not favoured by any of the four fits shown here, in particular in the2685

region around x ' 0.1 and above. In this respect, future data from the LHC should be useful to shed some2686

light on this important issue.2687
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Figure 55: The ratio of strange to non-strange sea quarks Rs(x,Q2), Eq. (126) for x = 0.023 and Q2 = 1.9 GeV2.
We compare the results of various global PDF fits with those of the ATLAS/xFitter interpretation study as well as
with those of a NNPDF3.1 fit based on the same dataset as the ATLAS study. The vertical lines indicate two possible
scenarios for the strange PDFs, namely a suppression of size Rs ' 0.5 and then a strange sea which is symmetric with
the non-strange one, RS ' 1.

6.4. The charm content of the proton2688

We complete this anatomy of the internal structure of the protons by discussing its charm content, a2689

topic that has received quite a lot of attention recently (see [398] for a recent review). As discussed in2690

Sect. ??, there are two different approaches to treat the charm PDF within the global QCD analysis. On the2691

one hand, one can assume that the charm PDF is generated entirely from perturbative evolution, and thus2692

compute the charm PDF from the gluon and light quark PDFs starting from the charm threshold µc ' mc by2693

means of the DGLAP evolution equations. On the other hand, it is also possible to release this assumption2694

and treat the charm PDF on an equal footing to the light quark PDFs, namely introducing a functional form2695

for c(x,Q0) with parameters to be determined by experimental data.2696

Until recently, in most global fits the charm PDF was generated using the perturbative evolution ansatz,2697

and then separately, in dedicated intrinsic charm studies, variants of these global fits were performed with2698

specific models for the charm PDF. In these studies, the parameters of the model charm PDF, typically its2699

overall normalization, where constrained by experimental data, see for instance Refs. [399, 349, 26, 400].2700

The second approach is instead adopted by the NNPDF3.1 global analysis, which fits the charm PDF using2701

the same parametrization as for the rest of the light quarks. In both approaches, the dominant constraints2702

on the fitted charm PDF come for processes sensitive to initial-state charm contribution, such as the charm2703

structure functions of the EMC experiment [106], other fixed-target DIS datasets, and collider electroweak2704

gauge boson production.2705

Let us discuss in more detail these two different approaches. For the first approach, we will take the2706

recent CT14IC analysis as representative example. There, the charm PDF is parametrized following two2707

theoretical scenarios. First, using either the exact of the approximate BHPS model [371], which predicts a2708
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Figure 56: The ratio of strange to non-strange sea quarks Rs(x,Q2), Eq. (126), as a function of x for Q = 1.38 GeV
(left plot) and for Q = 100 GeV (right plot).

valence-like charm PDF at the input scale. In the case of the approximate solution of the model, we have2709

c(x,Q0) =
1
2

Ax2
[
1
3

(1 − x)(1 + 10x + x2) − 2x(1 + x) ln(1/x)
]
, (127)

while a more complicated, non-analytic expression is used for the exact BHPS solution. The other scenario2710

explored in the CT14IC study is the SEA model, where the charm PDF is parametrized by a “sea-like”2711

function taken to be proportional to the light quark sea PDFs, namely2712

c(x,Q0) = A
(
d̄(x,Q0) + ū(x,Q0)

)
. (128)

In these models, the overall normalization A of the fitted charm is a free parameter to be determined from the2713

experimental data. In Fig. 57 we plot the deviation of the χ2 in the CT14IC fits, with respect to the best-fit2714

value of the CT14 fit with perturbative charm, as a function of the charm momentum fraction 〈x〉IC = C(Q0),2715

where we have defined2716

C(Q2) ≡
∫ 1

0
dx x

(
c(c,Q2) + c̄(x,Q2)

)
. (129)

Results are shown for the BHPS and SEA models, with the “1” points labeling the preferred value of 〈x〉IC,2717

with those labelled with “2” indicate the largest values of the charm momentum fraction allowed by the fit2718

tolerance criteria. We observe that the BHPS model is preferred, leading to a best-fit value of 〈x〉IC ' 0.6%.2719

As mentioned above, a different approach to fitted charm is adopted by the NNPDF collaboration [25,2720

239]. In this case, the charm PDF is treated on an equal footing to the light quark PDFs, and therefore it is2721

parametrized with a 37-parameter artificial neural network with 2-5-3-1 architecture,2722

c+(x,Q0) = c(x,Q0) + c̄(x,Q0) = xac+ (1 − x)bc+ NNc+(x) , (130)

where ac+ , bc+ are the corresponding preprocessing exponents, whose range is determined by an iterative2723

procedure. The charm asymmetry, on the other hand, is assumed to vanish c−(x,Q0) = 0. The charm2724

PDF is then determined at the input evolution scale Q0 = 1.64 GeV from the experimental data, finding2725

that the recent LHC high-precision electroweak gauge boson production measurements provide the best2726

constraints [239]. DIS structure functions are treated with the FONLL general-mass VFN scheme, modified2727

to account for initial-state massive contributions [401, 402].2728
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Figure 57: Left: the deviation of the χ2 in the CT14IC fits, with respect to the best-fit value of the CT14 fit with
perturbative charm, as a function of 〈x〉IC Results are shown for the BHPS and SEA models, with the “1” points
labeling the preferred value of 〈x〉IC, with those labelled with “2” indicate the largest values of the charm momentum
fraction allowed by the fit tolerance criteria. Right: the transverse momentum distribution of Z bosons in the pp →
Z + c process at 13 TeV, comparing the CT14 NNLO result with various of the CT14 IC models, as a function of pZ

T .

One of the benefits of this model-independent approach is that it improves the stability of the fitted PDFs2729

with respect to the value of the charm mass mc, since its variations can be re-absorbed into the fitted charm2730

boundary condition. To illustrate this point, in Fig. 59 we show the dependence of the quark-antiquark PDF2731

luminosity at the LHC 13 TeV in the NNPDF3IC fits with the value of the charm mass mc used in the fit.2732

We find that even for a relatively large variation of δmc = ±0.14 GeV, the qq̄ luminosity is very stable in2733

most of the MX range.2734

The amount of charm present inside the proton is most usefully quantified by its momentum fraction,2735

defined in Eq. (129). In the case of perturbative charm, by construction one has C(Q2 < µ2
c) = 0, while if2736

there is a non-perturbative charm component in the proton in general on has C(Q2) , 0 at all values of the2737

scale Q2. In Fig. 58 we show the momentum fraction carried by charm quarks both at a low scale Q = 1.512738

GeV and at a high scale Q = MZ , comparing the results from NNPDF3.0, based on perturbative charm,2739

with those from NNPDF3.1, based on fitted charm, with and without the inclusion of the EMC charm data,2740

as well as with the BHPS and SEA scenarios of the CT14IC fits. In the latter case, the uncertainty bands2741

indicates the range between no intrinsic charm and the maximum amount of IC allowed within the CT142742

tolerance, with the central value corresponding to the best-fit value.2743

The comparisons of Fig. 58 highlight first all that while when the charm PDF is generated perturbatively2744

its uncertainties are very small, this is not necessarily the case once it is fitted. Reassuringly, once charm2745

is fitted (NNPDF3.1), the results with perturbative charm (NNPDF3.0) are consistent within uncertainties.2746

The NNPDF3.1 analysis also funds that while adding the EMC charm data helps in reducing the PDF uncer-2747

tainties on 〈x〉IC by around a factor 3, even without it one achieves a quite competitive charm determination2748

thanks to the precision collider electroweak data. The CT14IC results are consistent within PDF errors with2749

the NNPDF3.1IC, although the highest values within the CT14IC are disfavored by the latest LHC data.2750

We also emphasize that rapid growth of C(Q) from Q = 1.51 GeV to Q = MZ , driven by the perturbative2751
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Figure 58: The momentum fraction carried by charm quarks, C(Q) Eq. (129), both at a low scale Q = 1.51 GeV (left)
and at a high scale Q = MZ (right plot). We compare NNPDF3.0 (perturbative charm) with NNPDF3.1 (based on
fitted charm) with and without the inclusion of the EMC charm data, as well as with the BHPS and SEA scenarios of
the CT14IC fits. See text for more details.

component.2752

In Fig. 59 we show a comparison of the fitted charm PDF at Q = 1.65 GeV between the NNPDF3IC2753

set and the different model scenarios considered in the CT14IC analysis. We see that NNPDF3IC prefers2754

a valence-like shape, along the lines of the BHPS model, though uncertainties are still large. The CT14IC2755

BHPS results tend to have the maximum at slightly lower values of x; note also that they develop a per-2756

turbative tail since the plot is performed at a value Q > Q0. The CT14IC SEA models predict that the2757

enhancement of the charm PDF is localized at medium and small-x, while in the valence region the fitted2758

charm agrees with the perturbative ansatz.2759

Figure 59: Left: comparison of the fitted charm PDF at Q = 1.65 GeV between the NNPDF3IC set and the different
models of the CT14IC analysis. Right: the dependence of the quark-antiquark PDF luminosity at the LHC 13 TeV in
the NNPDF3IC fits with the value of the charm mass mc used in the fit.

If the charm content of the nucleon is indeed different from the one predicted by the perturbative ansatz,2760

there are a number of phenomenological consequences that could be studied at the LHC. To begin with, it2761

would modify the kinematic distributions of the Z bosons in the pp→ Z+c process [403, 404, 405], leading2762
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to an enhancement of the cross-section which grows with the value of pZ
T . To illustrate this point, in Fig. 572763

we show the transverse momentum distribution of Z bosons in the pp → Z + c process at
√

s = 13 TeV,2764

comparing the CT14 NNLO result with various of the CT14 IC models, as a function of pZ
T . Depending2765

on the specific model considered, enhancements of up to 50% are predicted. A closely related process is2766

photon production in association with charm mesons [406, 407], which is however theoretically less clean2767

since it is affected by the poorly-understood parton-to-photon fragmentation component. Another important2768

process where intrinsic charm would make a difference is open D meson production [408, 409], specially2769

at large pT and at forward rapidities, which enhance the sensitivity to the large-x region. Exploiting the2770

information from these various processes, we hope in the next years to shed more light on the important2771

topic of the charm content of the nucleon.2772

7. QED corrections and the photon PDF2773

In this section we explore a topic that have received a lot of attention in PDF fits in the recent years,2774

namely the role of QED and weak corrections, in particular concerning photon-initiated processes. Here2775

first of all we discuss the role of QED corrections and the photon PDFs, and then we review pure weak2776

corrections to hard scattering matrix elements arising from virtual massive weak boson exchange.2777

7.1. Photon-induced processes2778

Introduction2779

It has been over a decade since the calculation of the splitting functions at NNLO in αs [78, 79] provided2780

the necessary tools to be able to carry out NNLO PDF fits. Moreover, we have seen in Sect. 3 that for the2781

majority of PDF sensitive observables, the perturbative calculation calculation is available at this NNLO2782

order. Given that the data from the LHC are available at increasing precision, to below the percent level,2783

NNLO PDF fits are essential to match this unprecedented precision and have naturally become the standard.2784

However, a simple counting of powers of αS indicates that2785

α2
s(MZ) ∼

1
70

, αEM(M2
Z) ∼

1
130

. (131)

That is, we may roughly expect the NNLO QCD and NLO EW corrections to be of the same order of2786

magnitude. While such an argument clearly neglects the non–trivial differences in the structure of the QCD2787

and EW corrections, this nonetheless serves as a warning that we must at least consider the impact of going2788

to NLO EW if we are to claim percent-precision to LHC cross-sections.2789

A specific type of EW correction of particular relevance to PDF studies is the contribution from photon–2790

initiated processes, such as those shown schematically in Fig. 60. As this involves a photon in the initial2791

state, this requires the introduction of a PDF for the photon in the proton6. This is included in complete2792

analogy to the QCD partons, and moreover as it involves a massless boson in the initial–state, higher order2793

QED q → qγ and γ → qq splitting will generate collinear singularities that must be absorbed into the2794

corresponding PDFs. In other words, this will produce QED corrections to the DGLAP evolution of the2795

PDFs. Another important type of EW corrections relevant for PDF fits, namely those associated to virtual2796

massive weak boson exchange, are discussed in Sect. 7.2.2797

6For brevity, we will refer to this throughout as the photon PDF, but this should not be confused with the partonic content of
the photon itself, which often receives a similar label, see e.g. [410].
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 Modelling      fusion��

but in terms of photon parton distribution function (PDF),              .�(x, µ2)

46

Figure 6: �� luminosity at
p

s = 13 TeV in the inclusive and semi–exclusive cases, with
� = 5 for both protons. For demonstration purposes, the semi–exclusive luminosities are
shown both with and without survival e↵ects included. In the left hand figure the absolute
luminosities, while in the right hand figure the ratios to the inclusive luminosity are shown.

i = 1, 2, where �i is coupling to the pomeron. However, this is not the only possibility: for
larger x where the quark contribution to H� is more important, it may be more sensible to
instead assume that this coupling is universal, i.e. simply H�

i ⇠ F1(t). A further question is
whether the proton form factor F1 is the appropriate choice: it may be be more suitable, in
particular at low x, to take the same form factors as in [37] for the coupling of the pomeron
to the GW eigenstates. In fact, it turns out that these di↵erent choices generally have a
small e↵ect on the observable predictions; we will comment on this further below.

The corresponding average survival factors for all combinations of photon PDF compo-
nents from each proton are given in Table 1. A large range of expected suppression factors
is evident, with as anticipated S2 for the lower scale (and hence more peripheral) coherent
production process being higher than for the higher scale evolution component. The survival
factor for the incoherent component of the input PDF is seen to be particularly small: this is
due to the (1�G2

E(t)) factor in (20), which accounts for probability to have no intact proton
in the final state, and is therefore peaked towards larger t, i.e. less peripheral interactions,
where it is less likely to produce an intact proton.

These results have important implications for the standard factorisation formula

�(X) =

Z
dx1dx2 �(x1, µ

2)�(x2, µ
2) �̂(�� ! X) , (29)

14

• Can write LO cross section for the       initiated production of a state      
in the usual factorized form:

��

4

Why bother?
• In era of high precision phenomenology at the LHC: NNLO 
calculations rapidly becoming the ‘standard’. However:

• Thus at this level of accuracy, must consider a proper account of 
EW corrections. At LHC these can be relevant for a range of 
processes (                                                         ).

↵2
S(MZ) ⇠ 0.1182 ⇠ 1

70
↵QED(MZ) ⇠ 1
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! EW and NNLO QCD corrections can be comparable in size.

W , Z, WH, ZH, WW , tt, jets...

R

• For consistent treatment of these, must 
incorporate QED in initial state: photon-
initiated production.

X

�(x1, µ
2)

�(x2, µ
2)

• Inclusive production of     + anything else.X
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Figure 60: Left: schematic diagram for the photon–initiated production of a system X, and the corresponding photon
PDFs. Right: the γγ luminosity as a function of the invariant mass, MX , of the produced final-state, taken from [388].
The ratio to results with O(ααS ) and O(α2) to the leading O(α) DGLAP evolution shown.

QED corrections to DGLAP evolution2798

The introduction of the photon PDF requires the following straightforward extension of the DGLAP
evolution equations,

Q2 ∂

∂Q2 g(x,Q2) =
∑
q,q,g

Pga(x, αs(Q2)) ⊗ fa(x,Q2) + Pgγ(x, αs(Q2)) ⊗ γ(x,Q2),

Q2 ∂

∂Q2 q(x,Q2) =
∑
q,q,g

Pqa(x, αs(Q2)) ⊗ fa(x,Q2) + Pqγ(x, αs(Q2)) ⊗ γ(x,Q2),

Q2 ∂

∂Q2γ(x,Q2) = Pγγ ⊗ γ(x,Q2) +
∑
q,q,g

Pγa(x, αs(Q2)) ⊗ fa(x,Q2). (132)

The splitting functions can then be expanded in powers of both the QCD and QED coupling2799

Pi j =
∑
m,n

(
αS

2π

)m (
α

2π

)n
P(m,n)

i j . (133)

The lowest order QED splitting function P(0,1)
γq is due to the same Feynman diagram as LO QCD case P(1,0)

gq ,2800

with the gluon simply replaced by a photon, and similarly for Pqq and Pqγ. Thus these are trivially related2801

by suitable adjustments of the colour factors and inclusion of the electric charges eq of the quark, with2802

P(0,1)
qq =

e2
q

CF
P(1,0)

qq , P(0,1)
qγ =

e2
q

TR
P(1,0)

qg , P(0,1)
γq =

e2
q

CF
P(1,0)

gq , P(0,1)
γγ = −

2
3

∑
f

e2
f δ(1 − x) , (134)

where for the Pγγ case only the Abelian contribution is present and the sum is over all fermions in the loop,2803

that is quarks and leptons7. The calculation of the O(αsα) (m, n = 1) terms, where the Pgγ and Pγg splittings2804

7To be consistent, and in particular to preserve momentum fully, this requires the introduction of lepton PDFs in the proton.
However as discussed in [411] the contribution from these is generally of limited phenomenological relevance, and can be safely
neglected. Note in any case that including leptons in the running of the QED coupling α(Q) is still required.
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enter for the first time, is given in [412], while the O(α2) (m = 0, n = 2) terms are given in [413]. Publicly2805

available implementations of the DGLAP evolution including these QED corrections are provided by the2806

APFEL [414] and QEDEVOL [415] packages.2807

The impact of the O(ααS ) and O(α2) corrections on the γγ luminosity, defined as2808

Lγγ =
1
s

∫ 1

M2
X/s

dx
x
γ(x,M2

X) γ
 M2

X

xs
,M2

X

 , (135)

is shown in Fig. 60. The O(ααS ) corrections have a fairly small but clearly non–negligible impact on the2809

luminosity, giving up to a ∼ 10% negative correction. As we would expect, the O(α2) corrections are an2810

order of magnitude smaller, but can reach the percent level. In both cases, the impact of these corrections2811

decreases with increasing MX , due to the smaller relative contribution from the PDF evolution in comparison2812

to the input photon, see (138) below. Note that in general these corrections depend quite a bit on PDF set2813

used, for instance the results of Fig. 60 have been computed using NNPDF3.0QED, while the ratio to the2814

O(α) result for MX = 200 GeV is R ' 0.96 is the HKR16 photon PDF is used instead.2815

As discussed in detail in [416], the Pγγ self–energy contribution to the DGLAP evolution of the photon2816

PDF is intimately connected to the choice of renormalization scale for the initial–state photon coupling2817

to the hard process. It is well known in QED that for on–shell external photons the coupling receives no2818

renormalization, and is completely determined to be α(0). However, the Pγγ term breaks this simple picture,2819

and we should instead use α(µF) in the caslculation. Physically, the photon substructure is being resolved2820

by the introduction of a photon PDF and the contribution from γ → qq splittings in the evolution, such2821

that a purely on–shell renormalization scheme is no longer appropriate. This has been confirmed at NLO2822

EW order in [417], where it is shown that using the on–shell scheme leads to uncanceled fermion–mass2823

singularities in the hard cross section.2824

The photon PDF2825

The first attempts at describing the photon PDF can be divided into two distinct categories, either being2826

phenomenological approaches that model the photon PDF, as in the MRST2004QED [418] and more recent2827

CT14QED [350] sets, or the data-driven approach of the NNPDF2.3/3.0QED [419, 420] sets. The first2828

attempt to include the photon in a PDF set was provided by MRST2004QED. Here, a simple model for the2829

photon PDF at input scale Q0 due to one–photon emission off the valence quarks was assumed. In other2830

words, the quark valence distributions were frozen at Q0 and the LO QED DGLAP evolution for the photon2831

is integrated between the light quark mass mq and Q0, so that2832

γ(x,Q2
0) =

α

2π

4
9

log

Q2
0

m2
u

 u(x,Q0) +
1
9

log

Q2
0

m2
d

 d(x,Q0)

 ⊗ 1 + (1 − x)2

x
. (136)

The CT14QED set generalised this approach, allowing additional freedom in the normalization of the pho-2833

ton, which was fit to ZEUS data [351] on isolated photon production8. Thus, within such approaches the2834

photon PDF is completely predicted within the specific model, up to any freedom in the model parameters,2835

such as the choice of quark masses for MRST2004QED or the overall normalization for CT14QED.2836

On the other hand, the NNPDF2.3QED [419] set (subsequently updated to NNPDF3.0QED [420]),2837

freely parameterises the photon PDF at input. In other words, the photon is treated on exactly the same2838

footing as the QCD partons. This is then extracted from a fit (or more precisely, a Bayesian reweighting)2839

8In fact, as we will discuss below, this has been supplemented with the elastic component to give the inclusive set CT14QEDinc.
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to DIS and LHC W,Z data; in the former case the constraint comes purely from the effect on the PDF2840

evolution, with no explicit photon–initiated contribution included. However, in general the contribution of2841

photon–initiated process are small, leading to significant uncertainties on the extracted photon PDF.2842

More recently, there has been a great deal of progress in our understanding of the photon PDF. The2843

crucial point that was missed in the above approaches is the long range nature of QED. That is, the proton2844

is itself an electrically charged object which can coherently emit a photon, with the proton remaining intact2845

afterwards. The possibility for such elastic photon emission is of course very well established. Elastic ep2846

scattering is an extremely well measured process, providing for example the first measurement of the proton2847

charge radius [33, 34] in the 1950s, with further precise measurements of this process [421] continuing to2848

this day. Theoretically, the well known equivalent photon approximation (EPA) [422] provides a precise2849

foundation for describing the elastic scattering process in terms of a flux of coherently emitted photons from2850

the proton.2851

The connection of this fact to the photon PDF was discussed in [423] and more recently in [424, 425].2852

Following the equivalent photon approximation, it is straightforward to show that elastic photon emission2853

leads to a contribution to the photon PDF at a scale Q0 ∼1 GeV given by2854

γel(x,Q2
0) =

1
x
α

π

∫ Q2
0

x2m2
p

1−x

dQ2

Q2

1 − x −
x2m2

p

Q2

 FE(Q2) +
x2

2
FM(Q2)

 , (137)

where FE and FM are the elastic and magnetic form factors of proton, which are related to the electric and2855

magnetic charge distributions in the proton. These are steeply falling functions of Q2 that are probed very2856

precisely in a range of elastic ep scattering experiments, see e.g. [421].2857

To demonstrate the connection of this elastic component to the inclusive photon PDF, if we for simplicity
omit the small backreaction that the photon has on the quark and gluon PDFs via the evolution equations,
then we can solve Eq. (132) to get [426]

γ(x, µ2) =
1

α(µ2)

α(Q2
0) γ(x,Q2

0) +

∫ µ2

Q2
0

dQ2

Q2 α(Q2)
∑
q,q,g

Pγa(x, αs(Q2)) ⊗ fa(x,Q2)

 , (138)

≡ γinput(x, µ2) + γevol(x, µ2) . (139)

Thus the photon is given separately in terms of an input at low scale Q0 and an evolution component due2858

to the usual DGLAP q → qγ emission for Q2 > Q0. The latter is completely determined in terms of2859

the quark and gluon PDFs, leaving the input photon at Q0, which is dominantly due to elastic emission.2860

Thus this already provides quite a strong constraint on the photon PDF; as we will see below, the impact in2861

comparison to the model-independent NNPDF approach can be dramatic.2862

However, even for relatively low photon virtualities, Q2 < Q0, the emission may also be inelastic, such2863

that the proton no longer remains intact afterwards. In other words we have2864

γ(x,Q2
0) = γel(x,Q2

0) + γinel(x,Q2
0) , (140)

In [424, 425] fairly simple phenomenological models for this inelastic component, given by suitable gen-2865

eralizations of (136), were taken, while the CT14QED set allowed an additionally free normalization to be2866

fitted to ZEUS data on isolated photon production, as described above.2867

Given that the elastic component is directly determined from the form factors FE and FM, that are
themselves measured from elastic ep scattering, it is natural to ask whether the inelastic component can be
similarly determined. In other words, rather than relying on a phenomenological model, can γinel instead
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be calculated directly from the form factors for inelastic ep scattering, that is, from the proton structure
functions? In the analysis of [24] it was shown that this is indeed the case, with the corresponding LUXqed

PDF set made publicly available. In particular, they find that the photon PDF can be expressed as9

xγ(x, µ2) =
1

2πα(µ2)

∫ 1

x

dz
z

{∫ µ2

x2m2
p

1−z

dQ2

Q2 α
2(Q2)

[zpγq(z) +
2x2m2

p

Q2

F2

( x
z
,Q2

)
− z2FL

( x
z
,Q2

) ]
− α2(µ2)

(
z2 + zpγq ln(1 − z)

)
F2

( x
z
, µ2

) }
. (141)

Thus in this formalism the photon PDF is a derived quantity, which can be written purely in terms of the2868

inclusive DIS structure functions, which are known quite precisely from the experimental point of view.2869

While the connection of Eq. (141) to the considerations above is not immediately clear, some similarity2870

in the overall form with Eq. (138) is apparent. Indeed, by substituting for F2,L in terms of the quark and2871

gluon PDFs, at high Q2 this readily reduces to γevol in (138); this is precisely how the LUXqed photon PDF2872

is calculated in this region. In addition, using the known expression for the elastic contributions to F2,L2873

reproduces Eq (137) when combined with Eq. (138); this elastic contribution is also included. By using fits2874

to the experimentally determined inelastic structure functions at low Q2, including in the resonance region,2875

it is shown in [24] that the remaining inelastic contribution, and therefore the photon PDF in its entirely,2876

is very precisely determined. In Fig. 61 we show an overview of the various contributions to the photon2877

PDF γ(x,Q2) in the LUXqed approach as a function of x at Q = 100 GeV. We see that at small-x it is2878

dominated by the PDF contribution, while at large-x the elastic contribution accounts for up to half of the2879

size of γ(x,Q).2880

It is worth emphasizing that the expression Eq. (141) does not rely on any explicit separation between2881

an input and evolution component to the photon as in (138), and corresponds to the exact result for the2882

photon within the quoted accuracy of [24]. Indeed, applying standard DGLAP above the starting scale Q02883

terms the power–like ∼ m2
p/Q

2 correction would be missed, while for Q2 > Q2
0 the contribution from the2884

elastic component would be omitted and the inelastic resonance component, which contributes at higher x2885

in this region, would not be correctly modelled.2886

However, from the point of view of a global PDF set it may be preferable to use Eq. (141) in a form that2887

can be more directly implemented within the standard fitting framework. That is, applying this approach2888

after suitable modification to calculate the input photon, which can then be included as part of the default2889

input parton set for any future fits and studies, see [361] for initial discussion.2890

To illustrate the differences and similarities between these various determinations of γ(x,Q), in Fig. we2891

show the comparison of the photon PDFs from CT14qed inc, MRST2004, NNPDF2.3/3.0 and LUXqed,2892

normalized to the central value of the latter. It is clear from this comparison that the theoretical uncer-2893

tainties associated to the LUXqed determination are much smaller than in any other of the previous ap-2894

proaches. Interestingly, the LUXqed is in good agreement within uncertainties with the model-independent2895

NNPDF3.0QED fit in the entire range of x, though the PDF uncertainties are much larger in the latter case2896

specially at large x.2897

Phenomenology2898

In Fig. 62 (right) we show the NNPDF3.0QED γγ luminosity at
√

s = 13 TeV, including the 68% C.L.2899

error bands. A large PDF uncertainty is evident, in particular at higher system mass MX . As discussed above,2900

9Following the publication of [24] it was discovered that this expression had been already derived in the earlier papers of [427,
428], but without the correct limits on the Q2 integral.
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Figure 61: Left: overview of the various contributions to the photon PDF γ(x,Q2) in the LUXqed approach as a function
of x at Q = 100 GeV. Right: comparison of the photon PDFs from CT14qed inc, MRST2004, NNPDF2.3/3.0 and
LUXqed, normalized to the central value of the latter.

the input component in Eq. (139) is poorly determined within this approach, due to limited constraints2901

placed by the available experimental data. It is therefore unsurprising that the PDF errors should be most2902

significant at higher mass, as here the relative contribution from this input component is larger, due the2903

reduced phase space for PDF evolution. In addition, the central value of the luminosity is seen to lie towards2904

the upper end of the uncertainty band. As discussed in [15, 425], this exhibits a much gentler decrease with2905

MX in comparison to the QCD parton luminosities. However, also plotted is the LUXqed result, and the2906

difference is dramatic. The central value lies towards the lower end of the NNPDF band at higher mass, with2907

a PDF uncertainty that is smaller than the line width of the plot. We also show the result of [425], labelled2908

HKR16, which demonstrates a similar trend. Thus, simply applying basic physical conditions on the form2909

of the photon PDF, and including the dominant coherent input Eq. (137) gives a qualitatively similar result.2910

Taking a closer look, in Fig. 62 (right) we show the ratio of the HKR16, CT14QED and xFitter HMDYep2911

results to the LUXqed luminosity. The xFitter HMDYep set is extracted in [388] by applying a similar ag-2912

nostic methodology to NNPDF, but including the more constraining ATLAS high mass Drell–Yan data [429]2913

in the fit; this therefore represents the most up to date set within such an approach. Again, the LUXqed un-2914

certainty band is barely visible on the curve, varying from 1 − 2% over the considered mass interval. The2915

CT14QEDinc prediction, which includes an elastic component, is consistent, but with larger ∼ 20 − 40%2916

uncertainties, due to the more limited constraints placed by the ZEUS isolated photon production data on2917

the inelastic input10. The HKR prediction lies somewhat below the LUXqed result, outside of the quoted2918

model variation band, in particular at larger MX . This is due in large part to the lack of any explicit reso-2919

nant contribution in the inelastic input, which becomes more important at higher x and hence MX . Finally,2920

the xFitter HMDYep set is seen to have a sizeable uncertainty band (albeit smaller than the NNPDF3.02921

set [388]), and interestingly appears to lie somewhat above the LUXqed result. From this it is clear that any2922

attempt to extract the photon PDF within such an approach will almost certainly not be competitive. More2923

generally, we can see that the LUXqed set exhibits by far the smallest PDF uncertainties.2924

10In addition, the ZEUS data are selected by requiring that at least on track associated with the proton side is reconstructed. This
will remove the elastic component entirely, however while CT14QED extract the inelastic component only from this data, at least
part of the inelastic will also be removed by this cut.
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Figure 62: γγ luminosities at
√

s = 13 TeV. (Left) Absolute values for the HKR16, NNPDF3.0QED and LUXqed sets. (Right)
Ratios of the CT14QED, HKR16 and xFitter HMDYep sets to the LUXqed prediction. 68% uncertainty bands are shown, with
the exception of the HKR16 set, where the error is due to model variation in the inelastic input (lower edge corresponds to elastic
only).
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Figure 63: The differential lepton pair production cross sections at
√

s = 13 TeV and 100 TeV with respect to the invariant
mass of the pair Mll, for lepton |η| < 2.5 and p⊥ > 20 GeV. The photon–initiated contributions predicted using the LUXqed and
NNPDF3.0QED sets, including the 68% C.L. uncertainty bands. The NLO Drell–Yan cross section, calculated with MCFM [207], is
also shown.

Prior to these most recent developments, a range of phenomenological studies pointed out similar trends2925

in the NNPDFQED predictions for the photon–initiated contributions to lepton and W pair [15, 430, 431]2926

and tt [273] production. At high system invariant mass these could be significant, and even dominant over2927

the standard channels, with a large PDF uncertainty. From Fig. 62 the reason for this is clear, being driven2928

by the large PDF uncertainty in the γγ luminosity at high mass, and the relatively gentle decrease with2929

mass in the central value. However, from the discussion above we know that using the NNPDF set will2930

dramatically overestimate the uncertainty on the photon–initiated contribution. In Fig. 63 we show the2931

lepton pair production cross section at high mass, at the
√

s = 13 TeV LHC and a
√

s = 100 TeV FCC. We2932

can see that indeed at the LHC, the NNPDF prediction for the photon–initiated contribution can even be2933

larger than the standard Drell–Yan contribution. However, the up–to–date LUXqed prediction exhibits no2934

such behaviour. The prediction is under good theoretical control, and gives a small, though not negligible,2935

contribution.2936

Thus, by considering the physics that generates the photon PDF, and recognising the dominance of the2937
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elastic emission process, we already achieve a significant reduction in PDF uncertainty in comparison to the2938

model-independent approach, even when accounting for the most sensitive data available in the latter case.2939

Moreover, the additional information provided by Eq. (141) in combination with the high precision data on2940

the inelastic (and elastic) proton structure functions provides extremely tight constraints on the photon PDF,2941

resulting in a ∼ 1% level PDF uncertainty. It is worth emphasising that while consistency tests are of course2942

to be encouraged, this is not the result of a particular theoretical model, to be treated on the same footing as2943

older PDF sets. The LUXqed set is a fundamentally experimental determination of photon; it is simply that2944

by doing this directly in terms of the measured structure functions the tightest constraints can be achieved.2945

Such information must be included in any future photon PDF set, and we have therefore moved beyond the2946

era of large photon PDF uncertainties. Indeed, the photon PDF, which used to be the poorest known of all2947

the proton PDFs, is now the one characterized by the smallest uncertainties.2948

7.2. Electroweak corrections2949

In addition to the pure QED photon–initiated corrections discussed above, it can also be important to2950

include in the global fit other types of EW contributions, in particular those arising from virtual EW bosons.2951

These corrections are most important at larger invariant masses of the produced system, Q � MW , where2952

virtual EW effects receive logarithmic enhancements, see Ref. [432] for a review. Specifically, the virtual2953

exchange of soft or collinear weak bosons leads to Sudakov logarithms of the form αW ln2 Q2/M2
W , where2954

αW = α/ sin2 θW , which can lead to large (negative) corrections for large values of Q. Given that many of2955

the LHC datasets that enter into the global PDF have sensitivity to the TeV region, from high-mass Drell-2956

Yan production to the large pT tail of Z production and inclusive jets and dijets, the inclusion of pure EW2957

corrections is in general required to achieve the best possible description of experimental data in this region.2958

The state-of-the-art of EW corrections is NLO, that is, O
(
α2

W

)
, including as well in some cases mixed2959

terms of the form O (αWαs) and related terms. These corrections are available for most of the hadron2960

collider processes that enter a typical global fit. In particular, they are available for inclusive jet and dijet2961

production [157], inclusive electroweak gauge boson production at high pT [234, 255] and high invariant2962

mass Mll(ν) [198, 197] and differential top quark pair production [273, 272], among others. Most of these2963

calculations are implemented in publicly available programs. For instance, EW corrections to inclusive2964

gauge boson production are available in programs such as FEWZ [198, 197] and HORACE [203]. The latest2965

version of MCFM [433] also allows the calculation weak corrections to Drell-Yan, top-quark pair, and dijet2966

production at hadron colliders. Recently, there has also been progress in the automation of the calculation of2967

these corrections, both in the framework of MadGraph5 aMC@NLO [434] and of Sherpa/OpenLoops [435].2968

In Fig. 64 we show two representative examples of NLO EW corrections for processes relevant for PDF2969

determinations, computed with MCFM at
√

s = 13 TeV [433]. In the left plot, we show the percentage NLO2970

EW correction for high-mass dilepton production as a function of Mll, comparing also with the correspond-2971

ing ZGRAD calculation. We see that these corrections are negligible for Mll ∼
< 500 GeV, but that they can2972

become significant as we increase Mll, for instance they become δwk ∼ −20% at 5 TeV. In the right plot,2973

we show the same quantity, now for dijet production as a function of the invariant mass of the dijet M j j.2974

The two curves correspond to two possible ways to combine NLO QCD and EW corrections, known as2975

additive (δadd) and multiplicative (δprod). Here the corrections are more moderate (since the Born is a pure2976

QCD process) but they can still become up to few percent in the region accessible at the LHC. The results2977

of Fig. 64 illustrate how a careful inclusion of NLO EW corrections is important for the description of the2978

LHC data in the TeV region used for PDF determinations.2979
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Dijet productionInclusive Z production

Figure 64: Two representative examples of NLO EW corrections for processes relevant for PDF determinations, com-
puted with MCFM at

√
s = 13 TeV [433]. In the left plot, we show the percentage NLO EW correction for high-mass

dilepton production as a function of Mll, comparing also with the corresponding ZGRAD calculation. In the right plot,
we show the same quantity, now for dijet production as a function of the invariant mass of the dijet M j j. The two
curves correspond to two possible ways to combine NLO QCD and EW corrections, known as additive (δadd) and
multiplicative (δprod).
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8. Implications for LHC phenomenology2980

In this section we present an overview of some of the most representative implications of PDFs and2981

their uncertainties for LHC phenomenology. First of all we discuss the role of PDFs for the predictions of2982

the Higgs boson production cross-sections at the LHC. Then we assess what is the role of PDF uncertain-2983

ties for the searches of new heavy resonances predicted by various Beyond the Standard Model scenarios.2984

And we complete this section we highlight the importance of PDFs for the precision measurements of SM2985

parameters such as the W mass or the strong coupling constant.2986

8.1. Higgs production cross-sections2987

In the Standard Model, once the Higgs mass is measured, all other parameters of the Higgs sectors,2988

such as the strength it is coupling to fermions and vector bosons, are uniquely determined. On the other2989

hand, deviations of these Higgs couplings with respect to the SM predictions are expected in generic BSM2990

scenarios. Therefore, the precision measurements of the couplings of the Higgs boson represents a unique2991

opportunity for BSM searches, since any deviation with respect to the the tightly fixed SM predictions2992

would represent a smoking gun for New Physics. Crucially, realizing this program requires not only high2993

precision experimental measurements of Higgs boson production and decay in various channels, but also the2994

calculation of the SM cross-sections and decay rates with matching accuracy. And in this respect, PDFs are2995

one of the largest sources of theoretical uncertainty affecting Higgs boson production cross-sections [10].2996

Here we present a comparison of inclusive Higgs production cross-sections at 13 TeV with the latest re-2997

leases of all PDF groups. The settings of this comparison, and the codes used for each process, are described2998

in Ref. [97]. Specifically, we show the dominant Higgs boson production modes at hadron colliders: gluon2999

fusion, associated production with a tt̄ pair, VZ associate production, and Higgs production in vector-boson3000

fusion. In addition, we also show the results for double Higgs production in the dominant gluon-fusion3001

channel. Results are provided for NNPDF3.0 and 3.1, CT14, MMHT14 and for the ABMP16 NNLO sets3002

for αs(mZ) = 0.118, and for the latter case we also indicate the result corresponding to their best fit value3003

of αs(mZ) = 0.1149. The theoretical settings for each cross-section calculation are based on state-of-the-art3004

matrix element calculations, for instance the gluon-fusion and VBF results are computed at N3LO using3005

the ggHiggs [436] and vbf@n3lo [437] codes respectively. We only show here the PDF uncertainties, and3006

other sources of theoretical errors affecting these cross-sections are listed in e.g. the latest Higgs Cross-3007

Section Working Group report [10]. Interestingly, the uncertainty associated to the input value of αs(mZ)3008

can be comparable to the PDF uncertainties in some channels.3009

There are a number of interesting features in the comparison of Fig. 65. First of all, it shows that in3010

general there is good agreement between the three global fits, NNPDF3.1, CT14 and MMHT14 for all3011

the Higgs boson production modes. The comparison between NNPDF3.1 and its predecessor NNPDF3.03012

highlights good agreement for the gluon initiated channels, with a reduction of the PDF uncertainties in3013

the former case, while for quark-initiated cross-sections such as VH and VBF there is an upper shift by3014

around one sigma. Another remarkable feature of this comparison is that the recent ABMP16 set is also3015

in reasonable with the rest of the groups, provided that the same common value of the strong coupling3016

constant αs(mZ) = 0.118 is used. On the other hand, if their best-fit value αs(mZ) = 0.1149 is used in the3017

calculation, there can significant differences in cross-sections, specially for the gluon initiated contributions.3018

Specifically, ABMP16 is in this case around 7% (10%) lower than NNPDF3.1 for the gluon-fusion (tt̄3019

associated production) cross-section.3020

It is also worth mentioning here that PDF uncertainties are relevant not only for the extraction of Higgs3021

couplings from inclusive cross-sections, but also for the differential measurements that will become avail-3022

able thanks to the large statistics that will be accumulated by the end of Run II as well as for the HL-LHC.3023
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Figure 65: The PDF dependence of the most important Higgs production inclusive cross-sections at the LHC 13 TeV.
The results are normalized to the central value of NNPDF3.1, and only PDF uncertainties are shown. See text for
more details of the theoretical calculation.

To illustrate this point, in Fig. 66 we show the PDF uncertainties in the ph
T distribution of Higgs bosons3024

produced in the gluon-fusion mode at the LHC 13 TeV for 0 ≤ ph
T ≤ 200 GeV, computed using the3025

PDF4LHC15 sets. In this case we find that PDF uncertainties are at around the ∼ 2% level. However, these3026

uncertainties will be increases as the LHC becomes sensitive to higher pT values: as shown in the right plot3027

of Fig. 66, at high invariant masses (high pT values) the PDF uncertainties in the gluon-gluon luminosity3028

become more significant.3029

8.2. PDF uncertainties and searches for new massive particles3030

Many scenarios of new physics beyond the Standard Model predict the existence of new heavy parti-3031

cles with masses around the TeV scale. Among many others, supersymmetry, composite Higgs, and extra3032

dimensions, are some of the scenarios that motivate the search for new heavy resonances at the LHC in the3033

high-mass tail of various kinematic distributions. In this respect, PDF uncertainties play an important role3034

in setting robust exclusion limits based on available null results, and would become even more important in3035
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Figure 66: Left: the PDF uncertainties in the ph
T distribution of Higgs bosons produced in the gluon-fusion mode at the

LHC 13 TeV for 0 ≤ ph
T ≤ 200 GeV, computed using the PDF4LHC15 sets. Right: the gluon-gluon PDF luminosity

with the same set now extending up to higher values of the invariant mass of the final state MX .

the case of eventual discovery. The reason for this is that PDFs represent the dominant theoretical uncer-3036

tainty for the production of new heavy particles in the TeV region, since these processes are sensitive to the3037

large-x behaviour of quarks and gluons. And as discussed in Sect. ??, PDF uncertainties are large in this3038

region due to the limited amount of experimental constraints.3039

In order to quantify the size of the PDF uncertainties in the large invariant mass region relevant to these3040

specific BSM searches, as well as the relative agreement between the PDF groups, it is useful to compare3041

the PDF luminosities for MX ≥ 1 TeV. In this comparison we will restrict ourselves to ABMP16, CT14,3042

MMHT14 and NNPDF3.1, in all cases using αs(mZ) = 0.118. Results are shown in Fig. 67 for
√

s = 13,3043

TeV normalized to the central value of the MMHT14 calculation. From the comparison in Fig. 67, we find3044

that PDF uncertainties are small, at the few-percent level, up to MX ' 5 TeV only for the quark-quark3045

luminosities. This is explained by the fact that Lqq is dominated by the rather accurately known up and3046

down quark valence PDFs, which are constrained e.g. by fixed-target DIS structure functions/ For all the3047

other flavour combinations, PDF uncertainties are much larger, in particular for the quark-antiquark and3048

gluon-gluon PDF luminosities.3049

In the case of the gluon-gluon luminosity, we find a rather large spread of the predictions between the3050

different groups, with MMHT14 (ABMP16) leading to the largest (smallest) values of Lgg. For instance,3051

at MX ∼ 5 TeV, which is close to the upper limit of the kinematic coverage of the LHC, PDF uncertainties3052

are almost O (100%). Even more more moderate invariant masses such as MX ∼ 2.5 TeV, the values of Lgg3053

can vary between approximately +10% and −30% as compared to the central MMHT14 result. It is thus3054

clear that these uncertainties would represent one of the limiting factors BSM characterization in the case3055

of an eventual discovery. In the case of the quark-gluon luminosity, we observe a similar trend as in the3056

gluon-gluon one but with reduced PDF uncertainties, due to the contribution of the well-constrained large-x3057

quark PDFs.3058

PDF uncertainties, as well as differences between groups, are also large for the quark-antiquark PDF3059

luminosity Lqq̄, also shown in Fig. 67. The reason for these behaviour is two-fold. On the one hand,3060

large-x anti-quarks are notoriously difficult to pin down, although recent high-precision measurements from3061

the Tevatron and the LHC are improving the situation. On the other hand, various groups parameterize the3062

quark sea content of the proton with rather different assumptions [300], with the corresponding implications3063
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Figure 67: Comparison of PDF luminosities in the large invariant mass MX region between MMHT14, ABMP16,
CT14 and NNPDF3.1. From left to right and from top to bottom we show the results of the gluon-gluon, gluon-quark,
quark-antiquark and quark-quark luminosities, normalized to the central value of MMHT14. In this comparison,
NNLO PDFs with αs(mZ) = 0.118 sets are used.

for the quark-antiquark luminosities. We find that the spread of the differences results ranges between +5%3064

and −30% for MX = 3 TeV, with PDF uncertainties becoming O(100%) for higher invariant masses. Note3065

here that the PDF uncertainties are the largest for NNPDF3.1, despite this being the global analysis which3066

includes a largest amount of LHC electroweak data sensitive to anti-quarks. This highlights the fact that3067

methodological differences in the flavour assumptions and parametrization of anti-quarks are one of the3068

dominant factors to explain the differences between the various groups in Lqq̄ at large values of MX .3069

In order to illustrate the phenomenological consequences of these large PDF uncertainties at high MX ,3070

in Fig. 68 we show the PDF uncertainties for high-mass graviton production in the Randall-Sundrum sce-3071

nario [438, 439] induced by gluon-fusion at the LHC 8 TeV, computed with MadGraph5 [440]. We compare3072

the results of the NNPDF2.3 fit with those of the same fit including the constraints from top-quark pro-3073

duction cross-sections. We observe that PDF uncertainties become O(100%) at large values of the graviton3074

mass, consistent with the estimates from the gluon-gluon luminosity shown Fig. 67. We also see how3075

these PDF uncertainties can be reduced by the inclusion of top quark pair production total cross-sections,3076

highlighting the cross-talk between precision SM measurements and improving BSM searches.3077

In Fig. 68 we also show the K-factor for the NLO+NLL cross-sections including PDF uncertainties,3078

normalized to the NLO result, for the production of a squark-anti-squark pair q̃q̃∗ at the LHC 13 TeV with3079
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Figure 68: Left: the PDF uncertainties for high-mass graviton production in the Randall-Sundrum scenario induced
by gluon-fusion at the LHC 8 TeV, computed with MadGraph5. We compare the results of the NNPDF2.3 fit with
that of the same fit including the constraints from top-quark production cross-sections. Right: the K-factor for the
NLO+NLL cross-section, including PDF uncertainties, for the production of a squark-anti-squark pair q̃q̃∗ at the LHC
13 TeV with various PDF sets.

various PDF sets, from Ref. [11]. This production channel is dominated by the quark-antiquark luminosity.3080

Specifically, we compare the predictions of NNPDF3.0, CTEQ6.6, and MSTW2008, all at NLO. Note that3081

by construction the central values of the three predictions are close since different trends cancel in this K-3082

factor ratio, so the usefulness of this comparison is estimating the PDF uncertainties in each case. Here we3083

also see that PDF uncertainties become very large at high-masses, in particular in the case of NNPDF3.0,3084

reflecting the underlying behaviour of the quark-antiquark luminosities. Therefore, Fig. 68 highlights that,3085

in the case of an eventual discovery of novel high-mass particles at the LHC, it will be crucial to improve3086

our knowledge of large-x PDFs in order to be able to characterize the underlying BSM scenario,3087

In this respect, they way forward, as hinted already in Fig. 68, is the exploitation of high-precision3088

collider data, mostly from the LHC, in order to pin down the large-x gluons and anti-quarks and thus reduce3089

the PDF uncertainties associated to high-mass BSM particle production. For instance, Ref. [276] showed3090

how by including the yt and ytt̄ differential distributions from top quark pair production in a global PDF fit,3091

it is possible to reduce the PDF uncertainties that affect the high-mass tail of the mtt̄ distribution by up to a3092

factor two. This distribution is widely use for searches, for instance of new resonances that couple strongly3093

to the top quark. More towards the future, it might conceivable to be able to provide indirect constraints3094

on BSM, for instance on the coefficients of the SM-EFT [441] higher-order operators, by including these in3095

the global PDF fit, along the lines of early studies aiming to constrain colored sparticles from Tevatron jet3096

production [442].3097

8.3. Precision measurements of SM parameters3098

The precision measurements of SM parameters such as the mass of the W boson MW or the running of3099

the strong coupling constant αS (Q) represent powerful ways of constraining BSM dynamics at the LHC.3100

For instance, following the discovery of the Higgs boson, in the absence of new physics the standard model3101

is an over-constrained theory: one can use a set of input parameters, such as the Higgs mass mh and the3102

top quark mass mt, in the contact of the global electroweak precision fit [443], to predict other parameters,3103

such as MW . By comparing this indirect predictions of the W mass with direct experimental measurements,3104
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Figure 69: Left: comparison of the direct measurements of mW , mt, and mh from ATLAS with the predictions from the
global electroweak fit, from [447]. Right: estimate of the PDF uncertainties in the mW determination using different
PDF sets and collider scenarios, from [445] This estimate has been obtained from template fits to the pl

T distribution,
imposing the constraint that pW

T ≤ 15 GeV.

one can provide a stress-test of the SM, where any tension might indicate hints for BSM dynamics at scales3105

higher than those that are currently accessible. The situation is fully analogous for the famous gµ − 23106

anomaly, where a persistent 3 to 4-sigma discrepancy is found between the theoretical predictions of the3107

muon anomalous magnetic moment [444] and the corresponding experimental measurement.3108

In order to make these comparison between indirect predictions and direct measurements as stringent3109

as possible, it is important to improve the precision of the latter. And for many SM parameters, PDF3110

uncertainties are one of the dominant uncertainties in their determination, providing another motivation3111

for the need of improved PDFs. Focusing on the case of the W mass measurements, the role of PDF3112

uncertainties has been quantified in detail in a number of studies, both from the phenomenological [445,3113

446, 12] and from the experimental point of view. In the latter case, the first direct measurement of MW at3114

the LHC has been recently presented by the ATLAS collaboration [447], yielding a total uncertainty of only3115

19 MeV, or which around half of it (9 MeV) is estimated to come from PDF uncertainties. In Fig. 69 we3116

show a comparison of the direct measurements of mW , mt, and mh from ATLAS with the predictions from3117

the global electroweak fit, from [447]. We see that there is good agreement between the direct measurements3118

and the indirect predictions, providing a highly-nontrivial validation test of the SM. Future measurements of3119

mW and mt, as well as their combination with other experiments, should be able to reduce the uncertainties3120

in this comparison.3121

In Fig. 69 we also show a phenomenological estimate of the PDF uncertainties associated to the mW3122

measurements using different PDF sets and collider scenarios, from [445] This estimate has been obtained3123

from template fits to the pl
T distribution, imposing the additional constraint that pW

T ≤ 15 GeV. A number of3124

NNLO PDF sets are used in this comparison, in order to achieve a robust estimate of the PDF uncertainties.3125

In general one finds that there is good agreement within PDF uncertainties, although in some cases this3126

agreement is only marginal, as in the case of NNPDF3.0 and CT10 at the LHC 13 TeV for the W− fits.3127

From this study, one estimates that at the LHC 7 TeV PDF uncertainties using state-of-the-art sets are3128

around 6 MeV, a similar number as the one in the ATLAS measurement.3129

Another SM parameter that could potentially provide indirect information on BSM dynamics is the3130

QCD coupling αs(Q), and specifically of its running at the TeV scale. It is well known that the presence of3131
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Figure 70: Left: the modification in the running of αs(Q) induced by a new heavy colored fermion of mass m = 0.5 TeV
as compared to the SM prediction, for various representations of its color gauge group, from [449]. Right: comparison
of recent direct determinations of αs(Q) at the Tevatron and the LHC as a function of Q, together with the PDG 2016
world average and with the results of the global ATLAS TEEC 2012 fit.

new colored heavy degrees of freedom will modify the QCD beta function and therefore lead to a different3132

running with Q as compared to the corresponding SM prediction. This fact is for example at the basis of3133

the improved agreement at high scales between the strong, weak and electromagnetic couplings in the case3134

of low-scale supersymmetry, which suggest the unification of the three forces at a GUT scale of around3135

ΛGUT ∼ 1016 GeV [448]. If these new heavy particles are at the TeV scale, the difference induced in the3136

QCD coupling running could be accessible at the LHC, see e.g. [449] and Fig. 70, where we show the3137

change in the running of αs(Q) induced by a new heavy colored fermion of mass m = 0.5 TeV for various3138

representations of its color gauge group, With this motivation, as well as the one to compare with other3139

measurements of αs at lower energies, the ATLAS and CMS collaborations have presented a number of3140

measurements of both αs(mZ) and of αs(Q) for individual Q bins, mostly from jet production [164, 450, 451]3141

but also from top-quark pair production [452] (see also [453] for a review, and Fig. 70 for a graphical3142

overview).3143

In these collider-based determinations of the strong coupling, PDF uncertainties, which are significant3144

at the TeV scale (see Sect. 8.2), represent an important source of theoretical uncertainties. For instance,3145

in the recent ATLAS determination of αs(mZ) from transverse energy-energy correlations (TEEC) at 83146

TeV [450], the PDF uncertainty is δpdf = 0.0018, almost a factor 2 larger than the experimental uncertainty3147

of δpdf = 0.0011. While in this analysis PDF uncertainties are sub-dominant with respect to the scale3148

uncertainties, δscale ' 0.006, the latter were computed using NLO theory and can be reduced significantly3149

by exploiting the NNLO calculation. Likewise, in the CMS analysis at 7 TeV, based on a QCD analysis3150

of the inclusive jet cross-sections [164], one finds that the PDF uncertainties δpdf = 0.0028 are larger than3151

the experimental uncertainties δexp = 0.0019, though still sub-dominant with respect to the large scale3152

variations of the NLO calculation δscale =+0053
−0.0024. In both cases, it is manifest that if one is able to reduce3153

PDF uncertainties, and exploit the reduction of scale errors of the NNLO calculation, one can achieve a very3154

competitive determination of αs(mZ) and to also perform stringent tests of its running in the TeV region.3155

As a related topic, we would like to mention that there are also proposals to measure the running of the3156

electroweak running couplings at the LHC [454] and use these to impose model-independent constraints3157

on new particles with electroweak quantum numbers without any assumptions about their decay properties.3158

Also for this measurements PDFs are one of the dominant theoretical uncertainties, for instance in the3159
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high-mass tail of W and Z production at the LHC due to the quark-antiquark luminosity. Improving our3160

knowledge of large-x anti-quarks will thus be helpful in these respect provide indirect constraints of new3161

heavy electroweak sectors.3162

9. The future of PDF determinations3163

In the final section of this Report we discuss three topics that could play an important role in shaping3164

global analyses of PDFs in the coming years. First of all we discuss the problem of theoretical uncertainties3165

in fits of parton distributions, whose estimate is becoming more and more urgent given the size of PDF3166

uncertainties in recent global analysis. Secondly, we summarize recent progress in lattice QCD computa-3167

tions of PDFs, including the first efforst towards a determination of their x-depence, and suggest that in the3168

near future lattice inputs could contribute to global PDF fits. Thirdly, we briefly review the status and plans3169

for future high-energy colliders, such as the Large Hadron electron Collider (LHeC) or the Future Circular3170

Collider (FCC), and the role that PDFs would play in these.3171

9.1. Theoretical uncertainties3172

As the developlment of methodologies of the PDF fits and more precise data available, the PDF un-3173

certainties in global determination due to experimental measurements have been reduced to percent-level3174

in most ocnstrainted region. Meanwhile, various theoretical uncertainties become more and more impor-3175

tant and a major limitation on future studies. In this section we focus on the theoretical uncertainties due3176

to missing higher order (MHOU) QCD corrections, namely by truncation of the asymptotic perturbative3177

expansion, in contrast to those discussed before from various input parameters of QCD. There have been3178

extensive studies recently on how to estimate MHOU. In the following we first review progresses on MHOU3179

of calculations of non-hadonic and haronic processes and then several recent studies related to PDF deter-3180

mination.3181

9.1.1. MHOU on matrix element calculation3182

The mostly used and probably also the simplest way of estimating the missing higher order correc-3183

tions is by variation of the arbitrary QCD scales for example in a fixed-order calculation. In the case of3184

the total inclusive cross sections or decay rates with one hard scale Q, usually we vary the QCD renor-3185

malization scale µR within the interval [Q/r, rQ]. The induced changes on the studied QCD observables,3186

either from three point evaluations or a scan over the entire range, are taken as the uncertainty of the MHO3187

assuming a Gaussian or two half-Gaussian distributions usually. The conventional choice is r = 2 which3188

is found to work well in most cases but underestimate the true higher order corrections in certain cases3189

especially if the fixed-order calculation is carried out at leading order. At hadron colliders there exist also3190

QCD factorization scale µF from collinear factorization due to initial state hadrons. The two scales µR and3191

µF can be varied either simultaneously or independently within above range, with the later case further3192

restricted to 1/r ≤ µF/µR ≤ r usually. However, even for a single scale problem, there can still be different3193

choices of the central or nominal scale, e.g., Q/2 or 2Q, motivated by either QCD resummation or speed of3194

convergence of the series [270], which leads to further ambiguities in theoretical uncertainties from scale3195

variations. There are also recent studies on utilizing the principal of maximum conformality on the choice3196

QCD renormalization scale at different order which claims much smaller MHOU [? ] than traditional scale3197

variations.3198

Prescription of scale variations becomes complicated when moving to differential observables since3199

more hard scales including those related to the kinematics are involved. That usually requires a dynamic3200
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choice for the nominal scale which can also depend on the distribution studied. For example, in a recent3201

study on hadronic production of top-quark pairs [270] it shows that the preferable scale is half of the trans-3202

verse mass of the top quark when studying the transverse momentum distribution of the top quark, and one3203

fourth of the sum of transverse mass of top quark and anti-quark when studying rapidity distribution of the3204

top quark and so on. From the proper choice of the nominal scale then scale variations can be evaluated3205

in a similar way as for the inclusive case and serve as estimations of MHOU. One further complexity is3206

concerning correlations of the MHOU or scale variations in different regions of the distribution. Normally3207

they are assumed to be fully (anti-)correlated in the entire region which leads to very small theoretical un-3208

certainties in case of a normalized distribution. There has also been attempt on decorrelation of the scale3209

variations based on consideration of kinematic dependence of the QCD corrections [? ].3210

There are other interesting proposals on estimating MHOU based on results at known orders, like the3211

Cacciari-Houdeau (CH) approach [455]. The basic idea is to express the full perturbation series in terms of3212

the expansion parameter αs(Q) and assume all the expansion coefficients follow a same uniform bounded3213

probability density distribution in the Bayesian sense. Bayesian inference can be used to calculate the prob-3214

ability density of the unknown higher-order coefficients given those known coefficients of lower orders.3215

Thus MHOU including its probability density distribution (non-Gaussian in general) can be constructed.3216

The original CH method is for study of non-hadronic processes. Later in the modified CH (CH) [456] ap-3217

proach it is generalized to hadronic processes as well. There the expansion parameter has been adjusted to3218

αs(Q)/λ with the parameter λ determined from a global survey of selected processes with known higher-3219

order corrections. Be specific for the best value of λ the predicted probability density of higher orders is3220

required to match the distribution from frequency count in the survey. For hadronic processed the appro-3221

priate value of λ is found to be about 0.6. Besides, the series acceleration method [? ] can also be applied3222

to approximate full result on the observables based on informations of only finite terms of the asymptotic3223

series, e.g., using Levin-Weniger sequence transforms. In Ref. [? ] it is assumed the theory prediction3224

has a uniform distribution (in the Bayesian sense) between the last known partial sum of the perturbation3225

series and its approximated value from Weniger δ-transform. Fig. 71 shows predictions on production cross3226

sections of the Higgs boson via gluon fusion at the LHC 8 TeV, calculated at LO, NLO, NNLO and ap-3227

proximate N3LO with a nominal scale of µR = µF = mH [457]. It compares the MHOU as estimated from3228

different approaches, including scale variations, CH, CH and the series acceleration method in [? ], at vari-3229

ous orders. Note different approaches may have different interpretations on the uncertainties. In the case of3230

CH the λ value has been adjusted to give almost equal expansion coefficients for the known orders [457].3231

The CH method predicts larger uncertainty in general. All approaches give similar size of uncertainties at3232

N3LO except for the CH method. The series acceleration method also has a shift on the central prediction3233

by construction.3234

9.1.2. MHOU on determined PDFs3235

Global determination of PDFs utilize perturbative predictions on matrix elements on a variety of pro-3236

cesses, including DGLAP splitting kernels and various production cross sections, of which the MHOU3237

propagates into the resulting PDFs via fits of the theoretical predictions to the experimental data. Thus3238

sophisticated treatments on the MHOU from different sources are required to study the impact on the PDFs,3239

similar to the experimental systematics. Especially correlations between theoretical predictions of different3240

experimental bins of one process and further of different processes must be accounted for. Further when3241

making any theoretical predictions one should also be care of the correlations between MHOU of the PDFs3242

and the MHOU of the process studied since they may rely on the same theory of the matrix elements. There3243

is no satisfactory solution yet and the MHOU have not been included in any of the public PDFs from global3244

determinations.3245
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Figure 71: The cross section for Higgs production in gluon fusion calculated at increasing perturbative orders [457]. At
each order the theoretical uncertainty is shown for using scale variation (red circles), the CH method (blue crosses),
and the CH method (green squares); at N3LO the Passarino-David uncertainty based on series acceleration method is
also shown (purple diamonds).

However, if focusing on a region where we know only a single process is dominant on the MHOU, e.g.,3246

the inclusive jet cross sections as for gluon PDF at large-x, there can still exist simple prescriptions like3247

using scale variations. Left plot of Fig. 72 shows the impact of the choice of the QCD scales in calculations3248

of the inclusive jet cross sections on the gluon PDFs at Q = 2 GeV for alternative CT10 NNLO fits [81]3249

with two different χ2 definitions (see section ??). Note that the theoretical predictions on jet cross sections3250

there are only at NLO though the PDFs are determined at NNLO. At x > 0.2 spread of the gluon PDFs by3251

using scales of 0.5, 1 and 2 times the individual jet pT can be significant indicating possible large MHOU3252

of the gluon PDFs there. In another study also based on alternative CT10 NNLO fits, scale variations of the3253

NLO inclusive jet cross sections are further decomposed into several correlated systematics describing by3254

five nuisance parameters [3]. By treating those systematics in a similar way as the experimental correlated3255

systematic errors the MHOU are included in the usual PDF uncertainty automatically as shown in the right3256

plot of Fig. 72 which results in an increase of the gluon PDF uncertainty at large-x.3257
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FIG. 3: Gluon PDF uncertainties at 90% C.L. for the fits with and without theoretical errors.

full NNLO computation is completed.

(* If needed for conclusion *) Based on a study using pseudodata sets of inclusive

jet measurements at the LHC, we estimated the potential for reduction of the uncertainty

in the gluon PDF upon inclusion of the LHC Run II data.
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Figure 72: Left plot: dependence of the gluon PDFs on the choice of QCD scales in calculation of inclusive jet cross
sections in CT10 NNLO fits [81]. Right plot: impact of the theoretical uncertainties of inclusive jet cross sections on
the gluon PDFs in CT10 NNLO fits [3] .
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Another possibility is by checking convergence of the fitted PDFs with increasing orders similar as in3258

the case of a total cross section. Fig. 73 shows comparisons of conventional PDF uncertainties with the3259

difference of the central PDFs fitted at NLO and NNLO for gluon and total singlet PDFs at Q = 100 GeV3260

as in the NNPDF3.0 fits [17]. The latter one can serve as a conservative estimation on upper bound of the3261

MHOU of the NNLO PDFs. There are regions where the shifts of NLO to NNLO PDFs are comparable or3262

even larger than the conventional PDF uncertainties. Of course one can also apply the CH or CH approach3263

based on the fitted PDFs at LO, NLO and NNLO. For example Ref. [457] found the resulting MHOU of the3264

NNLO PDFs have negligible impact on the Higgs production cross section through gluon fusion but can be3265

important for the top-quark pair production at the LHC.3266
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Figure 73: Left(right) plot shows comparisons between the conventional PDF uncertainties and the differences of the
central PDFs determined at NLO and NNLO for the gluon(total singlet) PDF as from NNPDF3.0 [17].

9.2. PDFs and lattice calculations3267

As discussed in Sect. 2, the PDFs arise from non-perturbative dynamics and thus since currently we are3268

not able to solve QCD, they cannot be determined from first principles. However, there is a method that3269

allows to evaluate non-perturbative QCD quantities, namely lattice QCD. This method is based on discretiz-3270

ing the QCD Lagrangian in a finite-volume finite-volume Euclidean lattice, which introduces naturally an3271

ultraviolet cutoff, and then computing directly non-perturbative QCD quantities. Perhaps the main advan-3272

tage of lattice QCD calculations is that they require minimal external input, in particular only the hadronic3273

mass scale ΛQCD and the values of the quark masses, or alternatively the physical pion and kaon masses as3274

their proxy.3275

Given that parton distributions have a formal definition in terms of the nucleon matrix elements of cer-3276

tain operators, in principle it is possible to attempt to compute PDFs within lattice QCD. From the practical3277

point of view however, given the very CPU intensive nature of these calculations, most lattice QCD results3278

on PDFs were limited to the first two moments of non-singlet flavour combinations for large (unphysical)3279

quark masses. These limitation have been overcome in the recent years, with multiple groups providing3280

now results of PDF moments for physical pion and kaon masses and thus reducing one of the biggest sys-3281

tematic uncertainties that affected these computations, namely the extrapolation to physical quark masses.3282

Moreover, it is now possible to go beyond flavor non-singlet operators and be able to compute also glu-3283

onic and quark singlet matrix elements. Even more recently, both conceptual and numerical breakthroughs3284

in lattice QCD computations have allowed to move further, both allowing the calculation of higher PDF3285

moments both for flavour non-singlet and singlet operators, as well as the first attempt to compute parton3286
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From C to Parton Sea: Bjorken-x Dependence of the PDFs Huey-Wen Lin

q(x) = �q(�x). Our result favors a large asymmetry in the distributions of sea up and down
antiquarks in the nucleon with

R •
0 dx(u(x)� d(x)) = 0.13(7), which was first observed by the

New Muon Collaboration (NMC) through the cross-section ratio for deep inelastic scattering of
muons from hydrogen and deuterium [37], and later confirmed by other experiments using different
processes, such as Drell-Yan at E665 [38] and E866/NuSea [39]. For the first time in LQCD
history, we can directly calculate the antiquark asymmetry; Our result is close to the experimental
one obtained by NMC in their DIS measurement, 0.147(39) at Q2 = 4 GeV2 and by HERMES in
their semi-inclusive DIS (SIDIS) result, 0.16(3) at Q2 = 2.3 GeV2 [40]. In independent follow-up
lattice work one year later, our result was confirmed by ETMC Collaboration [41] using twisted-
mass fermion action. The traditional lattice approach using moments would require knowledge
of all moments to isolate the antiquark distribution. Thus, our result on the antiquark distribution
is a clear demonstration that our method reaches beyond previous moment calculations in lattice
QCD. With today’s computational resources, such calculations could soon be greatly improved by
performing them at the physical pion mass with better systematics control.

Figure 3: The unpolarized isovector quark distribution u(x)� d(x) computed on the lattice (orange band:
final extrapolation, gold band: nz = 2, cyan band: nz = 3 with ~P = {0,0,nz} 2p

L ), compared with the global
analyses by MSTW [11] (brown dotted line), and CTEQ-JLab (CJ12, green dashed line) [34].

We show the helicity distribution result from this ensemble in the left panel of Fig. 5 x(Du(x)�
Dd(x)), along with selected recent global analyses by JAM [42], DSSV [43], and NNPDFpol1.1 [44],
whose nucleon isovector distribution uncertainties have been ignored here. We see more weight
distributed in the large-x region, which could shift toward smaller x as we lower the quark masses.
This is because lower quark mass increases the long-range correlations in Dhlat(z), which in turn in-
creases the small-x contribution in the Fourier transformation. There are noticeable differences be-
tween the extracted polarized PDFs depending on the experimental cuts, theory inputs, parametriza-
tion, and so on. For example, JAM excludes SIDIS data, leaving the sign of the light antiquark
determined by the valence and the magnitude determined from sum rules. DSSV also relies on
assumptions such as SU(3) symmetry to constrain the analysis and adds a very small symmetry-
breaking term. A direct lattice study of hyperon axial couplings [45] suggested that SU(3) breaking
is roughly 20% at the physical point, bigger than these assumptions. Similar assumptions are also
made by NNPDFpol1.1 [44]. These assumptions are unavoidable due to the difficulties of getting

6

Figure 74: Left plot: the u(x) − d(x) difference as a function of Bjorken x, where the results of a recent lattice QCD
calculation based on quasi-PDFs is compared with the MSTW08 and CJ12 results. Right plot: the momentum fraction
carried by sum of up and down quarks, 〈x〉u+d for different values of the parameter ts (points with errors), compared
with the results from recent global PDF fits (horizontal band).

distributions directly in Bjorken-x space. The latter was made possible by the development of the so-called3287

Large-Momentum Effective Theory (LaMET) [? ], which introduces quasi-PDFs within nucleons corre-3288

sponding to a finite momentum boost in the co-moving reference frame [? ? ? ? ]. Although we are still3289

in the early days of direct x-space PDF computations in lattice QCD, it is conceivable that recent progress3290

might be able to provide competitive constrains that can be incorporated in the global PDF analysis.3291

The recent developments in lattice QCD calculations of PDFs are summarized in Fig. 74. In the left3292

plot, we show the u(x) − d(x) difference as a function of Bjorken x, where the results of a recent lattice3293

QCD calculation based on quasi-PDFs is compared with the MSTW08 and CJ12 results. The in the right3294

plot we show the momentum fraction carried by sum of up and down quarks, 〈x〉u+d for different values3295

of the parameter ts (points with errors), compared with the results from recent global PDF fits (horizontal3296

band). These two representative results are telling of the important progress in lattice QCD calculations of3297

the proton structure, first of all being able to compute moments of singlet combinations and of the gluon3298

and second of starting explore the full x-dependence of the PDFs. These developments suggest that in the3299

future lattice QCD calculations could provide useful input for global PDF fits.3300

9.3. Parton distributions at future colliders3301

Now we turn to discuss the role that PDFs would have in some of the recent proposals for future3302

colliders involving hadrons in the initial state. There are three main families of possible future colliders now3303

under active discussion. To begin with, electron-positron colliders, such as the ILC [458], CLIC [459] or3304

TLEP/FCC-ee [460], offer the potential for ultra-high precision measurements of the Higgs, electroweak and3305

top-quark sectors. On the other hand, hadron colliders with energy much greater than the LHC would allow3306

to continue the exploration of the high-energy frontier and significantly extend the coverage of searches for3307

new BSM particles, including Dark Matter candidates, while make possible at the same time unprecedented3308

opportunities for the study of the Higgs sector such as the Higgs self-interactions. In this respect, there is3309

ongoing work towards a circular collider hosted at the CERN site which would accelerate protons up to the3310

extreme energies of
√

s = 100 TeV [461, 15], dubbed FCC-hh, and there is also a similar machine under3311
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study by the Chinese HEP community.3312

Another avenue for future high-energy collisions would be new machines based on electron-proton col-3313

lisions, exploiting the successful strategy adopted with HERA. One of open proposals is the Large Hadron3314

electron Collider (LHeC) [16], where the Ep = 7 TeV proton beam from the LHC would collide with an3315

electron/positron beam with Ee = 60 GeV coming from a new LinAc, and that would be able to reach the3316

region down to xmin ' 2 · 10−6 at Q2 = 2 GeV2. A more extreme incarnation of the same idea corresponds3317

to colliding these Ee = 60 GeV electrons with the Ep = 50 TeV beam of the FCC-hh. The resulting collider,3318

dubbed FCC-eh, would be able to reach down to xmin ' 2 · 10−7 at Q2 = 2 GeV2. These two machines3319

would thus probe PDFs in the small-x region much deeper than HERA. In the same category falls the Elec-3320

tron Ion Collider (EIC) [462] which might start construction soon either in the BNL or the JLAB sites. The3321

EIC would offer the possibility to polarize both leptons and protons and to accelerate as well heavy nuclei,3322

although its
√

s would be smaller than that of HERA.3323

In this section, we review the role that PDFs would play first at the LHeC/FCC-eh, and then at a future3324

hadron collider with a center-of-mass energy of
√

s = 100 TeV.3325

9.3.1. PDFs at high-energy lepton-hadron colliders3326

As mentioned above, one of the possibilities for a future high-energy collider now under active discus-3327

sion would be to exploit the LHC/FCC proton beam and collide it with a high energy lepton beam, which3328

would be delivered by a new LinAc to be built at the CERN site. In the case of using the LHC beams, this3329

project, known as the Large Hadron electron Collider (LHeC), would then represent a scaled-up version of3330

HERA, and as such would offer immense opportunities for improved determinations of the proton structure3331

down to very low x and high-Q2, as well as providing a wealth of information on nuclear PDFs in a kine-3332

matic region where they are currently essentially unconstrained. Several options are now being considered,3333

with some preference now for synchronous operation during the final years of the HL-LHC upgrade, since3334

then the LHeC program can be extended to include measurements of the Higgs sector.3335

In Fig. 75 we show the kinematic coverage in the (x,Q2) of several existing and future deep-inelastic3336

scattering experiments, including the EIC, the LHeC, and the FCC-eh. We observe how by starting from3337

the fixed-target experiments and then moving to HERA, the LHeC and finally the FCC-eh, as the center of3338

mass energy increases, the kinematic reach extends both towards higher Q2 and smaller x values. At the3339

FCC-eh in particular, it should be able to cover the region down to x ' 10−7 without leaving the perturbative3340

region Q ∼> 1 GeV. It is important to emphasize that the same coverage would be achieved for nuclear PDFs,3341

extending by four or five orders of magnitude in x as compared to existing measurements.3342

One of the most important aspects of the LHeC/FCC-eh scientific case is being able to probe the pro-3343

ton/nuclear PDFs with an unprecedented precision, not only by means of inclusive structure functions but3344

also with measurements of the strange, charm, and bottom structure functions, that provide a direct han-3345

dle on the heavy flavour PDFs. As a related topic, the LHeC/FCC-eh would allow to measure the strong3346

coupling constant αs(MZ) with per-mile uncertainties, for instance using jet production [463], and high-3347

precision measurements of the electroweak sector parameters. To illustrate these potentialities, in Fig. 753348

we also show the results of an xFitter PDF feasibility study that compares the impact on the gluon PDF of3349

adding either LHeC or FCC-eh (or both) pseudo-data in addition to the HERA inclusive structure function3350

dataset. The reduction of the PDF uncertainties down to very small-x values reflects the extended kinematic3351

reach of these future high energy lepton proton colliders. A similar reduction of the PDF uncertainty is3352

expected for the quark PDFs.3353

Another important aspect of the interplay between PDFs and the LHeC/FCC-eh is related the small-x3354

resummation framework [464, 98, 465, 466]. This framework is based on extending the collinear DGLAP3355

formalism to account for the all-order resummation of terms of the form αk
s lnm(1/x), as implemented in the3356
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Figure 75: Left plot: kinematic coverage in the (x,Q2) of several existing and proposed deep-inelastic scattering
experiments. Starting from the fixed-target experiments and then moving to HERA, the LHeC and finally the FCC-eh,
as the center of mass energy increases, the kinematic reach extends both towards higher Q2 and smaller x values.
Right plot: results of an xFitter PDF feasibility study that compares the impact on the gluon PDF of adding either
LHeC or FCC-eh (or both) pseudo-data in addition to the HERA inclusive structure function dataset.

BFKL equation. Thanks to small-x resummation, the reliability of theoretical predictions for DIS structure3357

functions and collider cross-sections can be extended down to much smaller values of x, as compared to3358

the calculations based on the collinear DGLAP framework. Recently, a version of the NNPDF3.1 global3359

analysis, called NNPDF3.1sx, based on NLO+NLLx and NNLO+NLLx theory has been presented [467],3360

providing unambiguous evidence for the onset of BFKL dynamics in the inclusive HERA structure function3361

data. Therefore, given that the effects of small-x resummation are already important for the description of3362

the HERA data, one expects them to become even more relevant for higher-energy lepton-proton colliders3363

(see Fig. 75).3364

With the motivation of providing a first estimate of the relevance of small-x resummation for the3365

LHeC/FCC-eh, in Fig. 76 we provide predictions for the F2 and FL structure functions using the NNPDF3.1sx3366

NNLO and NNLO+NLLx fits at Q2 = 5 GeV2 for the kinematics of the LHeC and the FCC-eh. For these3367

calculations, we have used APFEL to produced NNLO(+NLLx) predictions, each using as input the cor-3368

responding NNPDF3.1sx fits, for the most updated version of the simulated LHeC/FCC-eh pseudo-data3369

kinematics. In the case of F2, we also show the expected total experimental uncertainties based on the3370

simulated pseudo-data, assuming the NNLO+NLLx curve as central prediction. The total uncertainties of3371

the simulated pseudo-data are the few percent level, and therefore they are rather smaller than the PDF3372

uncertainties in the complete kinematic range.3373

From the comparisons in Fig. 76, we see how the FCC-eh would allow probing the small-x region3374

by about an order of magnitude deeper than the LHeC (which in turn extends HERA by about the same3375

amount). The differences between NNLO and NNLO+NLLx are quite small for F2, specially taking into3376

account the large PDF uncertainties, implying that refitting the pseudo-data is required to first reduce PDF3377

errors and then discriminate between the two theoretical scenarios. Given the small experimental errors,3378

these inclusive F p
2 measurements would represent a sensitive probe of small-x dynamics. From this com-3379

parison we also see that differences are more marked for FL, with central values differing by several sigma3380

(in units of the PDF uncertainty) in most of the accessible kinematic range. This illustrates the sensitivity of3381
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Figure 76: The theoretical predictions for the F2 and FL structure functions at the LHeC (upper) and FCC-eh (lower
plots) using the NNPDF3.1sx NNLO and NNLO+NLLx fits at Q2 = 5 GeV2. In the case of the F p

2 structure func-
tion, we also show the expected total experimental uncertainties based on the simulated pseudo-data, assuming the
NNLO+NLLx values as central prediction.

FL measurements to probe small-x QCD. We also note that small-x predictions based on non-linear effects3382

(“saturation”) have typically the opposite trend of small-x resummation (suppressing the structure functions3383

as compared to the NNLO fixed-order calculation). Therefore, the measurements in Fig. 76 and related ones3384

would open a unique window to the novel dynamical regime of QCD in at very small x.3385

9.3.2. PDFs at a 100 TeV hadron collider3386

Next we move to discuss parton distributions at the FCC-hh [468], a proposal for a future hadron collider3387

with a center of mass energy of
√

s = 100 TeV. First of all, in order to illustrate the extended kinematic3388

coverage that would be achieved at a 100 TeV proton-proton collider as compared to the one at the LHC, in3389

Fig. 77 we compare the (x,MX) coverage at 100 TeV and 14 TeV, where the dotted lines indicate the regions3390

of constant rapidity at the FCC-hh. In addition, also indicate the relevant MX regions for some representative3391

processes, from low masses (Drell-Yan, low pT jets), electroweak scale processes (Higgs, W,Z, top), new3392

high-mass particles (squarks, Z′). It is clear that there is a significant increase in the kinematic coverage. A3393

particularly interesting aspect is that at the FCC-hh even high-scale processes such as W,Z or h production3394

become sensitive to the small-x region.3395

As discussed in the FCC Yellow Report [15], there are two main aspects of PDF phenomenology related3396

to a 100 TeV collider. On the one hand, just as at the LHC, at 100 TeV parton distributions are one of the3397

dominant systematic theoretical uncertainties for several cross-sections. In particular, electroweak scale3398
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Figure 77: Kinematic coverage in the (x,MX) plane of a
√

s = 100 TeV hadron collider (solid blue line), compared
with the corresponding coverage of the LHC at

√
s = 14 TeV (dot-dashed red line).

cross-sections, such as W or h production, become sensitive to the small-x region where PDF uncertainties3399

are currently large. To illustrate this point, in Fig. 78 we show the comparison of cross-sections for different3400

representative processes at the FCC with
√

s = 100 TeV, between the NNPDF3.0 predictions and those3401

of the NNPDF3.0+LHCb sets, see Ref. [469] for more details. The acceptance cuts are different in each3402

process. In the left plot we show the results for direct photon production, off-peak Drell-Yan cross-sections,3403

and inclusive weak boson production. In the right plot we show the fiducial cross-sections for cc̄ and bb̄3404

production. In all cases, and specially for heavy quark pair production, we can observe the reduction of3405

PDF uncertainties that is derived once the NNPDF3.0+LHCb sets are used.3406

The other side of PDFs at the FCC-hh is the onset of new phenomenon that are absent at the lower3407

energies of the LHC. These include the possibility of treating the top quark as a massless parton [470,3408

471], the need for resummation of “collinear” weak gauge boson radiation and the consequent introduction3409

of electroweak PDFs [472, 473, 474], as well as the increased role for photon-induced processes [411].3410

Moreover, just as in the case of the LHeC/FCC-hh, the role of small-x resummation is expected to become3411

more important at the FCC-hh than at the LHC, given the sensitivity of even standard candles such as W, Z3412

and Higgs production to the small-x region.3413

Let us here provide two representative illustrations of these new PDF-related phenomena at the FCC-hh.3414

As mentioned above, at 100 TeV the electroweak gauge bosons becomes effectively massless, and thus it3415

is possible to construct electroweak PDFs with the corresponding evolution equations. In Fig. 79 we show3416
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Figure 78: Comparison of cross-sections for different representative processes at the FCC with
√

s = 100 TeV, between
the NNPDF3.0 predictions and those of the NNPDF3.0+LHCb sets, as discussed in the text. The acceptance cuts are
different in each process. In the left plot we show the results for direct photon production, off-peak Drell-Yan cross-
sections, and inclusive weak boson production. In the right plot we show the fiducial cross-sections for cc̄ and bb̄
production.

the PDF of the W+ boson normalized to that of the gluon, as a function of x for different scales: q = 104
3417

GeV, 106 GeV, 108 GeV, computed using the framework of [472]. We observe that the dependence of the3418

W PDF with the energy q is rather mild. For most of the range of x, the W PDF is at most a few percent of3419

the gluon PDF, while for x ≥ 0.1 is becomes larger, up to 40% of the gluon PDF. This not not necessarily3420

mean that the effects of the W PDF will be phenomenologically relevant: this can be assessed only at the3421

cross-section level, comparing calculations with massive gauge bosons and those where these are treated as3422

massless (and thus resummed into the electroweak PDFs).3423

Following a similar line of thought, at 100 TeV it is conceivable to treat the top quark as massless3424

partons, much in the same way as at the LHC the bottom quark is treated as massless in most calculations.3425

In Fig. 79 we show the cross-section inclusive Higgs production by tt̄ associated production, comparing the3426

results of the n f = 5 scheme (gg→ htt̄), the n f = 6 scheme (tt̄ → h), and of their interpolation by means of3427

the ACOT general-mass scheme. The comparison is performed as a function of the Higgs boson mass mH0 .3428

We find that the n f = 6 calculation, where the top quark is treated as massless and resummed into a top3429

PDF, is rather far from the matched calculation up to at least mH0 = 10 TeV. This suggest that the massless3430

top approximation is not suitable even for the extreme FCC energies. On the other hand, the concept of top3431

PDF is still useful in order to improve fixed order calculations, using general-mass schemes such as ACOT3432

or FONLL, but it should never be used in isolation.3433

10. Conclusions3434

The wealth of data that has been accumulated by the LHC so far, together with the additional data that3435

will be collected in the coming two decades, has allowed the study and stress-test of the SM in an unprece-3436

dented way. Together with recent progress in theoretical calculations, this means that we are now entering3437

the precision era of the LHC, aiming to compare data and theory at the few percent level or even less. Given3438

the null results of BSM searches so far, a systematic high-precision analysis of the SM predictions and the3439
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Figure 79: Left: the PDF of the W+ boson normalized to that of the gluon, as a function of x for different scales:
q = 104 GeV, 106 GeV, 108 GeV, from Ref. [472]. Right: the cross-section inclusive Higgs production by tt̄ associated
production, comparing the results of the n f = 5 scheme (gg → htt̄), the n f = 6 scheme (tt̄ → h), and of their
interpolation by means of the ACOT general-mass scheme.

LHC data might be one of most promising approaches to look for BSM dynamics at the LHC, for instance3440

in the case that they manifest as subtle differences with the SM theory. And in this respect, the detailed3441

mapping of the quark and gluon structure of the proton represents and important component of this LHC3442

precision physics program.3443

In this Report we have presented an overview of the most important recent developments in PDF de-3444

terminations, with emphasis for their implications for LHC phenomenology. After a succinct review of3445

the theoretical foundations of the global QCD analysis framework, we have reviewed recent progress both3446

from the theoretical and the experimental point of view for those hard-scattering cross-sections used in PDF3447

fits; we have compared the similarities and differences between the methodologies uses for the various PDF3448

fitting collaborations; and then presented the state-of-the-art fits from each group and assessed what we3449

can learn about the internal structure of the nucleons from various points of view. We have then discussed3450

the role of QED corrections in PDF fits, in particular concerning photon-initiated processes, and presented3451

some of the most representative examples of the applications of PDFs for LHC phenomenology, from the3452

measurement of the Higgs couplings to the determination of the mass of the W boson.3453

In the last section of these Report we have attempted to speculatively discuss some topics that very3454

likely will play a crucial role in the near-term future of PDF determinations. One of these topics is that3455

one of theoretical uncertainties, for instance arising from missing higher-order terms in the perturbative3456

expansion. Given the size of PDF uncertainties in the latest sets, it is conceivable that these theory error are3457

comparable (if not larger) than the nominal PDF uncertainties, and thus finding a statistically sound method3458

to account for these is of utmost importance. Another topic that might affect the PDF fitting paradigm is that3459

of the interplay with lattice QCD calculations, where recent progress both in computing Mellin moments3460

of various flavor combinations as well in direct x-space calculation of PDFs suggest that in the future the3461

constraints from lattice calculations should allow to improve the global PDF fits, in a similar way as e.g.3462

the momentum sum rule. Finally we have summarized the importance of PDFs for future higher-energy3463

colliders whose physics case is being discussed just now, such as a Large Hadron electron Collider or a new3464

proton-proton collider with a center-of-mass energy of up to 100 TeV.3465

We hope that this Report has managed to convey to the reader that the topic of PDF determinations3466
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is fascinating and lively one, with implications from the understanding of the non-perturbative dynamics3467

of the strong interactions to searches for new BSM physics and ultra-high energy astrophysics. In some3468

respect, PDF fits represent a unique stress-test of the SM and of the collinear QCD factorization framework,3469

which is clearly in very good shape, given that we are now able to simultaneously describe a few tens3470

of individual experiments, some of them with extremely small uncertainties at the per-mile level. PDF fits3471

thrive at the the cross-roads of advanced data analysis, state-of-the-art perturbative calculations, and modern3472

robust statistical methodology, and thus provide guidance for other similar global analyses efforts such as3473

fits of the SMEFT coefficients. Moreover, progress in unpolarized PDF fits is also one of the main drivers of3474

recent improvements of other related aspects of the proton structure, from polarized PDFs to nuclear PDFs.3475

As we enter in the LHC precision era, ever-improving PDF determinations will keep providing a unique3476

contribution to this exciting exploration of the high-energy frontier. Taken into account that only around3477

15 years the first PDF sets with uncertainties where introduced, is clear that the requirements of this LHC3478

precision program will further drive improvements in global PDF determinations, leading always to an ever3479

more detailed picture of the inner life of the protons.3480
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